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Only One Man At the Hospital And

Everybody Happy.
[Special
Augusta, Aug. 15.—The conditions for
the success of Camp Marble are the very
best that could be had today. The temperature is comfortable and a breeze from the
northwest draws across the field and adds to
one’s comfort.
Everybody in camp is
pleased with the location, several regarding
it as the best which any muster has ever
had. However that may be the field dries
to

tlie Press.]

off

very rapidly, and although recently
heavy rains have fallen, the earth is as dry
as can be wished.
One of the advantages
which is obtained by the distance of the
camp from the city, is the difficulty which

POWDER
Pure.

the men experience in
down street, and but

Absolutely

----

HORSE

NOTICE^.

Garments Cleansed or Dyed Whole, and
Pressed ready for wear,

feRAItfO

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
13 Preble Hi., Opp. Preble House.
sneodly

oct!7

W. D. LITTLE & CO.,
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENCY,
KaU.bli.hvd in ISIS.

NO. 31

EXCHjANCE

STREET.

All kinds of property tnsured at lowest rates.

First-class
oct2n

companies,

American and

Steam Carpet

Foreign.

1

sntf

NOTICE.

BEATING

CARPET

Machine, Pat., at

Beating

FOSTER’S FOREST CITY DYE HOUSE,
lit Preble

HORSE BLANKET

St., Opp. Preblr H.uar.
at all seasons of tlie year.

Carpets cleansed
oct!7

sn

blanket made. Will
cut wear five ordinary blankets.
Don’t be deceived by imitations.
Always look for the Horse
brande d inside For salt by all dealers.

Strongest

eodly

'y*

eodGm-cd

THE PORTLAND DAILY PRESS,
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tb>PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY.
97 Exchange Street. Portland. Me
Terms Eight Dollars a Year. To mail eub
scrllTrv Seven Dollars a Year.it paid lu advance
Kates of advertising—One Inch ol space
the length of column, or twelve Hues uvnpariel
constitutes a “square.”
(1.60 pet Square, daily, flrst week; 76 ceutsper
week alter; three insertions or less, (1.00 continuing every other day after flrst week, 60 cents.
Half square, three Insertions or less, 75 cents;
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NEXT PAIR SHOES
—

AT

—

WELCH’S,
4*21

Congress Street.

We have the finest and best wearing Gents’
$3.00 Shoe to be found in Portland: pump soles,
plain or cap toe; see It, and you will buy no others.

Ladles’ splendid Kid Common Sense Boots,
made from the softest French Kid finished stock
at the low price of $2.00. Call and see them.

J. P. WELCH, 421
aug7
INVEST YOU
—

Congress St.
sntf

P

IN THE

MONEY

—

MODERN ELDORADO,
Kansas

City, the Peerless Metrop-

olis of the Great Southwest.
stupendous growth and wonderful prosperity Is without parallel In the history of

Whoa*

the world.

The Kaw City Laud Company of Kansas
ofiers an equal opportunity to the large or small
Investor to place his money safely aud advantageously lu this city of glorious opportunities.
An investment of *100 in the slock of this coman investment of *600 In any
pany will soon

City

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60
year; If paid In advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted In the “Maine State
Pbem” (which has a large circulation In every
part of the State) for $1.00 per square for flrst iusertion. and 60 cents per square for each subsequent Insertion.
a

Aadress all communications to

WEATHER.

Washington, Aug. 16.
The indications for New England are
light rains, warmer weather, winds general-

ly southerly.
PORTLAND. Me., Aug. 15,1888.
8am|8PM
Barometer. 30.010 29.920
Thermometer. 69.
70.
Dew Point. 66.
62.
61.
76.
Humidity.
Wind. 8W
SW
7
Velocity. 7
Weather. Cloudy Cloudy
Mean daily bar.. .29.968 Maximum ther....81.8
Mean dally tlier...69.5
Minimum ther.56.3
Mean dally d’wpt..58.6
Max. vel. wind .22 W
Mean dallybum...68.5
Total precip.0

equal
ordinary enterprise.

THE CAMPAIGN IN MAINE.
Programme

113 DEVON1BIRK IT., BOSTON.

Exchange.

Maj. Albion P. Pease, Kansas, City, Past A. A.
G. of G. A. K. Department of Mo.
dlmnrm
auglO
fir Many Thousands Soil Establish Them

a.

UNEQUALLED.

Bangor Meeting

Other Towns and

Cities where the

COOKING RANGE.
With Low

E.uJ Hearth

and Lar^e Ash Pan.
Fitted for Coal or 24 inch Wood.
Furnished with Plain LEGS or with CABINET
BASE, LOW HOT CLOSET, ELEVATED HOT
CLOSET, ELEVATED SHELF, END TANK,
WATER FRONT, or BRASS COIL; also, oar
WICKET OVEN DOOR, and patent PEDAL
ATTACHMENT, making the most complete
cooki sg apparatus yet produced. Made by

Republican Speechmakers.
[Special to the Press.)
Augusta, Aug. 15.—There will be a great
Republican mass meeting for Eastern Maine
at Bangor, Thursday, August 23, at which
Mr. Blaine will make his next speech after
The other
the one at Portland today.
speakers will be Hon. C. A. Boutftle, Gen.
Adam E. King, of Maryland, Dr. George B.

Republican Speakers.
[Special to the Press.)
Augusta, Aug. 15.—The following appointments for campaign speakers are announced :
Hon. C. A. Boutelle will speak as follows:
Monson, Thursday evening, Aug. 16; Greenville, Friday evening, Aug. 17; Bangor,
Thursday afternoon, August 23.
Wm.D. Faulk of Indiana, will speak:
Dexter. Thursday evening, Aug. 16; Old
town, Friday evening, Aug. 17; Brewer,
Saturday evening, Aug. 18.
Hun. Solon Chase will speak at Hollis Center, Monday, Aug. 20,West Buxton, Tuesday

cod 6 m

r

^

Sh ades

In all colors. The Art Shades are Decoratet
and Transparent. All Minetto Shades, Plain
or Decorated, are unsurpassed in Beauty,
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstclass Spring Boiler ready to hang.
rraorti

eodOrn

this

morning.

Roast beef was the center dish at the camp
dinner today.
Co. F, of Augusta, eat in the best equipped
mess tent of any of the companies,
lt is the
only one with a floor and the tables are
spread with spotless linen and first class
table ware, all of which is owned by the
company. In addition they have a supply of
first class cooking utensils. Capt. Choate
was in camp for the first time today and received many congratulations on his nominaCourts

in

the

Kennebec

county convention yesterday.
The following orders were issued today:
Headquarters First Brigade,
>
Maine Volunteer Militia, !
Cami* Marble, Augusta, Aug. 14,1888.)

General Order, No. C.1. The muster of the several countries required by Far. 1 of G. O. No. 4, from these headafter dress paquarters, will occur
rade each day of the encampment, Major A. H.

immediately

and tlie

Battery, assisted by the Field and Staff

Officers of the Regiments and the Captain of the
Battery.
By commaud of Brigadier General Mitchell.
Clarence 8. Lunt,
Major and Assistant Adjutant Geuerai.
Mr. Blaine’s Earthquake.
[Special to the Press.]
Augusta, August 15.—lt was a singular
coincidence with Mr. Blaine’s return, but a
distinct shock of earthquake was felt in this
section last evening at ten minutes past
eight o’clock, three quarters of an hour
before the arrival of the Blaine train. It
was accepted by the bell ringers as the
gun and they proceeded to ring the
bells. The shock was noticeable by a large
number of persons here and people from

the country report that it rattled dishes and
WILL VOTEIFOR HARRISON.

nent NewlYorker.

mentjupon

Aug.

-1,

ucukd

vt

1UUIV,

m-uursunj,

Buxton
Hon. Sidney Ferbam will speak:
Aug. 20, Goodwin’s
Monday
Centre,
Mills, Tuesday evening Aug. 21, North Ken-

nebunk, Granger’s HaIl,;Wednesday evening
Aug. 22, North Lebanon, Thursday evening
Aug. 23. West Lebanon, Friday Aug. 24,
North Berwick, Saturday afternoon, Aug.
25.

Hon. Thomas B. Reed will speak. North
Berwick. Saturday afternoon, Aug. 25.
Hon. Julius C. Burroughs of Michigan
will speak: Berwick, Thursday, Aug. 10,
Saco, Friday Aug. 17, West Falmouth, Saturday Aug. 18.
MAINE.

Possessing

a

high reputation

for

integrity,

hecombine8 with it ability and acumen which
rank him among the foremost men of the
coal trade, while his genial manners make
him a favorite with all those who come in
contact with him. Mr. Olyphant has never
been an extreme partisan, but while his proolivtties lean toward Democracy he is a protectionist in belief.
Originally a Henry
Clay Whig, he has acted independently in
politics, and has never voted a “straight”
ticket simply because it was “straigut.”
Wholly outside of any circle that could be
called political, Mr. Olyphant has a strong
aversion to anything like newspaper notoriety, and he has never obtruded hfs political
opinions. But it is understood that while he
voted four years ago for President Cleveland, this autumn Mr. Olyphant will lend
his support and vote to the Republican can-

didates.
When he cast his vote for Mr.
Cleveland in 1884 Mr. Olyphant had reason
to believe that the President was not a free
trader.iBut the messagelof the President and
his subsequent course have convinced him
that Mr. Cleveland is committed to the free
trade policy. Mr. Olyphant's high standing
and reputation for abifity will give an important weight to his support of the Republican ticket and protection principle.
THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.
AnnthAr Inctnllmont Af Spnatnr

gan

on

the

Mnr.

The New

In the House.

The House went into committee of the
whole on the fortification appropriation bill
and, pending a point of order against the establishment of a gun factory at Watervliet
arsenal, the bill was withdrawn and reported to the House. It then went over until to-

Bar

Harbor, Aug. 15.—The second sloop
was sailed today. The Eunice won by

minutes and 20 seconds; time 3 hours, 30
minutes.
The steam yacht Corsair and schooners
Ruth and Carlotta arrived today.
Minnie Davis, "daughter of the Confederacy,” is the guest of Mrs. Joseph Pulitzer.
There was an amateur theatrical entertainment tonight at liodick’s. “The breach
of promise,” a melodrama translated by
Mrs. Doremus and a farce “Mock trial” were
given.BThere was also a largely attended
hop at the West End.
2

Old Orchard Meetings.
Old Orchard, Aug. 15.—Divine

healing

the subject of the sermon today at the
campground. The Free Baptist assembly
at Ocean Park closed today.
was

meetings

Untrue In Every Particular.
The attention of a number of the committee on finance having been called to a published statement that Mr. Blaine has sent a
message to Washington through Senator
Hale that it is inexpedient for the Republicans of the Senate to report a tariff bill says:

“This report is a most extraordinary misstatement, and is true in no particular. In
the first place, it is a fact that Mr. Hale has
returned from New 1 ork, but is not true

that he has brought any message from Mr.
Blaine to the committee, or to any one, on
Mr.
the subject of the tariff or any subject.
Hale did not see Mr. Blame, and therefore
on
him
with
any
subject.
had no conference
But it is a fact that a gentleman, a very
see Mr.
prominent Republican, who did
and
talked
York
New
in
Blaine
a mesdid
bring
matters,
with hliu on tariff
is that
sage to tlie committee. The message
Mr. Blaine does not see that the Republicans
of the Senate have any alternative except to

Throng

the

16,

PRICE

1888._

City.

The Pension List.

The following Maine pensions have been
granted:
ORIGINAL, INVALID.

Benj. C. Pendleton, Bangor.

J. (Jannell, North Gorham.
INCREASE, SPECIAL ACT.
Lucias B. Varney. Bristol.
Jacob W. Pottle, North Perry.
George H. Tigher, Rockland.
Bradford Sullivan, North Wiuterport.
Stephen W. Longfellow. Gardiner.
Calvin Tomlinson, Brighton.

John

RESTORATION AND

General Turn-ont From All of Maine

REISSUE.

Timothy Fernald, Camden.

to come here yesterday. Notwithstanding
their hard marcn of the night before they
made an excellent appearance.
The Freeport Republican Club, about 100
men, did not have a regular uniform, but,

nevertheless, made a splendid appearance.
Altogether the clubs made a fine column of
two thousand or more men as they moved
down Congress street. It was now about a
The whole of the

West of the Kennebec.

YELLOW JACK.

mile and a half or so of distance between the
Union Station and City Hall was occupied by
Most of
crowds on both sides of the street.

the houses along the street displayed flags,
large or small, or other evidences of interest,
and there were hundreds of handkerchiefs
waved at the boys from windows and sidewalks along the mile and a half. The Young
Men’s Republican Club of Portland, the Harrison Guard of Portland, who marched with
full
company front in splendid order,
the IHarrison Artillery dragging their
and the Rockland men with
cannon,
their umbrellas, came in for a good
share of attention. There was a good
deal of cheering along the route, especially
opposite the Portland Club, where Mr.
Blaine reviewed the procession from the top
of Stubbs’s art store. He stood there while
the whole procession marched by, and although too high up to be in the best view of
the street, was recognized and cheered by all
the companies. There was also a good deal
of cheering as the column passed City Hall,
where the crowd was denser than on any
other part of the route.
These are the general featurts of yesterday’s great gathering. The details of Mr.
Blaine’s reception and speech in City Hali,
Warner Miller’s speech, of the parade, of
Mr. Reed’s reception and speech before the

Party Disagrees.

vast concourse of the

evening,

and of

other addresses and events form stories
themselves.

the

by

_

AT THE HALL.

Congressman Cox

has an Experience
Which May be Useful.

Speeches of Mr. Blaine and Warner
Miller.

Rockland Sends

Coast Delegation
With Umbrellas.

New York, Aug. 15.—The Herald has the
following special from Washington: Congressman Cox says one little sentence from
his lips would adjourn the House instantly.
What Mr. Cox means is best explained by
the following ssatemeut made by him:
‘Last Thursday 1 ran down to Moorehead
City, N. C., to obtain a few days’ rest. Re-

turning

to

Washington yesterday,

my

a

umers

detained at Gouldsboro’ to await the arrival of the Jacksonville express. My presence on the train had been telegraphed
ahead, and when I alighted at Gouldsboro’ I
found a large crowd in attendance who insisted upon my addressing them.
I spoke
for about 30 minutes to as intilligent and responsive an audience as I have ever faced.
When the Jacksonville train came in
and wejlrad started north again I noticed
that I had fallen among she most scared and
forlorn looking people on the earth. I found
upon inquiry that the majority of my fellow
passengers were flying from the plaguestricken ciiy of Jacksonville. They were all
bound for New York, and I imagine that
half of them carried the germs of the yellow
fever in their systems. That is what I mean
in saying that a word from me would adjourn the House instantly, but out of regard
for the feelings of my colleagues I will forbear to speak of it.”

Report.

Washington, Aug. 15—The official bulle.
tin from Jacksonville, Fia., today shows
three new cases.
There have been 28 cases
to date and six deaths.

Mr. Blaine Speaks to
in

City

a

Large Audience

Hall,

THE PARNELL COMMISSION.
The

Inquiry

to

Begin

on

the Sixteenth

of October.

Congressman Reed

London, August 15.—Judges Hannen,
Day and Smith, who compose the Parnell
Commission, have decided to open the inquiry into the Times’s charges against the

Before the Great As-

semblies of the Evening.

Irish members of Parliament, October 16.

All

intermediary applications

before Setember 17.

must

he

made

A Crisis In Turkey.
A crisis is reported in Turkey between
the Sultan and his ministers. The trouble
is due to the refusal of the Sultan to sanction the Grand Vizlet’slproposal to borrow
1,500,000 pounds from the Turkish banks.
The amount is demanded by the minister of
war and minister of marine to purchase
goods and pay soldiers’ and seamens’ wages,
which are long overdue. It is rumored that
Said Pasha, minister of foreign affairs, will
succeed Keamil Pashalas Grand Vizier, and
Grand Ban Pasha will be sent to London on
a

secret mission.

Foreign Notes.
The Vienna Tagblatt says that a recent
family council was held to consider the position of Prince Ferdinand.
The members
with the exception of Ferdinand’s mother
agreed to request Ferdinand to resign the
To this request FerdiBulgarian throue.
nand replied, “never,”
A despatch from Tashkino says that thirty
convicts en route to Siberia made a desperate attempt, Tuesday night, to
escape.
Eleven were killed, 10 wounded and six

escaped.

PURITAN A WINNER
In the Race from Cottage City to
New Bedford.

New Bedford, Aug. 15.—The race of the
New York and Eastern Yacht Clubs from
Cottage City to New Bedford today was very

exciting,

there

being plenty

of wind

with

a

please the veterans.
unexplained cause, the May-

sea

to

Owing to some
flower, while well in advance
made a fluke by not rounding

of her class,
the lightship
in Vineyard Sound in accordance with racing directions. The winners were:
First
class schooners. Palmer; third class schooner, Grayling; fourth class schooners, Iroquis; first class sloops, Puritan; third class
sloops, Beduoin; fifth class sloops, Bertie.
The Biggest on Record.
Chicago, Aug. 15.—The Post Office Inspectors having in charge the leiter box robbery affair have completed a partial list of
the checks, drafts, money orders and other

negotiable papers which

were found in Von
room and say that so far it
foots up over $250,000. Inspector Kidder is
satisfied that the aggregate value of all the
stolen documents which were recovered will
be fully a million dollars.
There is no
means of telling how much cash Von Oberkampf secured, as many people are in the
habit of sending small amounts through the
ordinary letter mails. The inspectors think
this is the most colossal mail robbery scheme
ever known.

Oberkampl’s

An Officer's
South

Brutality.
Norwalk, Codd., Aug. 15.—Chief

of Police

John Lockwood clubbed Patrick
Cahill last night, and then tied him by the
heels to the rear of a wagon, dragged him to
the lockup, half a mile away, with his head

bumping on the paving stones, put him in
the lockup and set a bull dog upon him.
There has been almost a riot over the affair.
Cahill was tried and bound over to the superior court. Lockwood has been suspended from the police force.

Hampton, N. H., celebrated its 250 anniversary yesterday.
A special from Olympia, W. T., says that
the supreme court has decided that woman
suffrage in that territory is unconstitutional.
Joseph i'ilon, a hotel keeper at Coteau

Landing, Quebec, was shot dead Tuesday
night by an unknown travelling agent, who
afterwards escaped.
Hon. Morgan J. Buckley was nominated
for governor by Connecticut Republicans

yesterday; flon. R. J. Walsh for secretary of
State and General S. E. Morrison for lieutenant governor.
Frederick Von Oberkainpftand Thomas J.
Mack of Chicago, were arrested in that city
Saturday and each held for wholesale robbery of letter boxes. Their crimes have extended over two years and involved thefts
to a large amount.
A messenger just arrived at Bismarck, Dakota, from Standing Rock Agency, says that
the intentions of the Indians at Standing
Rock are unchanged, and the report sent out
by the commission that the Indians are signing is misleading.
iverage

apple

crop is til per cent against 09 per cent in
I860. This is considerably below the August
1st estimate of the department of agriculture
but the Homestead is confident its estimate’
is much nearer the true position of the crop.
A rigid enforcement of quarantine regulations against Florida points has been ordered by the municipal authorities of
The Pullman
Charleston, South Carolina.
Company has taken its cars off all lines south
of Savannah, and all sleeping cars which
have been in Florida in the past 20 days
have been sent to the shops for fumigation.

sioou

upon

me

siuewams

eagerly

to catch a glimpse of Mr. Blaine.
Mr. Blaine had come to the city on the one
o'clock train from the east. At Westbrook
Junction he was met by the Hon. Thomas
B. Iteed who accompanied him
to the
Union station. There he was met by Col. F.
N. Dow of the State committee and driven
to the Falmouth where he dined and received a few callers.
Ex-Senator Warner
Miller of New York, who was to address the
afternoon meeting along with Mr. Blaine
had arrived a little before Mr. Blaine on the
train from the West and was also at the
Falmouth. At about half past two Mr.
Blaine and Mr. Miller were driven to City
Hall. As the carriage drove up to the curb
stone Mr. Blaine was recognized by the
crowd and greeted with a round of applause.
He Istepped lightly from the carriage and
ascended the steps, the crowd following and
applauding. As he reached the top of the
staircase and turned into the
ante-room
the crowd in the corridor broke into loud
cheers. Mr. Blaine tarried but briefly in the
ante-room,and then ascended the steps to the
platform. When the great audience caught
sight of Mr. Blaine there was a storm of applause. Cheer followed cheer and when the
audience tired of cheering they clapped
their hands and stamped their feet. It was
some minutes before quiet was sufficiently
restored so that Col. Dow could call the

waiting

was

The Official

About one o’clock, though the meeting
not to begin until half-past two,
the stream
of
strangers began to flow
Into the City Hall. In half an hour the
hall was nearly half full of eager men
and women who waited impatiently for
was

the hour of the meeting. At half past two
the hall was jammed with people and many
were in the corridors while hundreds of

train

GENERAL NEWS.

Washington, Aug. 18.—The Senate today proceeded to the consideration of the
fisheries treaty in open executive session
and Senator Morgan resumed his argument
in favor of his resolution to postpone it until
December next.

Unestimated Thousands

The National convention of the American
party today, the temporary officers were
made the permanent officers.
The committee on resolutions presented majority and
minority reports differing very much on
some of the cardinal principles of the party,
such as placing a tax on immigrants and the
reading of the Bible in public schools. The
reports were recommitted.
The convention this evening nominated
James I,. Curtis.of New York, for President,
Curtis receiving 45 votes and Abram S. Hewitt 15. and James S. Negler.of Pennsylvania,
4. Earlier in the day the 25 delegates from
15 States bolted the convention.
The convention adjourned sine die.

Treaty.

morrow.

Bar Harbor Notes.
race

AUGUST

quarter past six o’clock.

House.

rough enough

New York, Aug. 15.—One of the most
conservative business men of this city and
State is Robert M. Olyphant, president of
the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company.

Aug. 22, South Waterbury, Thursday Aug.
23, North Shapleigh, Friday Aug. 24, Emery’s Mills, Saturday, Aug. 25.

EVERY RANGE WARRANTED.
Sold by leading STOVE DEALERS. If not
for sale in your vicinity, send your address for
information to the manufacturers,

may4

Brigade headquarters are provided with
Diamond Spring water by the (proprietor of
the springs, Mr. Wade.
Major Lunt, who has been well nigh overwhelmed with work, very wisely today, had
a man detailed as an assistant.
The officers are all wearing crape in respect
to the late General Sheridan.
Eight men from each regiment were detailed as stretcher bearers lor the hospital

The Mills Bill too Much for a Promi-

skilftil mechanics from the best materials.

BISHOP & GO.
WOOD,BANGOR.
ME.

them out.

List of Appointments for Some Good

of Massachusetts, Hon. J. R, Burton,
of Kansas, and Hon. W. Doane, of Pennsylvania. Special trains will run at low rates
of fare. Mr. Blaine will also speak at a
grand rally in Waterville and in several of
the other larger places In the State, including Lewiston, Augusta, Bath and Skowhegan. He will rest a week after the September election and then make a trans-continental trip.

Qlarion

G, Bangor.
Next Friday will be Governor’s day, and
in the evening Gen. Mitchell and staff will
tender His Excellency, Gov. Marble, and
staff a reception, among the pleasing features
of which will be dancing in the
Marque.
Refreshments will be served. Five hundred
invitations are to be issued, the young society people of Augusta aiding in sending

Maine Laeder will Speak.

Loring,

Rom

At a
of the two branches have reached an agreethe naval appropriation bill. The
basis of th6 agreement Is a substantial concession of tlie demands of both Senate and

far that but few people care to make the
trip and so visitors are not plenty.

first time.
An interesting occurrence of the
day is
that of the orderly hour at noon.
Precisely
at twelve o’clock, at the call of the bugle,
three adjutants, one for each regiment and
one for the battery, mounted, started from
the line, 900 feet across the field to brigade
headquarters, with the morning reports. On
Monday, the Second Regiment officer reached
the goal first, but today the First RegimeDt
adjutant, who had been somewhat chagrined
because he was behind on Monday, made a
dash and reached headquarters far in advance of the other men.
The Governor’s staff went into camp today.
Col. Hampton E. Hill, of Saco; Col. Hollis
B. Hill, or Portland; Lt. Col. A. Ingersoll,
of Houlton. and Lt. Col. Clarence A. Leiehton, arrived this forenoon.
Today the field officer of the day is Lt.
Col. W. F. Harding, of the Second Regiment;
officer of the day, First Regiment, Cant. L.
Kendall, Co. G, Biddeford; officer of the
day, Second Regiment, L. S. Chilcott, Co.

The Republican Campaign Opens in Old
Maine.

Appropriation bill.
further conference, the representatives

so

The health of the soldiers is excellent,
thus far, only one man being in the hospital.
The elevated location contributes much to
this. One of the pleasantest features of the
encampment thus far is the presence of Gen.
Mitchell’s party of ladles at Bridage Headquarters who enliven what might otherwise
be the dull routine of camp duty. The event
of the day has been battalion drill and the
usual dress parade at 5.30 p. m.
Lieut. Col.
Ballard has been drilling the First Regiment
to-day. The horses of the battery arrived
tills morning and were harnessed up for the

HOW WE DO IT IN PORTLAND

The Naval

shook houses.

Honril of Directors.

Hon. Jos. A. Tucker, Boston.
Curtis C. Nichols, Boston, Treas. Five Cent
Savings Bank.
J. Edward Carter, Boston, of J. K. Carter & Co.,
Bankers.
Chas. IT. Whitcomb, Boston, Fire Marshal.
Judge John Spaulding, Boston.
IT. I Inal Hurt, Boston.
Ered M. Lowe, M. 1).. Boston.
E- II. Goss, Kansas Ctty, Treas. Fruit aud Pro-

for the

which Mr. Blaine will Address.

KAW CITY UNO COMPANY,

duce

bill, and it will be seen that it is a very different suggestion than that reported to have
been brought to Washington by Senator Hale
—who, as a matter of fact, has not seen Mr.
Blaine. The report, briefly, is bosh. If they
will possess their souls in patience long
enougn, they will see a Republican tariff bill
in the Senate.”

signal

city.

A limited amout of the stock is still unsubscribed for, and can be bought for *10 per share.
Send for circulars aud prospectus to the

encampment on the
State Park it is hard to keep the men on the
grounds they are so eager for a lark. But
on the other hand, the distance
now is
an

Plalsted, Brigade Inspector, Captain William C.
Woodbury and Lieutenant Heury M. Sprague.
Alde-de-Camp. will muster the two Regiments

LOCAL WEATHER REPORT.

The lands of the Company are now worth five
times as much as they cost, and the profits will
exceed any heretofore made In this phenomenal
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Thu powder never varies. A marvel of purity
strength aud wholesomeness. More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold In
c an petition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
mi.
Boyal Baking Powdkr Co., 10a wall
St N.Y.
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report a tariff bill. That is the
only suggestion the committee has as to the
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Other Orators of the Day.
Anyone who has doubted the spirit and reof the Republican party of Maine
needs only to have been in this city yesterday to become convinced that this year the
grand old party is moved by a more than
common purpose and enthusiasm.
An old
citizen who has seen every political gathering in Portland for thirty years, says that in
his opinion the crowd which listened while
Congressman Reed was speaking last evening in the hall and on the balcony, was the
largest gathered here since the time of the
civil war. The hall was full and overflowng, the corridors were full and Congress
street a long way up and down
was
crowded.
outside
stood
no
Anyone
chance whatever of getting
into
the
hall and anyone in the hall could not
The crowd was impenetrable
get out.
And it should be remembered that only the
night before there had been a great demonstration at Augusta, which had consumed
the energies of the political clubs on the line
of railroad east of the Kennebec river. This
prevented the coming of the clubs and citisources

zens

from

Bangor, Dexter,

Skowhegan,

Waterville and other Eastern places, from
all of which there would have been large
delegations iiad not the Augusta reception
been

delayed.

But there were enough here, more than
could be reached by the voices of the orators of the afternoon and evening. They began to come early in the day.
The noon
trains brought in a good many, including
the Brunswick Drum Corps, and a large
number of citizens of that village, a large
delegation from Farmington and Franklin
county.
While the speaking was going on in the
hall the clubs of the city were preparing to
march to the depot to meet the incoming
delegations, due between five and six o’clock.
With the uniformed companies turned out a
company from the Young Men’s Republican
Club of the city—75 young men dressed in
dark trousers and coats, white vests, light
soft hats, and carrying canes with American
flags attached. They made a fine display
and with the uniformed companies from the
cityland the clubs from North Berwick, Wells
and Hollis, formed a procession of considerable size that marched to the Union Station.
At the station great excursion trains pulled
in from East and West between five and six
o’clock. One of them had eighteen cars. All
the hundreds that came in at this time were
formed under escort of the Portland companies and marched down Congress street to
be added to the crowd already here. One of
the companies first to arrive, as well as one
of the largest, came from Biddeford. It was
about 250 strong, and bore two huge banners,
with these devices:
Blddeford's 5000 Operatives
for
Iteed and Protection.

| Biddeford Business Men |
| Will Vote for Business. |

The Kockland Young Men’s Republican
Club came a hundred and twenty-five In
number with E. W. Berry commanding,
and Hon. C. E. Littlefield, Speaker of the
House of Representatives, and Railroad
Commissioner D. N. Mortland marching in
the ranks. The men from Rockland carried
umbrellas which they spread over their honest
heads as soon as the procession started and
boro aloft throughout the whole march,
creating much merriment and applause
thereby. From the umbrellas floated ribbons inscribed “For Protection” and the
motto of the club was: “It is a rainy day
when we get left.”
The Saco Harrison and Morton Cadets
were a small but very neatly uniformed company. They had 35 men in line dressed in
white tall hats and white linen long coats.
The Brunswick Club was strikingly uniformed in silver gray wideawakes; and the
finely drilled company from Saccarappa, the
Westbrook Club wore a style of red wideawake, which with the blue helmet, gave
them a distinguished appearance,
The Augusta Club, that came with 53 men
and brought the National Band with them,
were the only company from the East that
participated in the Blaine parade Tuesday,

meeting to order. On the platform besides
the speakers were the Hen. Thomas B.
Reed, Hon. Henry B. Cleaves, Hon. Charles
F. Libby, Col. F. N. Dow, F. M. Higgins,
of Limerick, Col. Mark F. Wentworth, of
Kittery, Prof. H. L. Chapman, of Bowdoln
College, Rev. Marion Crosley, Walker Blaine
and many others.
After the applause had
subsided Col. Dow called the meeting to order and introduced Hon. Henry B. Cleaves
as the chairman of the meeting. Mr. Cleaves
was received with round after round of applause. He said:
MB. CLEAVES’ SPEECH.
Fellow Republicans,Ladies and Gentleman!
j congratulate the loyal, enthusiastic and
earnest Republicans of Maine upon the magnificence of this gathering. Here in this city
of Portland, a city that is always loyal and
true to Republican principles, you are opening a campaign which is to end in Republican success, and in one of the grandest victories for America, for American industries,
American prosperity, and American labor,
that has ever been achieved on this continent.
The evidence is unmistakable that the year
1888 is to be a Republican year.
This is a contest that appeals to the manhood, the intelligence and the loyalty of
every American citizen. It is a contest
in which no man can remain neutral. Never
since that grand old army of the Union,
which fought under Grant, Sherman, Logan
and Sheridan, came from the Appomattox
with its crown of jewels and battered flags,
have the issues been so grave as confront us
in the present campaign.
That old army,
the most patient, loyal, devoted and magnificent army that ever stood in line of battle,
contended for the preservation of this American Republic and the triumph of the old flag
Twenty-three years nave rapidly rolled by.
The growth of the American Republic under
the system of protection established by the
Republican party, in wealth, population and
material prosperity, has been unexampled
and without paraliel in the history of any
other government.
For twenty-four years the Republican party controlled the affairs of this nation, and
when it retired from power in 1885, it turned
Democratic party, a better,
over to the
a stronger, a more piosperous and enduring
republic, than the world had ever known;
but that party which came into power on the
fourth day of March, 1885, stands today as a
menace and obstruction to the advancement
of the great manufacturing, commercial, agricultural and mechanical Industries of the
country, and is making a war upon the wages
of the laboring men of the nation.
In their proposed tariff legislation they lay
a destructive hand upon ;some of the most
important industries of your State, and demand that we shall yield to the policy inaugurated by them, which means in the near
future, free trade and a complete surrender
of the American markets. Instead of establishing proper harbor and coast defences,
and giving employment to American labor
and placing the money in circulation among
the people, they are hoarding millions of
money in the Treasury and seeking to break
down American industries and our system of
protection, under the pretence that the surpius must be reduced. Instead of doing justice to tlie American soldier and sailor, who
is unable longer to continue the battle of life,
they seek by miserable technicalities to deprive him of the aid that a grateful and patriotic would rejoice 10 nave Him receive.
Instead of protecting the rights of our fishermen upon the high seas, they are completely
ignored and disregarded. Since the Declaration of Independence, no instance can be
found of so complete a surrender of the rights
of American citizens, who have lost their
property by seizure, as is witnessed in the

to our fisheries.
The claims of our fishermen, who hav e been
denied all commercial privileges, are utterly
and completely disregarded.
With only three millions of people we contended againstjthe armies of England for
seven long years for equal rights, but with
sixty millions of free and independent people, inhabiting a republic which is unequaled in strength and prosperity by any
other government, the party in power 'yields
of a foreign
to the unreasonable demands
province and surrenders the rights that belong to the American citizens.
Against this party we put the party of
freedom, the party that believes in free
thought, free speech, a free ballot and fair
count. Against this party we put the party
of protection, protection to our people at
home and on the sea.wherever the flag floats,
and there is no doubt as to the final verdict
that will be rendered by the American peo-

proposed treaty relating

ple.

Ladies and Gentlemen. The cordial and
enthusiastic greeting that this vast audito
Maine’s
ence extends
distinguished
statesman, emphasizes more strongly than
words can express, the heartiness of his
The President of the United
welcome.
States, not long since, sent a message to the
American Congress, and threw down the
“gage of battle and Invited the issues that
With
are now before the American people.
lightning speed, America’s great charipion

of protection responded

from across the
water, and spoke for American industries,
American homes and American labor, and he
is now welcomed by millious of free American people, who will follow his lead in this
I have the honor of presenting
contest.
Hon. James G. Blaine.

Mr. Cleaves was frequently interrupted
by applause, .and his reference to Mr.
Blaine was a sigual for more cheering. As
rward the cheering
Mr. Blaine stepp

:

1

1

which greeted him when he stepped upon the
platform was renewed. Hats and handkerchiefs were waved and the audience was
frantic with delight.
Finally Mr. Blaine
succeeded in restoring silence and then said:
MR. BLAINE’S SPEECH.
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Qentlemen,—I
should not have left my home, the very day
after my arrival, but for my desire to feel myself once more in touch with
those with
I
in
whom
have,
previous years,
fought in many a good Republican con-

(applause) ; once more to compare notes
with those whose wisdom the party has always
relied upon, namely, the Republican masses,
as to what should be done at this crisis in the
history of the country and in the history of
the party, which is its great defender.
When the President delivered his message,
he had something to say to the American
people about the danger of trusts, and I think
there has been no Democratic paper in the
country, whether they understood the meaning
of the word or not, that has not been ever since
warning the people as to the horrible danger of
trusts.
Well, 1 shall not discuss trusts this
afternoon. I shall not venture to say that
test

they are altogether advantageous, or that they
disadvantageous. They are largely private
affairs, with which neither President Cleveland nor myself has any particular right to
interfere.
But
aside
from
the
that,
point which I wish to impress upon you, is
that they are not the outgrowth, nor in any
way an incident of the protective tariff policy,
which is the President's main charge against
them; and that a protective policy no more
breeds what he considers the pestilence of
are

trusts

than does the veriest free-trade country

world, which is England; for England is
literally plastered, under her own system of
free trade, with trusts; and the very day before I sailed for home, precisely a fortnight ago
to- day, I cut from a London journal an anin the

that all the manufacturers of
coffins
and
all
the
undertakers
of
the
united
had
kingdom
gone
into a trust (laughter and applause) ; that it
waB to consist of two millions of
capital, which,
in the language of the English financial market
was
to
a
have
large number
of preferential bonds and at the ordinary death
rate in the kingdom, they expected to divide
12 per cent semi annually, (laughter.) Now I
think, my friends, we may safely bury all the
President's free trade predictions in the common grave in which those English coffins
are
made to go, and we might do this safely by
saying that so far from a protective policy generatini? trusts, a free trade nnliev hn« crpn prated
them in far greater numbers; and there I leave
the question.
I was interested on the day of my arrival,—
or rather
I should say by way of preface,
that in
Maine
we
have
not
wholly
to
devote
ourselves
to
the
national election, but
primarily to a State
election. I am glad that both parties have
nominated
gentlemen of unobjectionable
nouncement

personal

character,

standing

high

in their communities, against whom, personally,
nothing can be said, or ought to be said. That
applies equally to Mr. Putnam and Mr.
Burleigh,and I am glad to say so. That leaves
the contest where it should rest,—one of
principle. Mr. Putnam, I should judge, from a
speech of his, which I hold in my
hand and which I read in the Portland Aigus
of August 9th, is very uneasy in regard to the
charges that have been brought against him,
concerning the very disadvantageous treaty,
which he helped to make, giving away, as we
think, the rights of the American fishermen.
I read his speech with great interest and I
found it to be mainly an answer to some
criticism that Senator Frye, of this State, had
made, on the President, the Secretary of State
and the Fishery Commission.
Now I have
never yet seen Senator Frye in any contest or
controversy, in which he was not abundantly
able to take his own past (applause), and so
far
as
the controversy between himself
and Mr. Putnam is concerned, it would be
sheer presumption on my part to offer anything
in behalf of Senator Frye. I assure you, from
what I know of him, that he will be heard
from in due season ! (laughter and applause.)
But what interested me most in the speech,
as 1 read it through, and I will not endeavor
to follow the points between Mr. Putnam and
Mr. Frye, was these four lines, which occur,
somewhat parenthetically, in about the middle
of Mr. Putnam's speech:
“At this point," says the Argus, “Mr. Putnam discussed several features of the treaty,
showing the practical benefit: which our
fishing fleet would derive from the treaty.”
Well the Argus did not think it worth
while to mention what those points of Mr.
Putnam's were (laughter and applause). On
all the points of criticism of Mr. Frye's
speech, Mr. Putnam was full to affluence,
but
iust
in
a
breathing
spell,
or
as
Artemas
Ward
used
to
•ay, “At this point, desiring to rest my voice,
I will tell you a little story,” so about the^time
Mr. Putnam got half way through his speech,
he seems to have needed a little rest and told
of these advantages to the American fleet,
which he did not seem to include in his
and
which
to
the
regular
speech,
Argus it did not seem worth while to report.
Now if there iB any thing in this question at all,
if there is anything in the world, about
which the American people are concerned today, touching this fishery question, it is the
interest
of
the
fishing fleet, and that
is
the
on
which
very
point
the voters of Maine, before whom Mr. Putnam
as
a
are
desirous
candidate,
appears
him explain,
to hear
what
we
believe
to be a complete sell-out of the whole fishing
interest
of
the United
and
States,
I
connection
with
may.
myself, in
Senator
at
some
future
Frye,
period of this campaign, take occasion to say
something to that effect (applause). I promise
you that if I do 1 will not leave it in a small,
three-line parenthesis in the middle of my
remarks.
A week ago last Monday, as the ship on
which I was sailing,as I rose from my breakfast
there was a rumor
of something unusual
and we found that we were in
the midst
a
of
We had
come
fishing fleet.
on
to
the
banks
of
Newfoundland,
during the night, and as we rushed—at least
those of us who were not too sick to rush—on
to
the
deck
we
were
surrounded
fifteen
sail
of
by some twelve or
fishermen, partly French, but more largely
American. The sea was very rough, so much
so that many of the
passengers were serionsly
disturbed in a particular portioh of their person (laughter).
But those of us who could get
on deck, and 1
honestly confess Ijwasn't one of
the swiftest myself, beheld in this rough sea, the
fishermen in their little dories, not more than
fifteen feet in length, out on those waves that
seemed
to
those
on
steamer
the
to
be
half
the
of
rolling
height
this great room; and they were taking up
their trawls as unconcernedly as a Maine
farmer would mow his hay in July.
And
was
a
there
universal
of
burst
that
admiration, upon
steamer, at the daring,
the heroism and the splendor of the bravery
that would dare such elements.
(Applause.)
I said to myself then, as I say to you now,
that in my judgment, the United States
_
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is

>

faltering negotiations, it
jot or tittle oi the rights
erous

and brave men.

11
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should surrender one
of those gallant, gen-

(Great applause.)

Hr. Blaine left the platform very soon
after he finished his speech and a large
crowd followed him to the sidewalk. He
tarried a few moments in front of the City
Building until a barouche drove up. He
then entered the carriage in company with
Col. Copplnger, Col. F. N. Dow and Clarence
Hale, Esq., and was driven off.
As soon as order was restored in the hall
the Hon. Henry B. Cleaves stepped forward
and appropriately Introduced Hon. Warner
Miller, of Brooklyn, N. Y.
was enthusiastically
Ex-Senator Miller
received and greeted with long continued
applause. He is a gentleman of tall, commanding figure, and his voice easily reached
every part of the hall. He devoted his speech
entirely to the tariff question, saying:
MR. MILLER’S SPEECH.
Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have not come over to Maine because
you need my services in the present canvass,
or to teach you Republicanism; I have not
come to the home of Republicanism for the
purpose of attempting to do anything to increase your enthusiasm or devotion to the
I am not able to do that, but I have
cause.
come here rather thai 1 may draw
Republicanism afresh from its home, and that I may
gather of the enthusiasm which I have always heretofore found in this State and
that I may carry some of it back with me to
New York where we so badly need it in the
present contest. I come, however, assuring
you that there is a genuine revival of
Repub[applause]; that the
spirit which has been stirred up by the President s message and the Mills bill is a
spirit
which we have not witnessed since 1800 and
1804. [Applause.] Wo realized in those
days
that we were to rally for the cause of the
Union, for the cause of human liberty and
for our homes; we realize today that we are
to rally for the cause of our industries and
for the cause of protection to American labor and American homes, [applause] and
we mean to make the vi ’tory this fall as decisive as we made it in 1884 and 1865. [Applause.] I assure the Republicans of

Maine that if you will lend us the encouragement of an increased majority in your
coming State election we will return it to
you In November with interest of at least
too per cent [A voice “Good" and
applause.]
Four years ago, by serious and untoward
accidents in the State of New York, the
American people were deprived of the services of the most brilliant statesman America has produced [cheers and
applausej, and
by those mistakes the power was taken from
the Republican party, which had controlled
*or a Quarter of a century,
“1®.??veni5ie,1t
and Iturned over to the Democratic
party.
We accepted the result like
loyal American
from that
Qul®tly
Vy
day to this watching the party in power. Its
course and its acts, and, as
heretofore in the
campaigns which have preceded this, we
have been called upon to defend our administration and our acts, we now find ourselves in a position where we can properly
and justly call in question the wisdom of the
acts of the party in power.
I propose here this afternoon to briefly call
the acts of the
your attention to some of
Democratic party since it has been in power,
to some of its omissions in the direction of
duty; and also to show you that the charges
made against our party four years ago have
been proved to have been utterly unfounded
and tnat tbe promises and pledges held out
to the American people four years ago by
tbe Democratic party when it was seeking
your suffrages, have not been kept.
Four years ago, you will remember this
country rang from one end to tbe other with
the charges that the Republican party was
honeycombed with corruption; that every
department was filled with men who had
hetiayed public trusts, and that if the peowould turn tbe government over to the
democratic party, and give it control of its
great affairs, in short, if it would give
themjtbejbooksAhey would prove these charg
ea to be true.
These charges have been so
often made that a considerable portion of
our citizens had come to believe that there
was more or less trnth in them, but what
has been the result? For three years and a
half the Democratic party has had control of
the federal government in all of Its great executive departments and of the House of
Representatives. It has had the Treasury
and its books and what has been the result?
The moneys were counted. The accounts of
the various collectors and disbursing officers
have been gone over, and the balance is
struck. The moneys belonging to the treasury of the people have been found to be
there, to the last penny; if there have been
any disclosures of great defalcations or malfeasance in office perpetrated by tbe Republican party, the Democrats have failed to
unearth them during the time they have
been in control; these charges, one and all,
have been proven false.
True, they have removed about one hundred thousand officials of various grades and
of that I am not here to complain, but not a
score of
them were removed because of
charges of misconduct in office.
They had
to abandon the assertion of President Cleveland that no man should be removed except
for cause; the places were wanted and they
could not wait for that: and so that false
was abandoned and with it was abanoned the false plea of civil service reform
ou tneir pan.
i neeu not go into a detailed
acccount of the officers who have been appointed in the places of those who have been
removed. I will simply state this fact that,
since the Democratic party came into power
and began to appoint its own men to the
minor offices it nas been compelled to remove
more officials of Its own appointment from
malfeasance in office than it has of Republicans on that charge during the three years
and a half it has held the power.
[Applause.]
The records prove that beyond question.
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The Democratic party charged us with
gathering into the treasury a vast surplus
and with burdening the people with unnecessary taxation.
They told the people of
this country they were being destroyed by
the continuance of war taxes, both in inter-

nal revenue and customs and that a vast surplus had been accumulated which would finally destroy the commerce and business interests of the country; and they promised
that if they were put in charge of the
overnment
would
this
they
stop
nnnecessary taxation, this increase of surand
plus,
they would so dispose of the surplus as to improve the times.
Now what
were thejfacts?
They told you In 1884 that
there was a surplus of 8200,000,000. Vice
President Hendricks himself stated that there
was a surplus of 8400,000,000 In the treasury
and that the Republican party was no more
nor less than a despotism for accumulating
such surplus. What were the facts ? When
we turned the treasury over to the Democratic party, after taking out one hundred
million in gold held there as a reserve for the
payment of greenbacks and the maintenance
of specie payment; after taking out the
funds deposited there by the national banks
for the redemption of their notes, there was
a surplus of twenty millions only.
Was that
too mush to carry on the business of this
What
great government! No, I think not
have the Republicans done with the surplus
which had accumulated during tbelr administration ?BHow|had they managed the affairs of the treasury ? They had begun on
paying the national debt and when the keys
of the treasury were surrendered a large portion of It had been liquidated. They had reduced the interest account to less than fifty
million dollars. And so, month after month,
the bonds were called in and the national
debt paid, never keeping a surplus of more
than twenty to forty million dollars. Did
the Democratic party continue that policy?
It never made a call for the redumption of
bonds for fully six months after it came into
power; and when they made the first call the
surplus had grown from twenty million to
eighty million dollars; and from that day it
has never been lower than eighty millions,
but allowed to accumulate until now there
is more than one hundred million surplus in
the treasury.

Sou

For what purpose was it allowed to accumulate? For the express purpose of threatening the manufacturing Industries of this
country and all its business interests. If so
much money as this accumulates In the
treasury it will withdraw the circulating
medium from the channels of business, it
will bring on hard times therefore you mu st
consent to a reduction of the tariff.
That
was the proposition, and it is for that purthis
has
been
pose
allowed to accusurplus
mulate until today it is over one hundred
million dollars. This administration has
had power, under the laws of the United
States, during every moment of Its existence
to buy bonds at the market rate, or at anv
rate it saw fit to pay for them, and to cancel
them and so stop the payment of interest.
Instead of that It has loaned to the national
banks sixty million dollars which they bold
without paying any interest to the federal
government. If it had used this sixty million dollars in buying and paying off the
bonds due in 1891, we should have saved
many millions in interest, now lost; but it
was a concerted plan on the
part of the revenue reformers so called (or free traders as I
call them,) [applause.] to force the business interests of this country to consent to a
reduction of the tariff system, in order that
the surplus might be reduced and less money
collected from the people.
Heretofore what has the Republican party
done in the matter of reduction of taxation?
We are charged with burdening the people
and with having left a burdensome system
upon them. Since the war closed and whilst
the Republican party held power It reduced,
or removed, many taxes of various kinds,
among which was the internal revenue tax
which you will remember covered almost
everything, being levied for the purpose of
raising money to carry on the war and save
the Union; but we have gradually wiped it
out until there is taxation only on tobacco
and spirituous and malt liquors. In short,
we have gone on reducing taxation until, by
the various bills we have passed we have
rpilnrwl it snmAt.hliur

mrtra

than

thrun hnn-

dred and fifty million dollars per annum, or
the amonnt collected would have amounted
to tiiat if the taxation had been left where
it was at the close of the war.
Thus the
Republican party met every emergency, reduced taxation, defended the public credit,
reduced the public debt and the rate of Interest, and made provision for the pensioning of our soldiers and kept the country
standing upon the even keel of progress.
[Applause.] We surrendered the power,
and after three years of cogitation, knowing
that this surplus would accumulate, the
Democratic party has just begun to make
suggestions for a change.
Controlling all
this time the IIou?e of Representatives, the
only legal body for Inaugurating bills for
reducing taxation, for three years, they have
failed to make suggestions of any kind whatever.
They seem to have been dazed by the
possession of power. Unaccustomed to govern
ment, it seemed impossible for them to
formulate and policy, but, after three years
of power, the President, who went into office
without having a known idea in regard to the
tariff or
revenue, (for certainly if he ever had
any before his election he failed to express
it to any human being, neither his letter of
acceptance or any of his public acts having
given the people of the country any understanding as to what his views were upon
this question) astonished the people by an
annual message, which instead of being the
form required by the constitution which
calls for the President to communicate with
Congress by message on matters pertaining
11
to the welfare of the country,
,PJ[
tells Uie
every other possible interest and
overthis
great “o']
American people that
WO# us.
shadowing danger of the surplus U
unless we
that it is increasing and ‘hat
«ncl in
syra*«»n
our
in
consent to a break
all raw mawe
our rates of duties,unless
J?u*
therefore
reand
terials upon the free list,
financial
duce the income of the government,
ruin will come upon us; and then. In his
usual way, he notifies the various industries
conthe country that unless they
of
sent to this reduction an outraged and injured people will rise up in their anger and
wipe out the system entirely. And the question before you this afternoon is whether the
men back of the President, and whose views
he represents, shall be permitted to wipe out
the industries of this country, or whether
the industries and labor of this country shall
wipe out the President and his followers.
[Ureat applause and laughter.]
As Mr. Blaine [applause] said to the American people when he landed in New York,

[renewed applause] the paramount issue and

question before the American people |n thl*
campaign is the question of a protective tariff. I ain sure I can teach you nothing about
that question here in the State of Maine
but, nevertheless, I shall ask your tndull
gence for a short time to call your attention
to what I deem some of its advantages and
what I deem to be some of the heresies and
false philosophy taught by President Cleveland and his followers.
Ills first proposition is that all raw
materials shall be put upon the free Ust for
the purpose, he says, of aiding the manufacturers of this country. What great
generosity is that. A party which was been nothing
more nor less than highwaymen and robbers
comes
deliberately before the American
people and says to these highwaymen and
robbers, "we want to give you a little more
of the good things of this world; you have
been having a good time, but not enough of
a good time; you have grown rich and bloated in your wealth; you have been monopolists, created trusts and made white
slaves of your people, but still. If you will
only take this boon at our bands, if you will
allow us to introduce all raw materials free
of taxation. It will greatly aid and strengthen
your industries.”
“It will,” the President
says, “enable you to go out and take the
markets of the world against European
manufactures.’• An astonishing proposition
to come from such a source.
If I thought it
made in good faith 1 might claim time to
consider it, but I do not forget "the Greek
bearing gifts" and wonder what this can
mean.
on

his bill that if

ln hls
will

wonderful report

only

have free raw
in open markets
prove that he says the
principal elements of cost ln manufacture
are labor and material.
Therefore, If we
give you your raw materials free you will be
able to compete with the manufacturers of
England and Europe, ln the markets of Asia,
Africa, and of Central and South America.
What Is the cost of material—of what Is it
composed? It is proposed to reduce the cost
of raw materials by admitting them free;
What is the cost of Iron ore made up of, laid
down at the furnace, what is the cost of
coal, laid down at the mouth of the furnace,
what makes it cost, what is the cost of the
logs floated down your river-', what creates
their cost or their value ?
1 be value of raw
materials put down at the door of the manufacturer is composed in its cost of more than
9» per cent, of labor. | Applause, j Labor Is
Us chief
value, almost its entire value.
The iron ore In
the
mine, before the
niiner has attacked It, does not average In
this country 25 cents per ton as a royalty.
The average of coal in the mine before a
shaft has been sunk, the average royalty for
coal to those who own the Jmlnes, does not
exceed 15 cents per ton, but when It is laid
down at the smelting furnace it may be
worth from two to four dollars a ton. What
makes it cost that ? It has all been paid out
we

we can compete
“ftertals
with the world, and to

for the labor.
The value of your lumber.as it floats down
your

rivers.

Is

nearly

all labor.

It may be

worth ten, fifteen or twenty dollars per
thousand feet here at your wharves, but ln
the forests it was not worth a dollar per
thousand feet, perhaps not fifty cents.
It
has all gone into the labor of the brave men
who went into the wilderness,|cut down the
trees and converted them into lumber. Haw
materials, in their strictest sense, are only to
be found in a state of nature, before touched

by the hand of man. If you undertake to
give our manufacturers cheaper raw inaterilabor

Is cheaper,

what will

be the

result?

Either your iron and coal will have to lie
untouched in the mines, and the lumber remain In the forest, or else American citizens

will be compelled to work for the same rate
of wages as the laborer who produces the
same article abroad.
Does not that stand to
reason? fApplause.J
Mr. Mills is right when he says the chief
elements of the cost of manufacture are labor
and materials. He might have condensed It
ana said that the chief cost of manufactures
Is labor from first to last. [Renewed applause.] If, then, you want to be able to
compete with the manufacturers of England
and Germany In their markets, or in any
other foreign market, how can you do It?
\ ou can do It only by having tbs elements of
cost which enter into manufacture the same
in this country as abroad. It cannot be done
by any other way; by no process of Jugglery
or legerdemain can it be brought about. God
has given us a country stored with more natural products suitable to the wants of man
and the progress of the age than any other
people have. Shall we allow them to lie dormant in the earth while we draw our supplies from abroad ? Shall we allow our labor
to remain in Idleness while foreign labor Is

employed?

Here in Maine you are constantly using
the power of your great streams as they roll
down from your mountains (for the purpose
of turning machinery. You make it do your

spinning, weaving, grinding, running your

saw mills and manufactories of all klnda.
Shall you stop those wheels? Shall you refuse to let nature work for you In order that
may bring American people down to a
you
lower leveLin order that you may reduce them
to a rate of wages such as will enable you to
reach the markets of the world. Let us see.
We have not yet supplied our home markets.
I know Mr. Mills says that we are producing
a vast surplus of manufactured products,
and we are sometimes told that we have
machinery enough now in this country to
make In six months all we can consume In
twelve. I deny the statement. It is not
true. We have not yet fully met our own
wants. We imported last year of foreign
products of all kinds seven hundred and
million dollars' worth, of which
twenty oddover
two hundred, millions were
something
raw materials, and they were of a kind of
raw materials which the Republicans have
put upon the free list, for they were the natural product of other countries which were
not and could not be produced here; such as
tea, coffee, raw rubber, raw silk and all
native woods and other products of tropical
countries. There came in something like
two hundred millions on the free list, but
last year we imported four hundred millions
of manufactured products and I think a little more. Suppose we had made them all
here. It not only would have kept all our
manufacturing establishments busy, but led
to the building of thousands of others, and
put nearly every idler in this country at
work. Instead of that we went abroad for
this amount of goods.
We produce in this country something over
six million tons of iron annually and over
Would it have
three million tons of steel.
been better to have gone abroad for twa or
three million tons rather than have kept our
own people at work, rather than have raised
this iron ore from our mines, used our coal
to smelt and our railroads to transport It, or
given it to other people? To make this six
million tons of iron we took out of our own
mines over eleven million tons of ore, used
over five million tons of limestone to work
with it and as much more coal to smelt it.
Notwithstanding that we imported last year
over fifty million dollars worth of Iron and
steel in various forms, and much of that
came in from what I Insist is a wrong Interpretation of our tariff laws in regard to the
duties which should be imposed ou steel
billets, while In other form. It the law had
been interpreted by the friends of protection
not nearly as much would have been imported last year. Let us suppose now that the
duty upon iron shall be reduced to a considerable extent, what will be the result next
year? Instead of importing fifty million dollars’ worth we shall import two hundred and
fifty million dollars’ worth, or a very large
amount at least: instead of making six million tons of pig iron In this country, we will
not be able to make half of It, for we could
not run our furnaces in competition with
English furnaces, paying our present rate
for labor with a duty less than that which
we now have.
Does some one say to me,
“but the Mills bill retains the duty on iron
ore, and It retains substantially the same
on nig Iron?”
Granted, I say, but the
duty
Mills bill of today is only the beginning of
what they propose.
The President's argument In regard to
pulling wool upon me reel list is very remarkable, and I need not dwell upon it, but
Mr. Mills, In his report, makes a very remarkable argument in regard to it' He first
tells tbese robber woolen manufacturers If
they will consent to his putting wool on the
free list, they will get It so cheap they can
manufacture woolen to ship abroad and supply all the demand* of the home market as
well. You will remember we tmport of finished woolen goods over forty-four million
make
dollars worth. He says he will
compete
wool so cheap that you can
with all the markets of the old world
and there will be a lively demand for your
labor and you will get the same rate of wagHe says, too, that
es that you got before.
the wearer or mnsumer of woolen goods will
than before,
cheaper
vastly
get his clothing
There
and therefore be greatly benefited.
to
satisfy and nave all
Is only one other class
that
Is
and
tne
wool
our people pleased,
grower. He says to him, 'we will put wool
on the free list, there will be an increased
manufacture of woolen goods, and you will
for your raw product as you
as much
Id before. [Applause, and a voice, “that
I bait won't catch any fish.”J It might catch
them in Texas, but 1 don't think It would in
Maine, it certainly would not In New York.
[Cheers and laughter.] He seems to think It
possible to have two prices for wool in our
market. The foreign Is to be cheap, and the
home product is to be dear, both in the same
market. [Laughter.]
The speaker referred to the putting of lumber, salt and some other products upon the
free list, and continued the discussion of the
Mills bill at
some
length, showing It
to
be a
sectional
bill,
discussed
the
relations of the surplus In the
present
campaign, and referred to the
I resident s action In regard to the
river and
harbor bUl at the last session, and his allowng it to become a
by the statutes of
limitations, he having neglected to either
sign or veto It, and made sarcastic reference
s attention to
petty pension
bills while greater Interests went
by default.
In conclusion the Kepublican candidates
were described in
glowing language. As
for Mew \ork, while no was not accustomed
to prophesy, he had never known at this
stage of a contest the Kepublican outlook in
that State to be so bright as now.
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these articles than they did before. T he
free traders have tried to break the force of
this argument by saying that an export duty
tariff was
put on by Brazil as soon as our
Mr Edtaken off kept up the price. But
found it
munds investigated this report and
Here then
false, as he has since announced.
which the tarare articles of common use on

THE PRESS.
THURSDAY MORNING, AGO. 16.
We do not read anonymous letters and coiumu
incurious. The u&me and address of the writer
sit

Indispensable,

not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee ot good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or
preserve
•oiumuulcatlous that are not used.
are in

cases

FOR

iff tax was not a burden on the consumers;
and they aro articles on which the prices
could not be reduced by home competition.
How much more difficult then is it for Presito show that the tariff sustains an
dent

PRESIDENT,

Hyde

articles which are open
to the competition of the most inventive and
enterprising laborers and capitalists in the
most progressive nation on earth.

extortionate price

BENJAMIN HARRISON,
OF

INDIANA.

READY WIT.

FOR VICE PRESIDENT,

LEVI P.
OF

[Chamber's Journal.]
There are few people to whom the posses
sion of ready wit does not seem desirable, for
nothing is of more use in an emergency than

YORK.

FOR COVERNOR,

FOR

German

o^lTh.rSS““-‘^SA

T F

FEW,

»•««'*

tAKDI.

VMlilCUli.

HONISTED,

Before taking account of stock August 1st, we shall
offer our entire stock at reduced prices.

Diamonds,

conN-

TURNER

FRANKLIN C. PAYSON,

Canal Bank

180 Middle St. 182

au4

Portland,^Me.

REED treats all cbromc diseases that flesh
is heir to; all cases that are given up as Incurable by the allopathic aud homeopathic physicians, I will take their cue to treat and cure
them. 1 And that about four-flfths of the cases
given up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
distance by letter with their full name and place
of residence uad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 Examination at the office, $1.00.
Consultation free.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 u. m.
sepl4tt

DR.

CUNS,
RIFLES, REVOLVERS,

NEAR CONCRESS

STREET,

Special

-_■_

dtf

Hotel,

THEY

CO.

A few more of the very finest Custom Hade Misfit Spring and Summer Clothing
to be closed out regardless of cost in order to make room for-Fall and Winter
Stock. Our Agents are on the road buying up the very best Custom Made Clothing
which has been left on the tailors’ hand for varions reasons which we will sell at
half its original measured price. Call earlr and secure great Bargains.

STRICTLY
FULL

DRESS

augw

SUITS

OlVE
FOR

SALE

T. B. DAVIS,
OjFjwsite Post Office, Portland, Me.

GOOD THINGS

MARKET SOUARE.

Announcement!

DOWN

PRICE.
OR

TO

to the Importance
which can now be
months hence they
all. We think It 6

ot availing of the premium
realized upon them, as a few
will command no premium at
also Important to convert the

LET.

TTSStseplS

Manufacturers Are Unloading!
This Is certain, and there is no half w ay about it either, as we have
found «l urine the last two wrecks, for WE HAVE BOUGHT HEAVILY
AT ASTONISHINGLY LOW PRICES, so that It matters little whether
there is a reduction in the tariff or not, WE are there and have an elegant assortment of the newest styles in Carpets, Wiltons, Brussels,

liif

GLEES, OPERA,
ORATORIO, AND CANTATA MIMIC,
OF
HUMIC
FOR
COLLECTIONS,
and

PIANO. ORG AN. AND ALL OTHER INSTBUMENTS, AND IN FACT EVERY
HIND OF HUMIC THAT IM HADE.

AU this Is in the shape of Sheet Music (3,000.
000 pieees), Octavo Music (3,000 kinds), or of
music collected in well-bound books (4,000 kinds)
Send for Lists, Catalogue’, Descriptions and Advice. Any book mailed for retail price.

SOME OF THE NEWEST BOOKS ABE:
PIANO CI.AMMICM, CLAHSICAL PI AN
IMT, YOUNG PEOPLE’S CLASSICS,
SONG
MONO
Mwpraaa.
CLASSICS,
CLAHSICH. All* aid Raw., CI.AMMIC
tenor songs. Each »1.00.
Very select
and good music.
Send the price of auy book and receive it by reurn mail.
The convenience of this arrangement
s appreciated by thousands of customers.

Oliver Ditson & Co.,
aug4

Street,

Portland,

Wen, Youths,

$12.00,

styles

goods
made,

they

cordially

HUCE8

FRED R.

FARRINGTON,

Falmouth Hotel,

MIDDLE

STREET,

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Peak’s

Me.

THIS WEEK,

Boston.

MASCOT.
Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.

BLACK

—

Pint Vlertg.gr Water Werka Ca. 01A
PICK CUNT Head.-Priacipal aad la.
trreal ISdAKANTBED.
At PAR mat
latereat.

s

$5.00

•n.

These

PER

SET.

the best Teeth manufactured In the
tor these teeth the past Ilf
teen years baverauced from (10.00 to $16.00
and even $20.00 per set. Wilmington Teeth
$4.00 per set. Gas free to all who wish to have
one or more teeth extracted without
pain. Gold
Filling $1.00 and upwards. Silver Fillings 60
cts. to 76 cts. Cement or Bone Fillings 60 cents.
Appointments by mail will receive prompt attention.

Saturday Excursion!

PAYSON & CO.,

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT CO.

Saturday,
August 18th,
tf pleasant, the steamer

NorthernBankingCo.
—

OFFERS FOB SAL*

Forest Queen
will make an excursion to

Fort

—

Popham and Bath!

Leaving Custom House Wharf at 9 a. m.-, Cushings '.1.15; Peak’s 9.S5; Long Island 9 40; Little
Cbebeague 9.50; Harpswell IO.SO; and will stop
at any other landing, by leaving word at the tlcket office Friday.
Pare far the Kouud Trip
50 reals; all Children lit crocs.
Tickets
■

6 Per Cent Debenture Bond* of the Company, a legal Investment for
Savings Banks.
7 Percent First Mortgage Loans on Bea ,I
Estate In the best sections of Kansas.
8 Per Cent First Mortgage Beal Estafa I
Loans of the Maricopa Loan and Trust
Company, of Phanlx, Arizona.
Also Bang Stocks and other investments
mhlOSTATtl

■

TO THE HOLDERS OF

limited to 400.

C. W. T. UPPING, Pen. Agent.

Excursion to Bath!
The large and commodious

Steamer

“Merryconeag”

will make an excursion to Bath

on

AUGUST 19,
United States 4 1-2 ! SUNDAY,
WJtASA.vr ]
[
Custom
House
Wharf at 9.30 o’clock*
leaving
Per Cent Bonds,
FARE 50 CERTS FOR THE ROUND TRIP.
IF

The Steamer "Gordon" will make the regular

Merryconeag’s trip Sunday.
auglBU4t

1891.

We beg to call your attention to thfact that tbe above mentioned UniteStates Bonds at the present price ytel ■*

|

only

(S 1-4) interest, and that as they ap
proacb maturity tbe price will declin
until the whole premium will be wipe

•

COLE,

7.

1> V request, will give one more .Vtaaaliah, hall
-U aad Haul Caarert, on steamer Merryeoneag, Tareday Evraiaa, August i1, 1NIM.
Tickets 25 cents; to be obtained of J, Cole, at|the
l>oat and 38 Brown street; holders of tickets for
the last excursion wiltbe good for this one; steamer will leave Harpswell landing. Custom House
Whan, at 7.30; If stormy, will go on the first pleasant evening; will sail a different route from the
auglfidlw

other excursion.

out.

We therefore advise the holders «
these Bonds to sell or exchange them fo
other securities.
We have on hand
desirable list of City, County, Railroa
and Water Bonds, suitable for Trns
Ponds, and would be pleased to have th
holders of tbe above mentioned Bond
communicate with ns.

WHEiV I.Y PORTLAND

Woodbury&Moultoi I

Leave your bundles to be cared for while shopping
or to be delivered to any address free:
ana arrange to rest and meet your friends at

Make Your Headquarters at

Brown’s Shoe Store,
461 Congress Street, Market

Cor. Middle and Eichanga Sts.,

p°gTLAWD;

jmcjwou

•wm*

®

Portion- '

aw uuci suuciiui

i<n mur

to all persons desiring to gain a thorough know1
edge o( this art. Kates reasonable. Kor (urthe
particulars call at the college rooms, or addres
X.. A. H1AV, A.
Prla.
augindtt

are

MRS.

Sq.

SIGN OF MAMMOTH GOLD BOOT
Summer Visitors, Tourists and Strangers
will and the largest assortment of fine,
seasonable

BE-OPKN HONDAI, AUCS. JO, MS,
under the personal supervision ot Howard C. Han

world, and the prices

f

CLOAKS.

Reserved Seats. 10. IB. 20 and 25 cents.

—

TuTh&SAwaw

8 .8. White’s, H. 1), Jnste’s, and John*
son & Land’s Best Teeth,

I Ilk.

Monday and Tuesday by request,

Zaaeavtlle, Okie.4 l-'J,
Partin.d Water Ca.0.
Perllaad Water Ca.4.
Itiddefard a ad Mace Water Ca.ga
A ana.in Water Ca .g.
Tlaiae Ceatral K. It. let.7.
Iflaiae Ceatral K. H.3.
Aadreeeeggia * Keaaebec KH... 0.

H. M.

Manager.

....

COUXBItCIgU MONDAY, AC«.

■■■gee...0.

FOB SALE BY

Island, Pertlaad Barber.

C. H. KjfowLToir,

BONDS.

Boots

and

Shoes

lu Uio Stot6, at

BROW,VS, 401 Congress St.
PINE UOODS A NPECULTY.

1

:

CARTER

All the Latest Novelties in Fancy Shoes for Vaea
tlon and Beach wear.

Brown,The 8fiSlier.
Ml Congress Street, Market Sq.

will Re-open her

KINDERGARTEN
September 19th.

Dr. F. J.
Tapestry and Woolens, and certainly the prettiest patterns in Wool
and Cottons that we have ever been nble to get at the prices even that
we

will sell at

now.

4W1-2

mar29

BONNET,

Dentist, SO. 148 SPRING STREET

Congress, Cor.

of Irons.

dtf

An advanced class In reading and writing will b
formed In connection with the Kindergarten.
»ugll
eodl

TO HOLDERS OF

i

PIANO!
The «ole agency ol this world renowned Inairo-

United States Bonds
41 present market prices, 4 1-2’s
only pay 2 1-4 per centuml the 4s
less than 2 3-8 per cent. Many of
our clients are exchanging these
issues for other high grade securities yielding from 3 3*4 to 6 per

0°n*rpORTLAN D* Me!

If31

cent.

ALICE C.

We

recommend such an exand shall be pleased to
furnish
lists
nnd
descriptive
on

application.

and

C L

«iy
*«,*"*»
sold for

sets of the

BEST WALNUT CHAMBER SETS

we ever

$75.00, new, well made and in every way perfect, worth every
cent of $90.00, tor only $75.00; and we won’t
exact the cash either.

OUR PARLOR SUITS
now

occupy two floors that run llic entire length and breadth of (our
a handsomer display of these BEAUTIFUL GOODS we
have never seen, with colors harmonizing so
nicely as to give the idea
all were Intended for the same place. The
pretty and NEW BROWNS,
OLD GOLDS, BLUES, GARNETS, OLIVES and other beautiful
shades
tn green and other colors that seem
certainly to have reached the
HEIGHT OF PERFECTION, $35.00, $40.00, $50.00, $60.00,
$75.00,
and up to
$900.00, these suits are sold at, nnd we have but a few suits
each of our last purchase, therefore an early
selection will most
likely be the best. No change will be made in the prices as they are
marked to sell at sight.

building, und

PARLOR

STOVES,

while not In actual demand Just at present deserve the attention of
those who inform themselves in advance. Our line is now
complete,
embrnccs the MOST DESIRABLE of last year, and the IMPROVE*
MENTS of this. At least COME and SEE what we have, and rely upon
our word that WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD. We have
the dues!
line in Ncw.England. New
goods constantly arriving, and all going
at lower prices than ever.

Mnn/lnw

to

Portland Nrhaol ef

—

AND

Across the Continent.

Hctaru Ticket. Ci.od uatil July, 1MN».
A earty will leave Monday. October 8. tor a
«.raad T.ar of Nixiy-Oac
Day. to the Paci
lie Nocthwc.t aad through f'nliforaia.
Parties will leave September 10 ami October 8,
Hoathcrn California Oircct (via Atchison,

Topeka & Santa Ft Railroad);

aud on the same
dates for Colorado.
Also Kightora Tripo ia
September to Eastern rrsorts.
W. RAYMOND.
I. A. WHITCOMB.

Hr-Send for descriptive circulars (designating
particular trips desired).
W- RAi mOND,
296 Washington 8t., (Opp. School SI.), BOSTON,

HAINESyRICHARDSON & CO»
—

DBALBK8

IK

—

SOUTHERN PL\E LIMB.
full assortment of sizes anti lengths of timber
olank in stock at our yard on Brown’s Wharf.
Special attention given to sawing orders at southern mills.

COMPANY,
Corner Pearl and Middle Streets,
Portland, Me.
aJSAAC

C. ATKIN

ON,General Manager. dtl

Office 322 Commercial St.,
o29eodtf

POLICIES

pnRTi.AND.nl.

Protected

by

the

Popular

Maine Nou-Forfeiture
Law issued only by the OLD UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY, of Portland, Maine.

tafcat^gs

,

30 CL Gauze Vest* 24 ets.
24 ct. Lisle Gloves 12 1-2 cts.
74 cL Silk Gloves marked down
to 40 ell.
White Skirts 74c and $1.00
Large lot of new Parasols at
about half price.
Ladles’ and misses’ Hose at

greatly reduced prices.

OAK GROVE SEMINARY.
ViSHALBOBO, MAISg,
Open. Mept. 1 Alfa. Both sexes. New build
lngs, with all modern Improvements. Pull corp)
ol experienced teachers.
Kits lor college, loi
and lor business, send for catalogue.
teaching,
mini lanAISt
jsoa.t
l/\Uira
_t
■■

ABBOTT FAMILY SCHOOL SS,

LITTLE

J. M. DYER & CO.,
511 Congregg St.
eodtf
__Au*4_

Juuus Eich bergs

BI.I'K, i-urmiogion, Jliln
Aildress A. II. ABBOTT, Principal.

eoiflSt

HyE8

INSTRUCTION IN ENOLISII AND CLAW
1CAL STUDIED
Given to private pupils by the subscribe'

J.

W.

COLCORD,

MS PEARL STREET.

MASS.TT&S3t

A
ana

The Atkinson House Furnishing

Rim A. L Simsr. 537 Cosgrsu St..

—

This trip Includes, In addition to a thorough sightseeing round among the wonders of the National
Park, a complete tour of the Pacific Northwest aud
UUfon.la extending from Victoria, the capital of
British Columbia, to San Diego—over 1600 miles.

augU

Mteaegraphy.

Send for circular.

tile

YELLOWSTONE
NATIONAL PHRK

Saturday Sale.

C

Pupils thoroughly instructed tu shorthand an<
type-writing. Day and evening sessions.

c

MUty-Kight Duy*

v

dti

Specialty.

__sodtf

EXCURSIONS.

A Par tv will Iaava Rnwtnn
for a Uraari Tour of

a

mao to oaou.

SPECIAL

Literature

KimaifOl—Prof. Moses True Brown, Bos to

Th9*T6m

All Traveling Expenses Included.

Jyis

School ol Oratory.
decs

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
CHAMBER SETS IN BLACK WALNUT,with and without Marble
Tops, for $40.00, $50.00, $60.00 and $75.00. We have just got a bar.

A. H. -A.lt for ike BIHUKTT OUUA*

MOSEST

Delsarte Expression

35 CONGRESS ST., BOSTON.
apr26

So. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.

3 DEERINC PLACE.

Eloention

Brewster, Cobb & Estabrook

SAMUEL THURSTON,

eodSin

change
prices

H*11'

Th. oldest Business School In Maine. Be.
racUlttse offered. Experienced teachers li
each Departnlffnt and thorough Inatrnctlor
Short-hand uia Type-writing
guaranteed.
taught by a practical Stenographer. Session)
Mx day. ana five evenings. Kates very low
Catalogue free. Any additional lnformatlor
cheerfully furnished. Address,
L. A. CRAY. A. M.. Principal.

_

Suitings
Children,
prices

LiREEVWOOD GAKDES OPERA HOLM.

Pert I and.0,

—

••

ments:

jymdtf

ALSO

••

Amos U Mltlett.
C. H. Rosa
ChaA A. Plummer,
A. R. Winslow,
A. T. Hall,
Joseph C. Coleswortby,
Austin Sullivan,
A. 8. JeunesA
E. H. Batchelder.
T. L. Callao,
Prizes are now on exhibition at Amos L. MUlett’s
dt’.t
auglO
Congress street.

SWAN & BARRETT,
186 Middle

•*

Mwaic by Merrlwsaas Vail Hand
Arrangements have been nude lor a sail on the
Lake without extra charge.
Entries for the sports must be made to C. H.
Ross on or before Wednesday, Aug. 15th.
Tickets may be had of the Committee of Arrange-

In order to obtain the present high premium
which must gradually and surely become less as
they approach maturity. We are offering some
excellent securities which we can recommend to
holders of above bonds, or in exchange for any
other securities soon to mature, and we shall be
happy to communicate or confer with them regarding such exchange.

The Shorthand Department of the
Business College will

pu'@?*ed-

«...

Rope Pull.

but little over Thbek Yeabs
to run]

SHORTHAND,

$1.00.

SUMMER CLOTHING!

Silver Pickle Jar
To the man who brings the most chUdrem
Caw Salmon, valued at $10.00
Base Ball..Grocers vs. Buteber*

■EDUCATION At,.

36 GENTS PER POUND.

IMMENSE BARGAINS

1st, Silver Butter Dish; 2d, Box of Beach's Soap
Running Race (for boys under 14)

Cent Bonds,
now nave

DO E

Whatever they are, the music to perform them,
to understand them, to enjoy them, will be found
In the Immense establishments of OLIVER
DITMON Jk lW., wlio have on hand
CONCERT »ON«H, GOHPEL HONGH,
HACKED HONGH,
SCHOOL SONGS,
SUNDAY HCHOOL SONGS.
COHIC
SONGH.COLLEGE SONGS, JUBILEE
SONGS, POPCLAR-SONGS, CHOIR
AND
CONGREGATIONAL
HUMIC,
TONIC-MO 1,-FA MUSIC, CATHOLIC
MUSIC, ANTHEMS AND CHORUSES,
HONGS

Putting the Shot,

United States 4 1-2 Per

THAT ARE COMING IN THE FALL.

PART

1888,

only Okh Y sab more to run]

AUgl3_aa K»«haage Street.dtf

FISHING TACKLE.

CLOTHING COMPANY

Under United States

now

—

CHOICE FORMOSA

3 Pounds for

Building,

Ammunition at manufacturers’ prices.
Atlas Powder Fuse and Caps.
Sporting
and Blasting Powder
in any quantity
Agent for American Arms Company. SrmiIIammekless Guns.
Parker and Colt
Breech Loading Guns. A Special line of
English Guns of our own importation.
Agent for Winchester & Colt’s Single
Bhot and Repeating Rifles,
Wholesale
and Rkeail.

Large

TEA,

Caw,

Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.

_

OOLONG

at

State of Maine 6s, due

[which

OR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

C. J. FARRINGTON,

Eye Classes! MISFIT

FRYE,

Law,

at

office on presentation, and tor which
will allows premium and accrued interest We
would also Invite the attention ol holder* ol
at our

[which have

188 MIDDLE STREET,

dren’s Summer Suits.
There are many very desirable
bargains left which should attract
the attention of those in want of
these goods.
In addition to our Mark Down Sale
of Children’s Suits, we shall offer a
large line of Children’s odd Short
Pants, age 5 to 14 years; prices
from 75 cents to $1.25. These are
just the proper goods for Boys’ Vacation Pants.
We have a few of those Best Shirt
Waists left for 50 cents each, to
close.

GROCURS.
208 Federal St,
Whitney Building,

208

31V4 Exchange St.. Portland, He.

GEORGE F. HOLMES,

We sht'll continue our Mark Down
Sale of Men’s, Youths’ and Chil-

rnizss.

100 Yard Dash.saver Cup
«
128
Free for All.Gold Medal
•*
MX)
.Gouts' Travelling Bag
Wheelbarrow Race.Gold Headed Umbrella
100 Yard Run, (open only to men over 40 years of
age) 1st. Gold Headed Cane; 2d, Ivory Headed
Cane.-"’
Three Legged Race..Box Fine Confectionery
Sack Race.Box Horse Shoe Tobacco
Potato Race..Silver Cake Basket
Uwjmmlwg nice. .Indian Club*
Rule Shooting,.1st, Chiu* Tea 8et; 2d, Wblst
Counters.
Glass Ball Shooting.Pearl Handled Revolver
standing Brood Jump.Drum Toilet Soap
.Silver Sugar Bowl
Running
Throwing Base Ball.Alarm Clerk
PltchlngQnolts.Silver Pitcher
Tub Race.Pair Opera Glasses
Boat Race.Silver Syrup Jar
Throwing Hammer.Students’ Lamp

PORTLAND6s
we

arranged:!

following programme has

utf

paid

teb!6dtf_

Counselor

will be beld at

Lake, Thursday, August 16.
Sebago
The
been

Nlnturtim; Nov, ISSN,

STENOGRAPHER

eodtl

THIS WEEK

The Fourth Annual Excursion of the Retail Grocers, Provision and Fish Dealers

PER CENTS.

MERCHANT’S NATIONAL BANK.
auglli

J. A. HAYDEN,

_

BROS.

NTARRINER & GOMPANY,

Boys

No. 87 Plum Street

Casco Bank Building,
Portland, Me.
-___angwia

.4

_

mul (fm\d ffid/nd&i.

191 MIDDLE STREET,

__

GEORGE

(ffioolc, flol1

BERRY,

Counselor

|

and

STEPHEN

SIl'"It Jill VI'*.

A

Holders of C. 8. Four Per Ceat Bonds
may learn something to their advantage by applying to the

UNDER «. A. R. HALL, NEAR GREEN STREET.

py-

Spectacles

Watches, Jewelry, Silver and
Plated Ware at Cost.

MORRISON & CO., oong^street.

m*?30
T^ompteric®
X

4

TTJILTST.

»'3_

the ability to return “a Boland for an Oliver”
in such a way as to extinguish an opponent.
EDWIN C.
But the art of retaliating skillfully is by no
means universal.
Perhaps this is as well,
For Representatives to Congress,
considering the proneness of rapartee to deFirst District— THOM AS B. HEED.
generate into maliciousness; and it is not
Second District—NKJ.SON D1NUJ.EY, Jl».
difficult to imagine how much more disagree
Third DUtrfrt-SETH L. MILLIKEN.
Fourth District—CHARLES A. BOUTELLK.
able the world would be if every one In it
were a Douglas Jerroid or » Home Tooke.
If the facts were really known it might be
None of the professions seem more devotfound that the practice of shipping off the
ed to ready wit than that of tbe law; and,
Indigent and criminal classes to America Is Judging from tbe following story, this devocarried on very generally in more than one tion Is of no recent origin, ft is related that
was
European country. In a recent investigation on onetooccasion Sir Nicholas aBacon
man who
about
pass judgement upon
made by a select committee of the English
had been guilty of robbery, at that time punHouse of Commons Into the subject of emi- ishable by death: but the culprit pleaded for
gration and Immigration, Mr. Lionel Alex- mercy on tbe ground that be was related to
“How is that?” he was asked.
ander, clerk to the Jewish Board of Guard- the judge. was the
reply, “your name is Ba“My lord,”
statistics
ians, produced
showing that the con, and mine is Hog, and hog and bacon have
board had removed more poor Jews from always been considered akin.” "That is
true, answered Sir Nicholas; "hut as jog is
England than came Into It. They were not
bacon until it has hung, until you are
sent, he said, back to the continent and over hanged you are no relation of mine.
to America. There have undoubtedly been a
Still more to the point is an anecdote told
two opposing barristers. The lawgreat number of these people sent over by regarding
yer for tne defence was so severe upon the
government aid; for the poor Jew is a well
prosecutor tint tbe latter rose and asked:
known person in almost every American
''Does tho learned counsel think me a fool?”
The retort was prompt: "My friend wishes
city.
to know If I consider him a fool; and In reThe Great Republican Demonstraply to bis question I can only say that I am
tion.
not prepared to deny it.’
There are many instances of passages of
Id spite of arrangements somewhat faulty,
arms between bench and bar, but this one
the Republican demonstration In this elty may be new to most of our readers.
At tbe
yesterday was the most magnificent In point close of a lengthened wrangle between a
of numbers and enthusiasm that has been held judge and a prominent council, tbe former
said:
if
do net know how to
here since the war. If there were any doubt conduct“Well, sir, as ayou
gentleman, I am sure I
yourself
as to the Interest of the plain people in the
can’t teach you.’.
To which the barrister
great questions now at issue, the great gather- miiuiy repneu: inm is so, my loru.
Occasionally, however, the votaries of the
ing yesterday of men from the farm, the law
have the tables turned upon them, as in
and
the
various
walks
of
mercanwork-shop
the case of the lawyer who, driving along a
tile business which greeted the speakers In
country road, asked a woman who was going In the same dlreotion the way to his desthe city ball, must have set it at reet.
tination. She told him, and added that, as
Doubtless many came largely for the
she was going part of the journey, she would
listening to the point out the way. “AU right, my good
purpose of seeing and
woman,” said the lawyer, “jump up—better
to
his
distinguished statesman whose return
bad company than none.” After going some
native land has been the occasion of admirmiles, the woman thanked him for the drive'
ing and enthusiastic tributes from millions descended, and he asked how much further
of his fellow citizens, but the close attention he'hadtogo.
“Oh, she answered, “you
that was paid to the speeches of the other passed the place you want two or three
miles back; out as I thought bad company
aul4
dtf
speakers, though the heat was very oppres- better than none, I brought you on." The
sive, Indicates unmistakably that the’ tariff legal gentleman certainly deserved the lesson, and it is to be hoped that he profited by
issue has taken a great hold upon the minds
of the people. Not one of the speakers of the
Parliamentary elections usually afford a
afternoon or evening, whether he spoke in
While a
good field for the exercise of wit.
lord was conducting his canvass, he
noble
the hall or in the open air, could complain of
a bully, who declared fiercely that he
met
an
Inattentive audience.
And on the would
“sooner vote for the devil than for
other hand none in the vast
audi- him.” “I’ve not the slightest doubt of it, my
said the the candidate quietly; “but
ence
could
that
the
friend,”
complain
speakin the event of your friend not coming forers
were
the
close
undeserving of
Here is
ward, may I count on your vote?”
attention that was given them. Mr. Blaine’s another
of the same kind: At an open political meeting a man cried, “Hurrah lor Jackshort, hut acute, speech upon the fisheries
son I” to which a bystander retorted, “Hurquestion, was listened to with the closest,
rah for a jackass l’r “All right, my man,”
and most admiring attention, and the only
exclaimed, the first speaker; “you can hurrah
he
was compelled to
disappointment was that
for your favorite candidate, and I’ll de the
same for mine.”
make it so brief. Mr. Miller’s elaborate disAn enviable quickness of rapartee was
cussion of the tariff was closely followed
shown by a French actor when the head of a
throughout by Its hearers. It was made goose was thrown upon the stage. Advancto a receptive audience, which will rememto the footlights, he said:
“Gentlemen, if
any one among you has lost his head, I shall
ber its facts and be influenced by its logic.
be glad to restore it at the conclusion of the
It was impossible to say too much on the
»
piece.” Deservedly severe also was the retariff question, and the eloquent speeches of ply of Descartes to a nobleman, who, seeing
i
Mr. Seed and Mr. Tenney in the evening fell that he enjoyed the pleasures of the table remarked : “1 see, sir, that philosophers can
upon ears as eager to listen to a discussion
sometimes indulge in good cheer.’
“Why
of the subject as bad been the audience of
not?” asked Descartes. “Do you really imThese lines should all appear equally blac*. to a normal eye. Persons having weak eyes who cannot read the above letters
and to whom the lines do not appear equally black at five or ten feet, have a visual imperfection which common spectacles will
the afternooD.
agine that Providence Intended the good
not Improve. They must have special lenses ground to correct the deformity of their corneas. This defect is called ABTIOMATltM. THIS PRINT should be read with ease at ten inches and is a test for NRAR VISION.
The enthusiasm manifested at all the meet- things of this earth only for the foolish and
ings, the cordial approval that the Republi- ignorant?”
Of wit bordering on tbs malicious there are _We have a large assortment and are prepared to adjust the same upon scientific principles. We use
can doctrines preached there received from
TRIAL CASK, together with the OfTHALlilOaCOPIC TEST LENBE,
ma£y examples, and some of the rapartees KiCHET’S
combining the best methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the
are fully deserved, while others are only calthe audiences, made up as they were largely
lenses needed for their correction.
culated
to
the
latter is
give pain. Among
of farmers and mechanics and business men,
one told at the expense of an elderly French
are very encouraging symptoms. They show
widow who had fallen in love with a young
corner Congress and Franklin Streets.
C.
that the people are alive to the issues, and nobleman, whom she was never tired of
to
her
as
friends
“handsome
as
one
praising
that the drift of opinion la toward the Reof Dumas’s three muskateers.” “Yes,” said
publican party and the great doctrine of pro- a lady who heard her and who was
possibly
tection, of which it Is the champion.
jealous: “he is muskateer.and you are Twenty Years After.
President Hyde on the Tariff.
Much more merited than the above, probIn an address delivered before the Cleve- ably, was the answer given by Foote to a disDuke who asked him In what new
sipated
land and Thurman Club of
Brunswick, character he should go to a masquerade:
President Wm DeWitt Hyde, of Bowdoin “Gesober!" A “man about town’’
said to
College, brought forward this ancient argu- a young lady: “No, I am not exactly enbut
I
have
gaksd,
the
refusal
of
two
or
three
ment of the free traders:
He undoubtedly deserved the crushgirls.
Remembering the prune ana immediate aim of ing rejoinder:
“I
suppose you mean you
the protective system Is to compel every consumhave asked them and they have said ‘No.’
er to pay a bounty to the home producer of the
protected article. How much does this annual The tourist, also, who said to an idle Skyebounty amount to? That no man can estimate man, “Why do you lie there all day with
•
precisely. A reliable statistician, Mr. J. H. your hands in your pockets?” must have
Moore, has estimated the amount at $1,000,000,been taken aback by the cool reply: “’Cause
000. A professor of political economy in a New
she hasua been far enouth south to learn to
England college has recently expressed the opin- put them in other
people’s.”
ion that the estimate is not altogether wide of the
Beady wit cannot be said to be natural to
mark. Now add to this $1,000,000,000
paid
TELEPHONE SOX B.
as
a
direct bounty to the home producer
youth, for the answers given by precocious
the $200,000,000 paid to the government
schoolboys are not witty, being usually the
in
duties
ou
outcome either of misunderstanding or of
imports aud
have
you
as
an
approximate estimate of the cost “chock.” There are exceptions, however,
of
the
We have Just Received a
protective system
Lot of
$1,200,000,000— to this rule. A teacher asked his class what
that is, equal to an annual tax of $20 on every
was meant by “divers’ diseases,” and was
citizen of the United States, or a tax of $100 per
rather surprised when one of the boys ansyear upon every family of five living In average
comfort- From this sum of course whatever comwered, “Water in the head.” A little dot of
a girl inquired of her mother the
there
are resulting from the
pensating advantages
meaning of
system must be deducted. What Is “transatlantic,” and was told “Across the
Krotecllve
is nature, the extent, and the value of sueh comAtlantic.”
“Does
‘trans’
mean
always
‘cross,’
.-/ pensatlon ? The high protectionist claims first mamma?” she then asked.
*‘Yes,” replied
that this tax is paid Dy the foreign manufacturer.
her mother; “but don’t bother me any more.”
Now, 1 admit that there are extreme aud excepThen I guess ‘transparent’ means a cross
tional cases In which that is partially or wholly
true. There are times when for special reasons
parent,” was the conclusion the unconscious
the retail dealer In dry goods aud groceries sells
little humorist came to as she relapsed into
an article below the market price, or even for
silence.
J’ou
ess than it cost him.
But these cases are rare
The Lord Provost of a certain well-known
exceptions.
city in the North nad a daughter married to
Now President Hyde claims that he is not a gentleman of the name
of Baird; and
a free trader; that he wishes to reform, not
speaking of names to several friends, he hapWhich we shall sell at the very Low Price of
pened to remark: “My grandmother was a
not sweep away the tariff. But here he is
Husband and my mother a Man,” these havclaiming that the protective system is rob- ing been the maiden names of the ladies.
bing the people of more than a billion dolWhy, in that case," said the celebrated Dr.
lars a year, aud proposing a« a remedv a
Gregory, who was present, “we may the less
wonder at your daughter having got a
measure that will take off about a thousBaird.”
andth part of that billion doi'ars of booty.
Turning from expressed repartees, we
find that there can be no less wit in the manAs President Hyde is a teacher of ethics as
ner in which writers subscribe themselves.
well as an expounder of polith al economy,
For instance, we have it upon record that,
his proposition appears all the more remarkwhen Glengarry claimed the chieftainship
able. But perhaps he will say that the Mills of the Macdonald clan.the general I acknowlThis is the best bargain in Tea that eyer came to Portland
edged chief wrote to him as follows:
bill is an imperfect measure and is only a
as the New York Importer needed
Dear Glengarry: As soon as you can
My
money more than a
step towards reducing that billion of prove yourself my chief, 1 shall be
ready to
profit and sold it at a price far below its value in consideraplunder that the manufacturers, according acknowledge you. In the meantime I am
tion of our taking the whole lot for cash.
to President Hyde, are getting. Then we
Macdonald.
Yours,
This letter may have suggested to BenjaWo guarantee It equal to any 50 cent Tea you ever
submit that President Hyde, while profess- min
Franklin the note he wrote to a friend
ing himself to be only a tariff reformer, is in England when the American colonies declared their independence, and which closed
a free trader.
Now what about this claim advanced by thus:
You and I were long friends. You are now
President Hyde that the tariff is a tax which,
my enemy, and I am
increasing prices, levies tribute upon the
B. Fkanki.in.
Yours,
•onsumer to enrich the manufacturer.
During the last half of the eighteenth cenEvthe
tury
governments of the day frequently
ery protectionist will of course admit that
vucuiocivca
ui
puwrr uv unuiug ana
the tariff raises prices to a certain extent.
corruuting members of Parliament; and
this was the case during the debates on the
This is what the tariff is foi,—to raise prices
India bill, when the opposition, led by Fox,
of produets so that the men who produce
found its majorities steadily decreasing.
these products may have a fair recompense.
This, it was known, was the work of the
There is such a thing as bringing the cost of
Secretary to the Treasury, John Robinson,
to
the article
the producer so low as to make who used both places and money to carry
IJMout the ministerial policy.
One evening
a slave of him, as in the case of the makers
Sheridan, speaking of the decrease said:
of that cheap English clothing which the
This is not to be wondered at, Mr. Speaker,
free traders talk so much about. A Parlia- when a member is employed to corrupt everymentary committee that has lately investi- body to obtain votes." “Wholslt? Name him
or wltbdaw!" rose fiercely from all parts of
gated the condition of these clothing makers the House. Sheridan saw that he was
in a
of London has found men working eighteen predicament, but he was equal to the emerand nineteen hours a day, with so little res- gency. “Sir," he said, “it would be an unpleasant and an invidious thing to name the
umm
nn nm n
nm
nnvwT/vn
pite that they take their meals of dry bread person, and therefore I shall
not do 4t.
But
Altai DE aviv IV DLVlll SiVIK
and coffee while working iu their seats. And
don t suppose, sir, that 1 refrain because
there is any difficulty in naming him; I could
with all this hardship these laborers receive
do that, sir. as soon as you could
and make room for Fall Goods. I have a
say Jack
only wages enough to keep body and soul to- Robinson."
gether. Now the clothing made by these
Sheridan’s ready wit was equalled some
nice line of
for
laborers cannot help being cheap; but the years ago by another prominent politician on
and
which
I have marked
the
occasion
of
the
won
Derby being
protectionist claims tnat it Is too cheap; that
by a
French horse. The Frenchmen present, as
down
It would be better for the
at
that
must
move
them. A
who
consumers,
was natural, cheered vociferously, and not
are the rich and
well-to-do aud poor alike, to content with that, one of them shouted,
nice line of Business Suits for
“Waterloo avenged!"
pay more for their clothes, rather than
“Yes,” said the
former price $15.00. There are a dozen
make slaves of the
statesman, who happened to hear the reclothing makers. But mark,
“you ran well in both cases!"
while the tariff raises prices
different
of these
and
sufficiently to
prevent the American laborer from descend
are very stylish and well
suitable
ing to the level of his brother in Europe it
for Business Wear.
does not as a general rule raise them
abnorWe
invite the public to call
mally. that is, very far above the cost of production. That the rate of duty is added to
and examine our stock before purchascost of an article is a fallacy advanced
by
lns‘
President Cleveland, but very promptly deTHESE
ARE FOR CASH ONLY.
molished as soon as it saw the light of day.
Senator Edmunds, a man of more public experience than Presidents Cleveland and
Hyde together, has cited the case of tea and
H. H. RICKER &
coffee, the duty on which was removed in
CO.,
Under
1872, to show that even oc an article where
there is no home competition to lower the
price the amount of the duty is a tax on
the foreign producer and importer rather on
aug2
TS&Ttf
the consumer. Mr. Edmuds says that on the
this
there
ceased to come
abolition of
duty
into the treasury from #15,000,000 to #20,000,000 a year, while the consumers paid sub- ny all
grocers.
stantially the same or higher prices for
Junl
F,M*W6m
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GREAT REDUCTIONS IN PRICE

Some Famous Repartees from Men
Famous and Obscure.

MORTON,

NEW

on

niHCeLLANEODI.

)an2*_

atl

POLICIES Protected by the
Pop'
Maine Non-Forfeitnre La*
issued only by the OLD UNIOS
ular

MUTUAL

LIFE

COM PAM’, of

INSURANCI

Portland,

Maine.

UNION DEPOT CAFES.

WK

ann°unce to our patrons that we are
do general catering In the
h”
“?,'£,pr*‘Par'!'110
best possible
manner, making a specialty o?

EVENING

SPREADS.

Fancy Ices, Sweets, Soda, etc. For the convenpatrons keep open every evening. All
orders promptly and carefully attended to. We
Invite all to favor us with an early call.
Jyl8tf GEO. E. WOODBL KV ft SON. Props.
ience of our

SEHDOL FOR VIOLIN
U«irumon ia all Braachr* «f Vac a I aa«f
Inuiruaraial .Unaic.

FALL TERM OPENS SEPT, 10, 11 12.
Address or apply to

JULIUS
154 Tremaat

tugl

EICHBERG,

«IWI,

YIhm

eodttw

POLICIES, Protected by the
Popular Maine Non-Forfeiture
Law issued only by the OLD UNION MUTUAL LIFE

INSURANCE

COMPANY, of Portland, Maine.
eodtf
»u*u_
ENGRAVED.
isiting cards and copper put* for tl ofp
Our second annual
oBeri dwd onlv Jurinu
June, July and August. ReguTarnrlcr
tauf
Send for samples. W. W. DAV18 Fai *1!^
dtog Stationers ,and Kngravers, S3 West
ft
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Boston Stock Market.

FUjiJSh.

THURSDAY MORNING, AUG. 16.
PRESS.

THE

[By Telegraph.]
The following quotations of stocks
daiiv:
New York
do ore! I

Scess

■lug.

151I
igS!
»‘98%
Telephone.*230%
Chicago, Burlington &||Northern.
49%
Boston & Lowell Railroad,.»163
Mexican Central...
Wisconsin central.
K'lut & Pore Marquette Railroad com.*40
di tret.
Bell

Boston & Maine R.
Mexican Central 4s.
Call!omla Southern Railroad.
Wisconsin Central preferred_

Rockland, 0.8. Andrews, R. H. Burnham & Wm.

Saccarappa,
Saco.
So.

W. B. Bootliby.
H. B. Kendrick & Co., Wm. Stackpole.

Paris,

A. M.

Gerry.

Sprlngvale, C. H. Pierce.
Skowhegan—Bfxby & Buck.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vmalhaven, A. B. Vinal.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.

Watervllle,

Yarmouth.

WIT AND WISDOM.

‘•Why, bress your heart, Erasmus, dis yere
fotvgraph ain’t like you nohow. It makes yer

look ten years older.’”
"Dat’s all right, honey, I needn’t git anoder for
denex’ ten years. See?”

For any case of nervousness, sleepweak stomach, Indigestion, dyspep
sla, try Carter's Little Nerve Pills. Relief is sure.
The only nerve medicine for the price In market.

lessness,

a

who had given a

woman

some breakfast, "you eat slowly aud as If
tramp
in pain.”
‘‘Yes, madam,” he said sadly, “1 liad to sell the
gold filling in my teeth last week tor food or else

starve.”

Palpitation of the heart, nervousness. tremblings, nervous headache, cold bands
and feet, pain In the back, and other forms of
weakness are relieved by Carter's Iron Pills
made especially for tbe blood, nerves and complexion.
“I understand

that Colonel

wealthy.”

"Well; lie's worth

Blear

is

very

$100,000.

about

he make it?”
“He made it out of coal oil.”
“Indeed!”
“Yes; his wife lighted the fire with kerosene,
and he got all her money.
"How did

Hay Fever sufferers ought to know of its
efficacy. Ely’s Cream Balm was recommended to
Have been
me as a preventive to Hay Fever.
using it since the 9th of August and have found
it a specific for that much dreaded disease. For
been a great sufferer from
ten years I have
August 9tli till frost, and have tried many alleged
remedies, but Ely's Cream Balm is the only preventive I have ever found.—F. B. Ainsworth,
Publisher, Indianapolis, Ind.
Benevolent gent—What is the matter, my
Urchin—I’ve lost
(sob) my
penny,

boy?

Oh!

(Howl).

Gent—Never mine; here is another.
(Urchin sets up another how! as he pockets the

coin).

Gent—What's the matter uow?
Urchin—Oh, sir, If I hadu't lost that other
I’d have two uow.

one

Au, good Grocers sell and recommend BurFlavoring Extracts. Housekeepers should
ask and Uisist upon having these goods, and send
back the nauseous mess sent home under the
name of extracts.
nett’s

Customer (to fruit seller)—Ilow much for the
plums, aunty?
Aunty—Penny apiece, sail.
Customer—That's very high for plums, aunty,

have four for 5 cents?
Auuty--No, sail; dem plums cost mo’ll dat.
me

FlSiririSERGiAL
REVIEW Of PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET
FOB THE WEEK ENDING AUG 16.
Jobbers continue to report a good business with
The Wheat markets
strong feeling in values.
have been unsettled, closing strong and higher.
Flour is decidedly firmer and millers will not sell
except at lull prices; the stock here is exceedinga

ly light, but buyers are operating only to supply
immediate wants; no change is noted in quotations. Corn is steady and firmly held, while Oats
are starce and better. Provisions fairly active and
steady. Sugar has been steady throughout the
week at former prices;,stock in the four ports latest dates was 103,346 tons against 167,848 tons
in 1887 and 180,786 tons in 1886; total stock in
all countries 816,433 tons against 876,094 tons
last year. Molasses is steady and firm; stock in
the four ports at latest dates was 2906 hogsheads against 9296 hogsheads in 1887 and 8435
hogsheads in 1886.; Coffee is unchanged, but th«
Brazil Coffee in
tone of the market is stronger.
stock and afloat:
Total stock in New York.168,248
Total stock in Baltimore. 6,906
Total stock in New Orleans.
3,187
Total stock in United States.163,321
Afloat from Bio per steam to Aug. 4.112,000
20,000
per sail
Santos per steam and sail to
4.
8,000
Aug.
....

Total. ..303.321
There is no material change to note in the busisame time last year.676,166
small sup ply with an upward tendency. Mackerel have advanced; buyers refuse to
pay the advanco and arc holding off; last sales
from vessels $12 for small 3s, $14 for large, $19
Fresh Cod and i Haddock
(or 2s and $25 for Is.
have been very scarce; the small catch is due to

Dry Pish

In

dogfish. Turpentine higher.
»

CADIZ.
A

imports.
8<’hr St Thomas—900 ;tons salt to John

Emery &

Bro._

Boston* Maine It 7s,
Boston *

A

11

{£•

HI.

Receipts If? Mptne Ceutriil Railroad—For 1’ortcars inissellaueous merchandise; tor con
necllug roads 102 <s»rs miscellaneous merclian
Rise.

laud 88

_

Cram

[By Telegraph.]
NEW lOKK, Aug. 15, 1888.—Money on call
easy, ranging from l%&2 per cent.; last loan at
2 per cent, closing offered. Prime mercantile paper at 4®«% per cent. Sterling Exchange and
steady. Government bonds quiet and steady to
firm. Railroad bonds firm and active. The Btock
market closed firm and final prices were % to
1 % above opening prices.
cue transactions at tne Stock Kxcnange aggregated 166.090 snares.
cue rouowmg are to-day's quotations of Govern-

127%
New 4s, coup.
127%
New 4 %s, reg.
.106%
New 4%s, eoup.107%
Central Pacific lsts.
114%
Denver & It. Gr. lsts—
121
Erie 2ds
98%
Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav.! lsts.109%
Onion Pacific 1st
113:%
ao Laud Grants
do Sinking Funds.
The following are closing quotations 01 stocks:
Aug. 16.;Aug. 14.
Adams ExDress.147
147

Aug.

ggft
82

Am. Express.109%
Central Pacific. 35%
Chesapeake & Ohio.,. |13
Chicago * Alton.181

Sent.

55
82%

SeptAug.
33%
43%
Opening.
43%
43%
losing.
Tuesday’s quotations.
Aug.
81%
81 Vs
81%

...

Closing..

.81%

..

Sept
81%
82%

81%
82

no as’.

Opening

Aug.
43%
45V4
43%
It 45%

...

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

Sept.
43%
*6

48%
46

Oct.

5es/*
82“A
OCt.
3S*/»
43%

Oct,
82%
82%
82%
82%
Oct.
48%
44%
43%
(44%

25

24%
24%

Lowest.

Closing.

Wednesday’s Quotations,
WHEAT.

82%

82%
82%
82%

Highest....

Lowest.

Closing.

Sept.
81%
83

81%
83

Oct.
82%
83%
82%
83%

CHIRK.

Aug.
44%
44%
44%
44%

Opening.
Highest....
Lowest.

Closing.

Sept.

44%

45

44%
44%

Oct.
44%
44%
£44%
44%

OATS.

Aug.
Opening....

53%

Lowest.
CJOSlllg.

**54
34/8

Highew.

Portland Dally Press Stock List.
Corrected by Swak a Barrett, Bank srs and
Brokers, 188 Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value.
Descriptions.
Canal National Bank.10*1
Casco Nat. Bank.100
First National Bank.100
Dumherland National Bank.. 40
Merchants’National Bank.. 76
National Traders’Bank.100
Portland Company.
Portland Oas Company. 60

By Telegraph.]

117%
187V*
18%
27%

Illinois Cential.118%
Iud. Bloom * West. 16
Lake Erie* West
17
Lake Shore.
]95%
Louis * Nash.;69%
Manhattan Elevated. 91%
Michigan Central. 86%
Mmn ci nr. Louis. 6%
do

pref.

119
16

16%
96%
68%
91

86%
6%

14

16

Missouri Pacific. 81%
New Jersey Central.....£88%
Nor. Pacific common.
26%
dopref. 67

80%
87%
26%
56%
112%
143%
107%
16%
70%

Northwestern.118%
Northwestern pref
.143

New York < entral
...107%
New York. Chicago * St. 1 ouls.. 17%
do oref. 71%
Ohio * Mias.
2s%
ont. & Western.16V*
26%
Oregon Trans-Cont’l—
Pacific Mall. 37%
Pullman Palace.167%
Reading.68%
Rock Is and.K7%
St Louis * San Fran
|3l%

22%

16%
26%
36%
167
67%
107%
31%
I

*

...

do 1st prf.lis
8t Paul. 72%

in

St
8t. Paul A
tit. Paul &

105%

Omaua. 40%
Omaha prf.108
Texas Paoific(new). 24%
Union Pacific. eo%
U. 8. Express. 76%
Wabash, St. Louts A Pacific.... 14%
do prrl.20%
.... 82%
WesternlUnlon
E. lean, uew..
10
East Teun, pref.
69
Wells.;bargo Express.136
Oregon Nav.
93%
Houston & Texas. 13%
Mobile A Ohio.; 10%
Metropolitan El..127

40
108

24%
59%
76

14%
20%
81%
10

69%
136

93%
13%
11%
127 ■
43%

Alton A Terre Haute.43
do pref.80

Mining

yg

113
71%

doprel.Hli/4
Paul. Mtim A Man.105%

New York

1

80

Stocks.

[By Telegraph.)
NEW YOKE, Aug. 15 1888. The following are
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal
86%
Hocklnglt '.oal. ..24
H times;.* x«.
;y%
Quicksilver
D*8

ho preferred.37
Amador.
2 15
Ontario
.3100
Hale A'Norcroas.,. 4 65
Yellow Jacket.
'3 30
Onlilr. 4 TO

Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Aue. 15. 1888.—The following ,.re to
day’s quotations oi Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 18 00®18 50;short cut* 18 00®
18 60; backs 18 60gl9 00; light hacks 17 60;
pork tongues 19 Go.
Lard—Choice 9%®9%c t> lb lutes; 0%®10c
In lo-tb pails; 10®10%c In 5-tt> pails;%10®10%
in 3 lb palls.
Hams at 11%@12%C, according to size and
cure: pressed hams 12%@13c.
Hogs—Choice city dressed hogs at 8%c © tb;
count?".’ do at 7%c.
Butter—western extra creamery at)20@00c ;ext
firsts at 18%®19c; firsts at 17@18c; extra imitation creamery at 00® 17c; do seconds at 16c; |do
factory, choice 16c; do fair to good at 13%@14e;
New York and Vermont extra creamery at 21c;
do ext firsts atl9®20c.
The above quotations
are receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Jobbing prices l®2c higher.
Cneese—Northern choice »c; lower grades as to
Western at 8(<t8%c; sage at 9®9%c.
g prices %c higher.

K;

Eggs—Eastern extras

at

19®20c ; fancy near-by

stock higher: Eastern firsts 18%®1Bc; extra Vt
and NH|19®19%c; fresh Western 17%c; N S
and N B at 18@18%c; Michigan choice at 18c.
Jobbing price lc higher.
Poultry—Choice spring chickens 23 n 25; Western at 16® l«c; iNortlieru dressed fowls at 14@
17 ; Western Iced fowls 18®00c; dressed ducks
16®17c; live fowls at 00®12c; live chickens at
J3®15; live spring ducks att!2«12%c.
Beans—cnoice small N Y hand picked pea at
2 80®2 90 ft bush; choice New York large hand
picked do 2 80«2 85; small Vermont hand-pick
ed do at 3 u6«3 lo.
Hay—Choice prime hay 19 00; some fancy $20;
fair to good at $16 00®$18 00; Eastern fine $14
poor to ordinary * 13® $ 16: Easilswale 10
$11. Uye straw.*cholce, at 18 00®$19 00; oat
raw 8 00@9 Oo.
Potatoes—*1 76gl 87% |» bbl for choice natives, 1 75 for Jerseys.

§|16;

Brighton- Cattle MarketFor the week ending Wednesday, Aug. 15, 1888.
Amount of stock at market—Cattle 1084 .Sheep
and Lambs 12,320; Swine 67,760; veals 125;
horses 288; number Western Cattle 669; Northern and Eastern Cattle, cows, Ac., 430. ;
Prices of Beef Cattle |> 100 lbs, live weight
Extra quality 6 12%®b60; first quality 5 75®
8 00; second quality at 4 7G®6 62% jtlifrd quar
ity 3 76@4 62%; poorest grades of coarse Oxen.
Bulls, etc., at 3 00®3 60.
Brighton Hides 6c t* lb.
Brighton Tallow 3%c 4> lb.
Country Hides 6@5%c.
Country Tallow 1%®2%c © lb.
Calf skins 6@6c © lb.
llalry skins 16®60e.
Sheared skins 20c each.
Lamb Skims 40®50c.
Veal Calves 2%@6c © lb live weight.
Working Oxen—Few pairs In market. We note
sales of
Live weight.
Uirtb.
Price
1 .7
3360
3
$14'i
0
1 .0
2600
$115
8

.6

*125

2800

6
2000
.6
*35
Sheep and Lambs—Those brought in were all
owned by butchers, Lamb* costing from 7®7%c,
Sheep at 4%®5c 4> lb live weight landed at the

yards.

Swine—Western fat hogs are
6 26 t* lb live weight.

costing

6

00@

Bid.
168
142
112
48

Asked
Jon

144
11“

132

60
120
134

96
80

100
86

119

BONDS.
State ol Maine 6s, due 1889 ....102
Portland City 6s,Munlclp’l variouslOO
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907...123
Portland City Funding 4s.101%
Bath oily 6s, Mun. various.102
Bath City 6s R. K. aid various.... loi
Bangor City «s, long R. R. aid.... 113
Bangor City 6s, longMuu.120
Bellast City 6s. K. R. aid. 104
And. & Ken. K. R. 6s, various... 108
Portland A Ken. R. R. 6s, 1895 109
.Leeds St Farming’tn K. R. 6s.109
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s. .119
Maine Central R. R. Cc usul 7s.... 131
Maine Central R. R. Skg Fund «s. 106
Portland Water Co.
2d mtg 8s. ...103
3d mtg as,,, .110
v
i*
"
Consol 4s....,,

HViU

OtVOUIIT

UUV

marketbbls and

KGULiailJ

'IU1CI,

sales 16,00(J bills.
Flout quotations— Fine at 2 10*2 86; supernne
Western and State 2 60*8 40; counnou to gouo
extra Western and State at 2 80®3 30; good to
c oice do at 3 50*6 15;
common
to ;cboice
While wneat Western extra at 4 60*4 90; fancy
do m 4 96*6 15; cummi n to
extra
Ohio
good
86*6 16, common to choice extra 8t Louis
ai 2 7o,u6 00; patent Minnesota extra good to
prime al 450*480; choice to fancy do at 4 80
®6 16; 1300 low extra at 2 80*3 30; 2300 city
mills extra at 4 00*5 10: 2600,hbls winter wheat
low grades 2 80®3 30; do fair to fancy at 3 36®
4 86; do patent 4 80*6 16; 6,l00p>bls Minnesota
clear at 3 36*4 40; rye mixtures 3 33*4 25; 860
superfine 2 6o®3 10; 106 bbls nne do at 2 20®
2 86. Southern Hour steady with a moderate demand jcommon to fair extra at 2U0®3 46; good
to choice do at 3 50®5 16. Kye flour steady
offerings Wheat-receipts 134,283 bush; exports 176,430 bush; sales 178,000 bush; higher
with light lrading. closing Arm; No 2 lted at 92®

103
116
125
102%
106
108
116
122

106
104
111
111
121
183
106
106
112
96

iflglit

92%C elev, 94% ®l)3%e delivered, 94%®96%C

f o b; No 3 Red 8764c; No 4 Red 81c; No 1 bard
at 96%c*97%e delivered. Rye unchanged; No 1
at 6wc afloat. Hurley is dull.
Horn—receipts
46,750 bUBb ;exDorts 95,460 bush, sales 153,000
flush .Irregular and less active,closing trifle easier
than yesterdav; No 2 at 63% c. 64c afloat and
delivered. Obis—receipts 210O0 bush, exports
76 busli isales 134,000
higher with moderate business owing to scarcity,closlug steady ;No3
at 36c; White do 43%®44c; No 2 at37%@38c;
do White at
1 White at 47c ;Mixed
Western 83®40; do White 42®43c;No 2 Chicago
38%*39c. Coffee—Itio about steady 14%. Sugar-raw strong but quiet; refined fairlv active
and steady; Cat 6%®06'sc; Extra C at 0%c;
White Extra C at 6%e; Yellow at 0%c; staonard
A at 7%c: Mould A at 7<%c; Confectioners A at
7%c; off A at 6 13-10®0y8c; Dowdered at 7yec;
granulated 7%u;Cubes 7%c;cnt loaf and crushed
8%c. Peiraleam Armer; united at 83%c. Pork
steady. Reef dull. I.ard higher and scarce (Western steam at 9 16®9 26;city 8 70; reAned quoted
at 9 00 for Continent; 8 A at $10 25.
Huiit-r is
Armer on best: State at 16®20%; Western 11®
16c, i hrrx very dull
PirishU to Liverpool Irregular and weak.

Aug. 16.—The Cotton marketdull; middling uplands 6%d; do Orleans 54fed;
sales 8,000 bales; speculation and export 1000
bales; receipts 4,000 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Aug.16. 1888—Quotations—WinIVid; Spring wheat 7s IVid®
7s 2d: Club wheat;?s 2Viila7s 3Wd. Corn mixed
Western at 4s 6%d; ness at 6s 2d. Provisions,
&*.—Pork at 71s 3d. Bacon at 48s 3d for short
clear and 48s Od for long clear.
Che rse 46s Gil.
Lard 44s. Tallow 26s.
Portland Wholesale Prices Current.
For the week ending Aug. 16. 1888.
Flour.
Crain.
Superfine and
HMxdCorn.
60®61
low grades. 2 S>6@4 00 Corn, bag lots.. .63®65
X Boring and
Meal, hag lots ..60®62
XX Spring.. 4 36®4 Ou Oats, car lots
47S48
Patent Spring
Oats, bag lots
48®50
Wheats.6 60®6 76 Cottonseed.
Mich, straight
car lots.. 25 00®26 00
roller .6 00®6 26 i do bag .26 00®2 7 00
clear do.... 4 76®6 OOlBack’dBr’n
stone ground 4 60®4 761 car lots., lit
00@20 00
St Louis st’gt
I do bag...21 00®22 00
roller.6 13@5 26 i Middlings. 20 00®25 60
clear 'do....4 76®6|00 do bag lots,21 00@26 00
Winter Wheat
Provisions
Patents.6s/«®6 60|PorkBacks ...111 G0®20 00
Fish.
Cod. 4> qtl—
Clear ....18 50®10 00
Large Shore 4 76®6 00
Mess.
.17 26@17 50
Large tsanK4 76®6 00. Beet—
.Small.3 60®4 401 Ex Mess. 8 00® 8 60
PoUock.2 26®3 26l Plate_
i9 26@9 60
Haddock.
I Ex Plate 0 60® 10 00
Hake.2 00®2 261 LardHerring
I Tubs {tv.. 9
®9%c
Sealed]? bx.. 26®271 Tierces.... 9 @9%c
Nol. 00®00| Pails.9Vi®ll
Mackerel!?bbi—
iHams !?ib l2Vi@l3
Shore 1s.00 00a00 001 do eoveredl4% a 16
Shore 2s.00 00®oo 00!
011
Med. 3s.
fOO®001 Kerosene—
Large....
S00@00IPo Kef. Pet. 8Vi
•

OranDerries—
I Pratt’sAst’l.®bbl. 11%
Cape Cod 00 00®00 001 Devoe’s Brilliant. 11 %
Pea Beans.. .3 00@3 lOILlgonla.. OW
Medium-2 60®2 76i
German mo2 6o®2 76|Centenuiai. 9V4
fellow Eyes.2 60®2 76i
Raisins.
1 001 Muscatel.i2 O0®3 00
Poiatoes.Bush
I London Lay’r.2 85®3 26
_,
New Potatoes, bbi
lOnduraiLay
9®9Vic
2 oo®2 261 Valencia.
7®, Vi
Onions lubbls4 00®4 601
Suear.
ft.7%
IgriniLiiatea
_,

Ohickens.12®16lRxtraC....-.7»/s
Kow18 .ll®l4illted Seeds.
Heese

CH1CAUO. Aug, 16. 1888.—The Flour market
« Arm. Wheat
strong and higher; No 2 Spring at
82%c; No 2 Red at 84%c. Corn lower; No 2 at
**64;*46c. Oats arc Arm; No 2 at 25%®20%c.
Rye 49®49%c for No 2. Barley nomlual. Provisions—Mess Pork is weak at 13 20®13 26. Lard
an<1 higher at 8
76*8 77%. Dry salted
60’ 8“ortclear 8 '0*9 00.

WhhskeyVl‘200®7
^^Ch«!’,l?i^1i?,Ur.'

31’°°° bbls.wheat 138,000;bu,

bu"hfrye’l^,{?u,n0ittsl!iiH'o6o:l)U8’!barle^2u00

wbeat H0.000
hnsh'^S^mfcklon/l000 bbl8'
b£sh?rye ’6S?bS'0at8’ :’9’000 bw- ,arley
BT. L0UI8, Aug. 16,1888_The Flour market
Is steady. Wheat is higher; No 2 1™at 83%?
Corn Is higher good demand; No 2
Oat*

are

hetlcr;

No 2 at

at41«f<a42c
24%®24%t Kvelifeh*;

steady ttl

Pr,Vis-

at 47 %c®48e. Whiskey
ii
ions very dull; only small job trade; Perk 14 00
small lots. Lard—prime steam at 8 66; butchers
8 36. Dry salted meats—shoulders at 7 26*7 50
longs 8 26.
Ueteipia—Flour, 3,000 bblB; wheat. 116 01.0
bush; corn 75,000 bush; oals 40,000 bUBli 1I rva
3
0,000 bush: barley, 0,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, 8,000 bbls; wheat, 10,000
bush; corn, 8,000 busli; oats, 14,000 bush rve
000 bush, barley 0.000 hush.
DETROIT,Aug. 15, 1888.—Wheat—No lWhite
at 87c bid;;No 2 Red at 88c. Corn—No 2 at 44%.
Oals—No 2 al 26%c.
Receipts-Wheat 98,000 bush.
NEW ORLEANS, Aug. 16. 1888.—Cotton is
quiet; middling 10%c.

Top....*2Vi®*2%
00® 3 10
iClover. 8Vi®12Vic

Ducks.

I Timothy Seed3

Apples.
3 76®4 60l
Cheese.
Evaporated {tlb 8®l0c Vermont.... 9Vi®llVi
N.Y. factory 9Vi@llVi

Green

_

Sage.11 ®12
Butter.

L

I Creamery » tb...20®22
Palermo.6 00®6 26|UI!l Edge Ver....20®22
Mussina.0 00@6 261 Choice....17®18
Malagers....
|Good.16®17
Lemons.

....

wiaiificSi

Florida.

p

a)

pt_r«g

Valencia
®
j Eastern ex“
Messina and Paleans Western
Palermo »bx.0 0Oitt«50l Limed.
„„

Mreaa.

19*20
19®20

I.eao.

Pilot Sup.7Vi®8

Sheet.
Pipe. 7

do

sq.6V4®6
BLIP..4Vi® 6

8®8Vi
®7Vi

pig.6 00@6

62

>
Crackers $>lb..e®6Vi
Tranter.
Coal.
iNewYork—
Cumberuud..4 60®600j Light. 20® 21
Acadia®7 BOi Mid weight
22® 23
Chestnut.6 75S6 00| Heavy.
23® 26
Franklin.
®7 oo Slaughter
32® 34
Lehigh. 6 76@6 00! Gooad'mgd. 19® 20
<'offer.
! Am call. 90® 1 00
Kio. roasted 18 @21
i.»■*» b#**-,
|
.lava do—26 ®28
I South
pine,30 00@40 00
IClear pine—
Cooperage.
Hlihd shocks ana nas—
Uppers. *66®$66
Mol. city.. .1 60®1 761 Select -.$43®$60
Bug. city... 96®106| Fine coramon$36@$40
Sug. s’d shk 60® >70ISpruce.$13§814
Pine sugar—

IHemlock.fll®$12
461 Clapboards—

Box shooks
®
Sugar Heading—
Spruce 86 In 18®

j

201

Spruce. X.. 828@$30
Clear.826®S28

Hue
18® 20 2d clear.$20®823
Hard pine
201 Nol.$16**10
Mol. headiug
22'
Pine. $26®$60
Hooos—
I Shingles—
New 14 ft
*251 X cedar... 3 5o®3 75
Old
$20®f28i Clear cedar.8 ,o®3 26
Short do 8 ft $10®$12
XNol....
00®2 60
7 ft
$8| No 1 certs.. 1 25®1 76
Pop’r staves S12@$l4i Spruce. ...126®160
Spruce rough
12lLaths,Spruce 2 00®2 16
Oaknna
I
Time—Cement,
staves
$12 50®$14| Lime ■&> cask..
l Ob
cordage.
I Cement.
1 60
Matches.
Amer’n$> lb
11®12|
Manilla
60
l3Vi@l*Vi IStar, ^ gross
Manilla Bolt Rope 1-Vi iLlirigo. 39® 4
Russido
1 ti® 17
Metals,
Sisal.11 V4®12V4 copperI

14X48 com

28

Drugs aud Dyes.
1
Acid Oxalic
12®14i
tart....
60® 62

CrlCopper,

27®29

Ammonia—
earn.

I

14x48

plaiished.
Bolts...|....
Y M slieatn
YM Bolts,.
Bottoms....

28

37
26
17
20
80®32

®

15®20
Ashes, pot.. 6»A®
81
Bals coahia.. 60® 70|
Beeswax. 30® 381 Ingot.
~20
Blch powders
51 Tin—
Borax. 10® 12, Straits..
23® 25
Brimstone.... 2Vi®
31 English. 23® 26
Cochineal.... 40® 46t Char. I. C .6 75®6 25
Copperas.lVi® 3| Char. 1. X. 7 75*8 25
Cream tartar. 37® 39i Terne.6 26® 770
Ex. logwood. 12® 171 Coke.6 26*650
Gamaraoic... 70@1 25' Antimony. 14® 15
Aloes cape.... 16® 261 Zinc.7 00@8 00
Camphor....
28® 301 Solder Vi x Vi16®18
Myrrh. 60® 561
Malasses.
Opium.3 26®3 60|Porto Rico...
Shellac. 25® SOIBarbadoes....
Indigo. 86®1 OOlCienfuegos....
Iodine.4 25®4 381 Boiling.
Ipecac.
2 Q0|Fancy Ponce..
..

Licorice, rt..
Lai ex........

16® 201

Nails.

34® 40ICask..215@225
Morpmne.2 26*2 501
Vnml store,.
Oil bergamot.2 76®3 601Tar
bbl....3 26@3 60
Cod liver.160®2 00|Coal Tar....3 60*8 76
Lemon.2 25*2 501 Pitch
3 25®3 60
Olive.1 25® 1 76lWil. Pitch....3 00®3 26
Peupi.2 76®8 601 Rosin.3 00®4 00
Wlutergreen.,2 20*2 80iTurpt’ne, gall 42® 49
Potassbr’mde 40® 48ioakum.9Vi®10Vi
Chlorate. 20® 22i
Oil.
~®8Vi
Iodide.3 10®3 251 Linseed. 48* 53
Quicksilver...
72lBoiled. 61® 66
Quinine.
48M631 Sperm.100*116
KtrnueDarb.. 76®I60iWhale. 60® 60
Rt snake. 36® 40|Bank. 30® 3o
Saltpetre. 10® lfilShore. 28* 33
Senna. 26® 30|Porgie.
® 33
Canaryseea..
4®4VilLard. 60® 70
Cardamons. ..1 00*1 76ICastor.1 25®1 30
Soda. bl-ca*b.3»A * 6% IN'eatsfoot. 90®1 00
Sal.....2 Vi®
31Elaine. 62® 60
PatutsSulpur.2V4
Pure gro ud ld675®6 00
Sugarlead... 2i
White wax... 6i
Pure dry lead6 75*6 00
Vitrol. blue..
6(
EngVenRed. 3*3Vi
Vaullla.beau. 87i
Red Lead...
7 * 7 Vi
Am. Ziuz.6 00*7 00
Duett.
Rochelle Yellow... 2Vi
No 1.
(tier.
No 3.
Rice, yib.... 6V4® 7
No 10.
Raugoou. 6y ®6%
8

Naleralus.

oz.

10 oz.
20|Saleratus.
6® 5Vi
Csnpswder-Shsl,
Kpiccx.
Blasting.3 50S4 00 Cassia, pure.. 16@ 17
Sporting.6 25®6 60 Cloves. 26® 28
6
Drop shot—
Ginger. 13® 16
Buck.
7
Mace. 75® »0
Nutmegs. 66® 70
Hay.
iPepper. 22® 26
Teas.

■ rou.

Common. 2Vi®2V4 Soucltong,.... 18®
Refined. 2Vi@2% Oolong. 20®
4
do choice.. 86®
Norway..
®4V4
Cast steel. ..12 ® 16 Japan. 25®
German steel 6 ®7
do choice.. 35®
Shoe steel....
3
Tobacco.
Sheet iron—
Best brands.. 60®
Common.... 314*4'/* Medium. 80®
U.C. 4® 4 Vi
Common. 25®
Russia.13'A*14 Half
Galv.
7®8Vi Natural leaf.. 60®

60
80
60
30
40

Id

Domestic Potts.

6th, ship Olive S Southard

Walker, Astoria.

SAN FRAN CISCO—Sid 13tli, barque C O Whitmore, Ward, Honolulu.
Cld 14tli, ship Gen Knox, Libby, Havre
GALVESTON-Ar 13th, sch Henry Crosby
osuy'
Patterson. Philadelphia.
8th, sch Ada Bailey, White, lor

nDARIEN—C!d
Marr°Norfolk4'

Rockin'

sch

Ellen M Golder, for

GEORGETOWN—Ar
gent, Penobscot,

14th, sch Puritan,

Sar-

Ar 14th, sch Delhi, Green, Kennebec.
Cld 14th, sch B C Cromwell. York, Portland.
Newcastle—Passed down lltli, brig Jennie Hulbert, from Philadelphia for Gardiner.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 11th, schs F A Pike, Norwood, New York; St Johns, Gillmore, and Nellie

Nordland.New York. .Antwerp

Aug
Wyoming. New York..Liverpool ...Aug

Alveua.New
Hainmoula.New
Umbria.New
City of New York New
Auchoria.New
Kms.New
LaBourgogue.. New
Zaandaiu.New
Arizona.New

York..Haytl.Aug

York..Hamburg. ..Aug
York..Liverpool...Aug

«»j;dan

Sld 13th, sch Andrew Adams.
Sld|14th. schs Helen, Philadelphia for Boston:
David Faust, Hoboken fordo; H B Metcalf, Amboy for Augusta; Kennebec, from Hoboken for
Gardiner; W Martin, do for Rockport; It F Hart!
Port Johnson for Boston; G B Feiguson, Port
Liberty for Salem; Eugenie, Weehawsen for Situate; A H Hurlbert, Philadelphia for Gloucester;
Empress, Hoboken for Danversport; Diadem
Amboy for Portland; Cbromo, Hoboken for Bar
Harbor; Kit Carson, Amboy for Baugor; Damon
F.lizabethport for Bucksport; Gen Hall, Hoboken
for Gardiner; E G Willard, from Elizabethport for
Damariseotta; Nautilus, Amboy for Portland.
EDGARTOWN—In port, sells Mary, Snow, fm
Perth Amboy for Portsmouth; A K Woodward,
Lord, Readout for Mt Desert; C G Crosby, Hall.
New York for Salem.
HYANN1S—Ar 13th. sch E G Willard, from
New York bound east, (and sld 14th.)
Sailed 14th, schs Oriental, Norton, Hoboken
for Bar Harbor; Helen, Jameson, New York for
Boston; Nautilus, Tollmau, Amboy for Portlaud;
Brunette, Waterhouse, Tiverton (or Weymouth:
Willie Martin, New York for Rockport.
Sld fm outside, ischs Kenuebec, for Gardiner:
H B Metcalf, for Augusta.
BOSTON-Ar 14th, schs Frank Harrington,
Kent, Baltimore; Carrie A Norton. Hodgdon. fm

York. .Liverpool. ..Aug

York..Glasgow_Aug
York..Bremen.Aug
York..Havre.Aug
York..Amsterdam.Aug
York..Liverpool. ..Aug
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool...Aug
Saalo.. .New York..Bremen.Aug
Waesland.New York..Antwerp ....Aug

MAKE

AN

iPPOINTMENT
AT

16
16
16
16
15

....

..

...

M _A IIINE

NEWS.

PORT OF PORTLAND

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 16.
Arrived.
Steamer State ol Maine, Hilliard, Boston for
St John. NB.
Sen St Thomas, Kelley, Cadiz—salt to John A

Emery

& Bro.
Carrie A

Sell
Lane, Dyer, Norfolk—coal to Me
Cent KK.
Sch Andrew Adams, Adams, Georgetown, DC—
coal to P & O KK.
Sch B D Bibber, Pinkhant, Georgetown! DC—
coal to P & O 1UL
Sch Annie F Coition, Seaward, Baltimore—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Sell ltobt Byron, Willard, Raritan river—clay to
Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch F L Mulford, Tilton, Philadelphia—coal to
M e Cent Rlt.
Sch James It Talbot, Crocker, New Yol k—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Belt Pet severance, Willard, New York—coal to
W H Spear.
Barge Mary Whitredgo, from Boston, to load
sugar for New York.
Sell Diana, Huntington, Boston.
Sch Judge Tenney, Ham, Boston.
Sch Martha, Moon, Boston.
Sch W C Pendleton. Webber. Damaristotta.
Sett Black Warrior, Greenlaw, Bangor for Bos-

THB

—

STUDIO,
for

FROM

QUR CORRK8FONUKNT8.

Phia; Ja A Qtav.

schs
B ston:

Josephine, Philadel

Noth

FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.
Sid fm Pisagua June 26, barque Carrie Winslow
Lorlng, Hampton Roads.

MALE—Freeman Gordon, Set ago Lake,
(or Michigan Ashes. Can deliver
at stations on the Ogdensburg from Cumberland
Mills to Conway ill car lots at low prices. FREEMAN GORDON.11-1
Is Agent
FOR

II it tlill in
the lead.

desirable brick house
pleasantly situated on the corner of Locust
and Cumberland Sts.; contains all modern conveniences. Apply on the PREMISES, forenoon

Protected

by

the

Maine

Non-Forfeiture
Law issued only by the OLD UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

COMPANY,

of

Portland,

To canvass for one of the largr-l, olde.l r.iabll.ned. RENT KNOWN NURSERIES in
the country.
Most liberal terms.
Unequalled

&
, w.
W «k.wTm>E
J.
BEAL, Manager.
Je2B

NURSERIES,

WELLINGTON,

Monirenl.
eodnmmm

POLICIES

Popular

Protected by the
Maine Non-Forfeiture

Law issued

evening.13-4

Pleasant residence at Nason’s
FOR
Corner: good 2Vi story bouse and nice sta
also small house and
and about three
MALE

For Sale Retail—Owe*, Moore & Co., Mil
lett, EraiuftCo.

—

a

ble;

store,

of land.

acres

For Sale Wholesale—A. Little 4k Co., John F.
Kami, Chrnrrj 4k Co., Merrill Broa. A
vlCTT&Slro
ThomiiN. F. F. Fooler.

Inquire of O. R. WISH, Argus

office.

Utf

MALE—1 second-hand 12 horse power
one 14 horse power boiler with
pump, Inspirator and all fittings at a bargain. Address, BIDDEFORD STOVE FOUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.oc6tf

FOR
engine, and
heated

She Tried and Knows.

House and lot on State St.
and very desirable lot, cumber
180 State street, westerly side, near Pine street;
for terms applv to J. S. RICKER.
feb22tf
—

FOR

A leading chemist of New York
No plasters of such merit as
says:
the Ath-lo-pno-ros Plasters haveever
before been produced.” They ye
h novelty because they are not made
simply to sell cheap, they are the
best that science, skill and money
can produce, and will do what is
For sprains,
claimed, for them.

House,
THE Cottage
occupied by the

aches, weakness, lameness, etc.,
they are unequaled.

404 Fulton 8t., Sandusky. O., Nov. M. *87/
The Athlophoroe Plaster acted like
magic. It is the b**t I ever tried and I
have uwd many kinds. Our dnyqpat
said plasters are all about the same but
1 don’t think muiow. I sprained my arm
and fihoumf^Tn July, and it has been
me at
painful since, but it does not pain
Mrs. \N illib Mag ill
all now.

Send 6 cents for the beautiful colored picture, Moorish Maiden.”

THE ATHL0PH0R0SC0. 112 Wall St N. 1.
oceeodAwdlynrm

only by

ON

augltf

LEADING

_SALE.

THE

PORTLAND
ely's

-

ROOMS.

LET—A few more desirable rooms to let,
furnished or unfurnished; Dartles In want
would do well to call at the ST. JULIAN HOTEL,
as they are letting very low.14-1

Mf.

furnished rooms, for light
housekeeping. Address, F. BAUER, 26
Free St.13-1
LET—Rooms on Diamond Island, close by
restaurant aud steamer landing; new cottage;
water
and drainage; beautiful view; Inquire
good
at the Island of MISS F. E. COX, or at C. H. Lam177
Middle
street, city.11-1
son’s,

WANTED—Three

Catarrh

TO

CREAM BALM
Nasal

Allays

the]
Passages,!
e s

LET—A

TObath-room,
gas,
Elm.

Pain and

Heals the

ST.,

newly furnished;
11-1

TO
six large sunny rooms;
111

also lower tenement
Lincoln street, five rooms; apply to GEO. F.
85
14-1
street.
GOULD,
Exchange

TO
105’

a

alternately leave FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arrtvlnglln
season (or connection with earliest trains (or
points beyond.
Through tickets (or Prevideace, I.ewcll,

Worrrttrr, New Yerk, Ac.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston every week day evening at 7 o’clock.
SUNDAY TRIPS, leaving Portland and Boston
at 7 p. in.
jeiatl_J. B. COYLB. Manac-r.

MAL\E STEAMSHIP COMPANY
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf
Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 p. m. Returning, leave Pier
38, East River, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. B. COYLE,
Saturdays at 4 p. m.
General Agent
septSl-dtf
on

RAILROADS.

A

Store Nos. 117 and 119 Middle
of the finest stores in the city;
wholesale or retail, or both; with a
lovely basement, dry and lighted on three sides,
almost equal to the first story; rent low to the right
party. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON. 164 BrackLET

—

TO street;

one

Leave Portland, via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. m. j
Mechanic Falls (mixed train.
Lewiston 7.16;
E. Hebron
9.00. Arrlvlugat W. Minot 9.26;
9.64: Buekfield 10.06; E. Sumner 10.46; Hartford 10.66; Canton 11.16 a. m.
Leave Portland 1.30 p. m.; Lewiston 1.00, Mechanic Falla 3.16. Arriving at W. Mluot 3.30;
B. Sumner
Buekfield 3.63;
B. Hebron 3.40;

it*2K-2mos

known

India
HOTEL,
about
corner

* learner

as tne International House,
and Commercial streets, con-

In

Leave Portland 5.60, 0.45
•12.00 m.. 12.45* 1.65,
19.30 p. m.

first

K

Made of galvanized iron and copper. .Absolutely no. leakage from any source; no dripping
sweating; fire-proof; ventilating.

BUNINENN

a ag an

in

ir.

»

>.>

fnr

nliwn nf

FOK

NAI.E—Dining saloon

on

tborougblare

E. VAN N00R0EN & CO.,

1.66,

383 Harrison Ave. BOSTON, Hass.

low in (he original
close (lie estate.

NAI.E
Farm, 77 acres, Northborough,
Mass.; 30 miles from Boston; one mile from
churches, stores, high school, banks, depot, etc.;
old but comfortable house,
near district school;
eight rooms, good celler, excellent barn, with runnever
failing trout brook runs
ning water;
through farm; will keep 15 head cattle; cut 20
36 acres standing
this
season;
tons English hay
wood, worth at least *1000; p enty of fruit: fine
terms.
YOUNG &
location; price *2000; easy
WHEELER, 23 Court street, Boston.14-1

R. STANLEY&S0N,

11ART5EK WANTED-A young man with
a capital of from #2,000 to #5,000, acquaintto loed with the book and stationery business
cate in smart western city, business all established. Call for particulars on GARDINER <ii
ROBERTS, Oxford Building, 185 Middle St. 13-1

—

FOK

Death of the (Senior
Partner the (Stock of

R. STANLEY & SON,
to

importers,

FARES
Single ticket, round trip, adult..9 .16
-10
Children under twelve.•••
[Admission to Carden, Adults 10 cents, Children
6 cents, at the gate.]
Thirteen rides.•••■•••••.••••• 1-00
Twenty rides, scholars...»1.001 lor residents and
3.00 [ cottagers only.
Sixty
* rides, adults.
F. N. WEEKS, Manager.
F. M. WEBBEK, Clerk.1e22dtf

NA1.E

Book, Card

one

of the

Job Printer

makt
persons who have any complaints to
lor the non-removal of offal or any “PK1""”1
will c< n
neglect of duty on the part of Hie drivers, instead
fer a favor bv notifying the undersigned,
an n
ot making complaints elsewhere, as quicker
tion will be given the matter by
"B1
8TA N W<KID & CO., Nos. 201, 203 »udJeJUddm
mercial street. Telephone 980
■

~

Law issued

only by the OLD UN
ION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE ,
COMPANY, of Portland, Maine.

—

with

the

flying
1.,
office._
HAKE BUNIN ENN CHANCE-No
For Information Inquire of B. U
A petition.
11-1
Preble House, Room 69.

dyspeptics

■

REJOICE
In tha Spaeiy Belial

' OBTAINED BY USING
Tarraat’a
Seltzer Aperient.

com

••HINTEKN’

SrtilUNIJK,

547 »-a bxchange St.,

COMPANY, of Portland, Maine.

FINE JOB PRINTING A
All orders Dy mail
euded to.

or

Portland,

teiepho

SPECIJiLTT
ue prom
no vile

ptly

a

odtf

a

successful canvassers (n
women) to travel, hire and tralu agei
sell our books. Salary and commission. Se
acquired, state age, experience in full, ,
wanted. Send this.
CASSELL & COMPANY, fl. B. S. 1
104 Fourth Ave., New Yi
aul3eod3t

WANTED—10

FRAZERbuise

HALL,

Me.

ten oi
its t<

curlt;

ialar;
irk.

buys two of the best pro

I,E—#2000
vision routes, located at Boston Highlands
FOB
of first class trade; cash nusines:
NA

BEST IN THE WORLD.
Ita wearing qualities aro
unsurpassed, actually

large clientage
#2000 monthly; three horses, three refrigenitor
4 years
wagons, harnesses. &e.; established
YOUNG & WHEELER, 23 Court street, Boston
NAI.E— Ship

outlasting

chandlery, one of the bes

Not

cod&wlnio.

ang7

THIS PAPER

Invoice

•TOW to *8iKK); large trade
stock will
KN8 « CO.
bin profits; $6000. GKO. 8. 8TK\
26-4
331) Washington St., Boston.

two boxes of any other brand.

effected by heat. rrdET THE GEN TINE
fob sale by dealers generally.

1
in Boston; old stand; twenty live years
I;vok
obliged to retire on account of ill health

owner

NOTICE.

ALL

POLICIES Protected by th< I
Popular Maine Non-Forfeitur« I

WANTED
Silent or active
to *20.000, In a profitable man
commission
anu
business, established
best ot references given amt required; address
real name and appointing interview. S. O
H-l
Press

PAKTNEK
*10,000
ufaeturing

„y,

NEW YUKK.

TT*S3m

OFFAL

absolutely pure; shady walks and drives
facilities for ashing, boating and bathing: tabli
excellent: terms moderate; half hour's drive Iron
Brunswick village, where transportation Is furnAddress MACE
ished at Mace's Restaurant.
11-1
Brunswick. Me.

rent; great bargalu.
C' ourt street, Boston._13-1

—

t

jlylT

water

rooms

ytores

DOVIHKI1AN llOl’MK—Domhegan

I

ex

best small
general variety
connected; low
W. F. CABRUTHERS, 11

-*400

buys
FOK
grocery, cigar, tobacio and
in this city; 3 living

A. 6. SPALDING I BROS.,
*41 Hr..u,lu

ION Wo.II.on St.,
CUllAGO.

head of Casco Bay; view unsurpassed,
Til
tending to Portland and Jewell's Island; air ant

iust

marks

vtiu

Our now € AT % 1.001'K OF CAMPAIGN OUTFIT** with constitution,
drill tactics and full Information about
orKanliinic and drilling Marching Clubs.
Illustrated catalogue FKEK.

SLVIVIKK KKMOKTB.
K

uy

Mm GOODS

•••■

—

NAI.E-#3,000 buys fixtures and turn!
27 rooms,
round; lo.
20
miles
out
town
of
tine
cated in a
Boston; rent
only #30 per month; an investigation will prove it
as represented or no sale. w. F. CARRUTH
SRS. 11 Court street. Boston._13-1

dtf

_

captain.

ture of first class country hotel,
FOK
makes 20 beds; always full the year

Portland, Me.

m.

in.

ui

WE.

Leave Trefethen’s, 9.16,10.4612.00, a.m.; 1.00,
2.26, 3.30, 6.05 p. m.
•For Jones’ only, tin stormy or fogra weather
will run to Trelethen’s, only at option ot the

Mass.___I5-1

__M&Tlrtn,
the

3.00. 4.46 p.

2.16, 4.15,6.20 p.

iw

augd&lO

Leave Jones’, 9.26, 16.36, 11.60 a. m.; 12.60,

kind this place will stand investigation; only *476
G. W. JACOBS. 247 Washington street, Boston,

ucuva

mij

the undersigned Photographers In Portland, do hereby agree to close oui places
of business on Saturday afternoon of each week,
from date to August 31st inclusive.
Those desiring photographs on that day should
call before 12 m.
CHARLES W. IlEARN,
Signed.
THE WRIGHT STUDIO,
M. P. KING,
C. H. CUMMINGS,
GEO. K. BROWN.
JACKSON & KINNEY.
THE LAMSON STUDIO,
Th4EtAug31
Portland, July 26.

Trefetheu’s, 6.16,7.06,9.00, 10,16, 11.30
m.; 2.26, 3.30, 6.06, 6.30, 7.66, 9.60 p. m.
NVNDAY TIVIK TABLE.
Leave Portland, 8.66,10.16,11.30 a. m.; 12.30.

to three depots; seats 36; always made money ; old established; mostly transient trade; if you
mean business and are looking for busiuess of this

ui

«*n-

Leave

CHANCES.

pavuicui

A. D. 1888. at 10 o’clock In the foreuoon.
Given under my hand the date Urst above writH. R. SARGENT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insaid
of
for
County Cumberland.
solvency

8.30, 9.46,11.00 a. m.;
3.00, 4.46, 6.10,7.25,

a.

Galvanized iron and copper cornices and gutters.
Sheet metal work for buildings. Send for illustrated
circular.
+

AND

For

tertatmnent.l

or

mT

X llaV Uic

Debtors and the transfer and delivery of any property by them are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the Creditors of said Debtors
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of their estate, will be held at a Court ot Insolvency to be holden at Probate Court Room. In
said Portland, on the third day ol September,

Leave Jones’, [Greenwood Garden] at 6.25, 7.16,
8.60,10.06, 11.20 a. ra.; 12.20,1.06,2.15,4.16,

GEO.

feb7

EDWARD H. PEARSON and JAMES K. MILLER, both of Portland, In said county, Individually, and as copartners under the name of
Miller and Pearson.
adjudged to be Insolvent Debtors, on petition
of said Debtors, which petition was filed on the
eighth day of August, A. D„ 1888. to which
date Interest on claims Is to be computed.

SUMMER TIME TABLE IN EFFECT JUNE 23,1888

class condition. 88 Brackett street.
By
HOUSE
M1LLIKEN.mh5tt

410ForeSt„

ns

Burnham’* Wharf, Partlaad.
Between Custom House and Boston Steamers.
Trefethen’s and Jones’ landings,
and Greenwood Garden.

TO~LETi
both

messenger’* Notice.
Office of the Sheriff of Cumberland County, state
of Maine, Cumberland gg., Aug. 8, A. D. 1888.
Is to give notice, that on the eighth
day of Aug., A. D. 1888, a Warrant In Insolvency was Issued out of the Court of Insolvency
for said County of Cumberland, against the estate

GREENWOOD.

STEAMER

street.niylDtf

stable connected,

Canton 4.26, and Gllbert-

On Saturdays, only, an extra train leaves Canton
3.00 p. m.; connecting with train due In Lewiston 6.15, and Portland 6.46 p. in.
Returning
from train leaving Portland 5.16 p. m.
L. L. LINCOLN, Sunt.
myl7dt!
B. C. BRADFORD. G. T. A.

JSundavs excepted.)

forty rooms, Including on tile llrst
floor two good stores and a room, suttabl e for a
barber shop; the upper stories can be disconnected and are well ari anged lor a small hotel or
boardinghouse; the above described property
will be let as a whole or separately at a reasonable rental.
Apply to AUU. P. FULLER. 432
Fore

4.11;

—

Wharf at 6.00, 7.00. 8.45 lo.OO a. m., and 12.20,
Leave Casco
2.00, 3.00, 6.00 and 6.16 p. m.
Wharf, Diamond Island, at 6.30, 7.40, 9.16,10.20
a. m., and l.So, 2.30, 3.20, 6.45 and 6.46 p. m.
The 10.00 a. m. and 3.00 p. m. trips wlllhe made
around the island touching at Diamond Cove,
jelldtfLEWIS A. GPUDY, Manager,

taining

M|TA|,

ville 4.35.

IpR DIAMOND ISLAND AND DIAMOND COVE. THIS
and alter MONDAY, June 11th, and until
I.i. will run
the
ON further notice,
Leave Burnham’s
follows:

rpo I.ET—For two years furnished house, posA session given Oct. 1st. Enquire of F. A.
PITCHER, 3u6 Commercial, or MRS. L. T.
7-tf
BROWN, 39 State Street.

FortlanJ, Aug. P>, 1888,aug8d2w

4.06; Hartford

RETURNING—Leave Canton 6.00, 9.10 a. m.t
arriving at Portland 8.26 a. m., 13.16 p. m.
STAGE CONNECTIONS.
From W. Minot 10.00 a. m. and 3.30 p*
DAILY
Buekfield 8.86 p. m.
m. for Hebron Academy;
for W. Sumner and Turner; Canton 4.37 p. m.;
arrlvlugat Pen’6.30; Dlxfleld 8.00: Mexico
7.00 p. m.; also ter Breitun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave Mexico 8.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a.
m.; arriving at Portland 13.16 p. m.

Freeport.

aprlldt!

suitable for

Arraagemeai- la Effect Jaae JA,
1888.

Mummer

lows :
Between Freeport and Portland touching at
Great Chebeague, Little John’s and Cousins Islands.
Leave South Freeport dally (Sundays excepted)
at 7.00 a. m. and 2 d. m.
Returning will leave Burnhams wharf. Portlaud,
at 10.00 a. m..and 5 p. m.
E. B. MALLETT, Jr., Manager,

FOR
papered;

■

•r'sr i^sj^voia;

effect July id, I MM.
WESTERN DIVISION.

la

Trains

Union
leave Portland.
Station.'’
i7.30, t8.46 a. m., 112.46 412.60,
Hsatoa far Psrilaad 7.80,
m.
Kor
8.80, 0.16 a. m„ 1.00. 4.00, 6.00 p. in.
Mcarbsrs Heaeb, Plae Paial, 7.30. 10.26.
а. m.,
Old
2.15, 3.30, 5.16, *8.30 p. m.
Orchard Heach, Mara, Hiddefard
7.30,
8.45, 10.26 a. m., 13.60. 2.16, 8.30. 6.16,
б. 10, *8,30 p. m. kraaebssk, 7.30, 8.46 a. in.,
Welle
13.50, 3.30, 6.16, 6.10, *8.30 p. m.
Brack, 7.30, 8.45 a. m., 8.30. 5.15 p. m. Herth
Her wick, 4*real Pails, Darn 7.30,8.46 Am.,
12.60, 3.30, 6.16. 0.10p. m.
Bmeier, Itsrrrhill, Lawrcace, and Lawell. 7.30, 8.46 a.
Hsckr.irr Para
m„ 12.60, 8.30, 0.1OIP. m.
iaglaa. Altaa Hay, 6 5 mm., 13.60, 8.80
D. m.
IVelfbsr. Uld ( rmrr llarbsr. 8.46
a. m., 12.50 p. m.
(Manchester and i'sicsr>1
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m., (via Newmarket
Junction) 8.80 p. m.
TRAINS LEAVE COMMERCIAL STREET
STATION lor Capa Klimbrih 6.46 p. m.;
lor
Mcarbara 1 Beach
nad Piae Paint
7.10, A m., 2.00, 3.30, 6.46 p. m. 7.10 A m.
train connects at Union station with 7.30 mm.
train lor Hasten, the 8.85 a. m., 12.40, 3.80,
8.00 p. m., trains connect at Transfer Station
with trains for Boston and way stations.
Trains leave Union Station for Commercial St.
station at 12.55, 6.06, eS.10. clO.lO, ell.06 p. m.
Per Hsalsa
8.80 16.10 p.

Sunday Trains From I niou Station.
For Baa tea 1.00 and 6.30 p. m.

Barer 1.00,
4.16,6.30p.m. Mcarbaraagh Beach, Piae
Petal, Old Orchard Heart, Mat a aad Hidfard, 10.00 a.m., 1.00, 2.16, gp-3.30, 4.16, S.P'

07.00 p. m.
1 Boston and Bar Harbor, Limited, composed entirely of Pullman Vestibule Palace cars, on which
an extra fare Is charged.
'•Tuesdays and Fi mays.
•
Stops at Old Orchard Beach 26 minutes.
EW*Stops at Old Orchard Beach 30 minutes,
a Stops at Old Orchard Beach one hoar.
War Haataa (tS.00 Am., dally),18.00 a.ra.,|1.06,
16.00 p. m. Returning leave Baaiaa 7.30. 69.00
BMdaAm., 12.30 p. m. (“7.00 p. m. dally).

ford, Parlaataalh, Newbarrperl, Salem,
I.yan 2.00, 9.00 a. m., 8.00 p. m. Ames
bury 9.00 Am., 1.05, 8.00p. m.
Cape Elisabeth, 9.00 A rn.,
Pullman cars on above trains.
tConnects with Rati Lines for New York, Sooth
and West.
tConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
“West Division from North Berwick Sunday!.
6 Via Western Dlv. from Scar boro Crossing.
Tbrough Tickets to sll points South ana West
for rale at Caioa Mtatien. Caagreaa Mfreel,
Commercial mi reel Mention, and at I aiaa
Tirkrl OBce, 40 Kscbaage Mlreet,
JAa. T. FURBRR, Gen’l Manager, Boston
D. J. FLANDERS, Gan. P.* T. A.. Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS. Gen’l Agent, Portland.

}J17

dtl

On aad after (MON DAY, Jane 43, IMMM.
Pauranr trains leave Portland
from New ( men Station, CaagresaMtrcet
as follows:
For Ankara aad l.cwistaa, 7.10, 8.45 A m.,
1.26 and 6.06 p. m. I.ewisiaa ria Brunswick, c.60 a. m., 1.30 and tll.30 p. m. For
Bath. <1.60 a in., 1.80 and 6.10 p. m„ and on
Saturdays only at 11.30 p. m. Bachlaad and
Huai aad l.iacala H. K., 6.60 A m. and
1.30 p. m., and on Wednesdays and Saturdays
at 6.10p.m. Brunswick, (dardlaer, Hallawell, and Augusta,8.60 A m., 1.20,p, m.
(express), 1.30, 6.10 and 111.30 p. m. Farmington via I.rwlstaa, 8.46 A m., 1.26 p. m.;
ria Hraaswlclt. 6.60 A m., 1.30 p. m. Naa(Maraaemaaih. Wialhrap. aad lathe
caak 7.10 and 8.46 a.m. 1.26 e.m. Kraddeld,
Oakland aad North Anson,7.10a. m 1.26p.
m., Walerrille. and Mkawhrgaa via l ew
toa, 7.10 a. m., 1.26 p. m., Via Augusta 8.60
A m„ 1.20 p. m, (Express,) 1.30,5.1 oand ill.30
Belfast aad Dexter. 1.26, 1.30 and
p. m.
111.30 p.m. Hnugrr ria l.rwisloa. 7.10 A
m.12.20, p. m. (Limited Express) and 1.26 p. in.
1.30
via Augusta, 6.60 a. m., 1.20
and tll.30 p.m. Banger aad Plscalaaaie
H B„ d.50, and 7.10 a. in., tll.30 p. m. Kllewarth and Points an Til. Desert Branch,
1.20 and tll.30 p. m., and for

BAR HARBOR.
12.20
(Limited Express.) 1.20 and 11.30
p. m. Vancebere aad llealiaa. 6.60, and
ma
7.10 A in., 1.26, 1.30 and tll-SO p. m.
Mtcphra (Calais.) Areesteek 4’aaaty, Mi.
Jsha Halifax,and the Provinces,
1.30 and 11.30 p. in.
gy-Tbr Bangor and Bar Harbor Limited Ex
press from Cortland, at 12.20 p. m. stops at Danville Junction for Poland Spring passengers and
stage for that point also conuects with trains
leaving Portland at 7.10 a. m., 1.26 and 6.06 p. m.
tNight express with sleeping car attached, runs
every night, Sundays Included, through to Bangor, out not to Skowbegan Monday mornings or

1.26,

Romford Falls k Buekfield Railroad.

Co.

Steamboat

BOSTON AND MAINE It. R

(Express)

For NEW YORK.

On and after June 26th, 1888. the steamer Phantom, II. B. Townsend, Master, will run as fol-

Exchange Street.13-1

$1.00.

stmanias

in.

Freeport

LET—A good tenement of nine rooms, on
Mayo Street. Inquire of J. C. WOODMAN,

RENT—House
newly painted and
In central part of city; contains ten
rooms, gas, water, furnace; rent $20 per month.
Apply to 8. W. THAXTER, 2 A 3 Galt Block, city
10-tf

SPECIAL meeting of the stockholders .of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railway will be held
at the offices of the company, 617 Commercial
street, Portland, Me., on Wednesday, the twentysecond day of August, current, at three o’clock in
the afternoou, to act upon the following articles,
to wit. viz.
1—To see If the stockholders will ratify a lease
of the Portland ,6 Ogdensburg Railway to the
Maine Central Railroad company according to a
draft adopted by the directors of said Maine Central li. R. Co., at a meeting held July 12, A. D.
1868, and by the directors of said Portland & Ogdensburg Railway, at a meeting held Ju ly 16, A.
II. 1888, and asset>ted to by the City Council of
the City of Portland, at a meeting held July 26,
A. I). 1888.
2-To transact any other business that may locally come before t be iimetinp-.
rer or der of the Directors,
CHAS. H. FOYE,Clerk.

—

m.

Only

rlust-class

JOHN BROOKS and TfiEMONT

20-Rlde Ticket for Scholars..$1.00
Adults. 3.00
60
Only to be sold to residents and cottagers of
the Islands after the; move down.
C. W. T. GODINO, General Agent.
Jy2td

LET

LET—Lower tenement 106 Lincoln street

NOTICE.

package

Fare

Adult, with admission to Greenwood Garden, or
Kink.30 cents
Children.15 cents
Round Trip.25 cents
Single tickets,
••
Children.16 cents
10 Ride Ticket.$1.00

BOARDERS,

Ogdensburg Railway.

will be sold

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

in

land.
•Does not stop at Woodlord’s.
je22dtfJ. W. PKTKHH Hnot

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

STEAMERS.

The Steamer I,aurence will connect at Cushing’s Island for Cape Cottage with trips leaving
Portland at 6.45 a. in.. 12.60. 4.30 and 7.00 p. m

transient or permanent; table
board by the meal, day or week; furnished
rooms let with or without board.
Appply at
jly2dtf291 SPRING STREET.
TO

dtl

BOSTON

on stormy or foggy weather,
it) -Touches at Peak’s.
Ct)—Leave Peak’s for Little and Great Diamond,
Evergreen and Trefethen’s.

Wanted.

the-CURE._

Iy23

elO

2d.

Close connection made at West break Jean
•lea Wltn through trains o( Maine lentral R.K. and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains ol Grand Trunk Railway.
Through Ttcketa to all points West and South
may be had ol 8. H. H KJLLKN,Ticket Agent, Pork

Enstern Division From Union Stntlon.

From New York, pier foot of Canal St., North
Blver. for San Francisco, via The l.ihma. .f
Panama,
COLON.sails Monday, August 20, Noon.
From San Francisco. 1st and Braunan Sts.
For Japan nnd Chinn*
CITY OF SYDNEY,....sails Thursday August 30,
3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, or general Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
S. A. ADAMS * CO..
113 Slate street, Cer. Bread St., Battn.

FARES.

rA particle is applied||iuto "each nostril If agree
ible. Price 60 cents at druggists; by mall, reg
stered, CO cts. ELY BROTHERS, 66 Warren St.
New York.
aug4eod4wnrmly

On Account of

*9.80 p.

^

and South Amorlea and Mexico.

(•)—Not run

CUMBERLAND

306

m.

•10.16 p.

HOARD.

mid Smell.

Portland &

etc.

room

corner

Sores,

Restor e s t h ej
Senses of Taste]

TRY

large front

—LOT* FOB—

California, Japan, China.

Leave Portland for Little and Great Diamond,
Trefethen’s and Evergreen, 6.40, 6.00,6.46, 8.00,
9.00, 10.30 a. m., *12.10, 2.00, *3.16,4.20, 6.46,
t6.10.7.30. *9.30 p. m.
Leave Peak’s for Portland 6.16,7.16, 8.30.9.20,
12.20. *1.20,
*11.20 a. m.,
•10.16, 11.00,
2.16, 2.35, 3.20, *14.15, 6.10, 6.25, 8.05, 6.30,
7.00, *7.30, 7.50,9.00, *19.50, *10.00, 10.16,
•10.46 p. ill.
Leave Cushing’s for Portland, 7.06, 8.20, 9.30,
•10.05,11.10,*11.30 a. m.. 12.30,*1.10. 2.45, 3.30,
3.60, 4.60,6.16.6.40,*7.20,8.00, 8.60,*10.60 p. ill.
Leave Little Diamond for Portland, 6.20,7.06,
7.36,9.10,10.10, 11.40 a.m., *1.20 3.10, *4.26,
6.30, t6.60, 8.40, *10.40 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond for Portland, 6.16, 7.00,
7.30, 9.06,10.06,11.36 a. m., *11.16, 3.06, *4.20,
6.26, t6.30, 6.60, 8.36, *10.36lp. ill.
Leave Trefethen’s for Portland, 6.10,6.66,7.26,
9.00. 10.00, 11.30 a.m., *1.10,3.00, *4.16,6.20,
16.35, 8.30, *10,30 p. m.
Leave Evergreen for Portland, 6.06,6.50, 7.20,
8.66.9.66, 11.25 a.m.,*1.06, 2.55, *4.10, 6.16,
t6.40, 8.25, *10.26 p. m.
Leave Long Island for Portland, 6.40,8.46,9.46,
11.16 a. m., *12.66, 2.46, *4.00, 6.06, 6.30,8.16,

TO
■

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY'S

m.

•9.30 p.

1888.

Steamers of this Line will leave Ballroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY and FKIDAY at 6.30 p. in., for
KASTPOBT and ST. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination. KT*Freight received up to 4.00 r. u.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other Information at Company’s Office, Kallroad Wharf, foot
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
nov!4dtfOen’l Manager.

Leave Portland for Long Island 6.00.8.00,9.00,
10.30 a. m., *12.10, 2.00, *3.16, 4.20, 6.46,7.30,

BARK 8. E. SPRING, now lying at
Union Wharf, built in 1869, metalled to
12V4 feet draft; in good order and well found tu
sails, rigging, ground tackling, and chandlery:
carries 390 thousand South American cargo, and
Is well known in that trade; shifts with 50 Ions of
ballast, aud is a fast sailer. For terms or other
particulars inquire of
auglldtfJ. 8. WINSLOW & CO.

STREET,

SUMMER ARRANGEMENTS.

18S8.
The

Leave Portland tor Cushing’s, 6.46, 8.00, 9.00,
•9.46, 10.30, *11.00, 12.00 a. in., *12.60, 2.16,
3.00, 3.30, 4.30, 6.45, 6.10, *7.00, 7.30, 8.30,

may8dtf

PHOTOGRAPHER

514 CONGRESS

9.45 p.

—

The favorite route to Cnaapabella and mi. An
drrwo, ft. H.

WEEK DAYTIME TABLE,
Leave Portland lor Forest City Landing, Peak’s
Island, 6.45, 6.46, 8.00,9.00, -9.45, 10.30, -11.00,
12.00 a.m., *12.50, 1.46, 2.15,3.00, 3.30, 4.30,
6.00, 6.45, 6.10, *7.00, 7.30, *8.00,8.30, *9.30,

BLE, Green Street.

THE!

JULY

—

AND ALL PAKTS OF

The Only Line Selling Tickets to Greenwood Garden,Rink or Roller Coaster.

horse, 8 years old, sound and kind and
weighs about 975 pounds: stands with
weight. Can be seen at HJTCHING’S STA-

FOR

—

Bay Steamboat Co.,

AND AFTER

FOB

New Brunwlcli, Nwtr Hcwila, Priace Kdwards Island, aid C'npa Hrtiaa.

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

BAY

&jOO\2^

the OLD UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

Frugal housewives will bear in mind that
delicious auxiliary to other niceties in the
culinary department is to be found in
Schumacher’s Parched Farinose. To
the enervated it imparts strength and comfort. It is cooked in two minutes and can
he had of all grocers.
F.M&WCm
junl

Casco

Horse For Sale.

a

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHM. B.. HALIFAX N. S

Return, leave Town Landing Falmouth Foreslde
for Portland, calling at abovelandlngs 6.00, 8.30
a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p. m.; arrive Portland, 6.60,
8.20 a. in., 1.50, 6.60 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS. Manager.
H. P. DEWEY, President.
Jly2dtf

Bramhall street,
subscriber, having six

Portland, August 1,1888.

STEAMSHIP CO.,

m.

No. 32

now

in.

International

Alice Week Day Time Table.
Leave Portland for Mackey's Island, Waite’s
Landing. Madokwando Landing, Town Landing
Falmouth Foreslde, 7.30,11.00 a. in., 3.30,6.10 p.

rooms, besides dressing room and closets, with
modern Improvements, perfect drainage, cemented cellar, good furnace, brick cistern of filtered
water as a reserve; full set of double windows and
screens; parlor finished In black walnut and frescoed ; house in good repair Inside aud outside:
size of lot 50x62;
the grounds are well stocked
with hardy vines and shrubs of many years growth,
also a fine variety of crocusses, hyacinths, tulips,
Japan and otherllllles, Ac.; the location is very
desirable, having best of pure air, and plenty of
sunshine, aud good quiet neighborhood; if not
sold by September 1st, may be leased for a limited term, furnished;
premises may be examined
from 10 to 12 a. m. or 3 to 6 p. m.; for price and
terms apply at the house, or at No. 31 Exchange
S. B. HASKELL.
street.

at 13

tween

vessel.

Freights for the West by the Peon. B. K., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
K.und Trig SIM.
Pamage 910.00.
Meals and Boom Included.
For freight nr passage apply to
B. H. HAiUPNON, A|tal,
Sldtf
TO I.aaa Wharf. llaaiaB.

Nteamer

HOUSE FOR SALE.

in.

■ailing

FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE.

MALE
Brick house

Maine.

AGENTS WANTED

facilities.
VONTHII.L
Om. Established 1842.

MALE—The

FOR
or

Civil Service Gazette.

POLICIES

scale: will be sold

MALE—A ten ton

with

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold
only in half pound tins by Grocers, labelled thus:
JAMES EPPM At C*., HOMOEOPATH 10
Tu&SSwly CHEMISTS, Londan, England.

*u-j

FOK
cheap. Apply 2«4COMMERCIAL STREET.
13-2

I

William Wright, New

York.
WISGAtBEX, Aug 16—Ar, sch Cock of the
Walk, Lev Is, rtland.
Sid, sells Nr Meader, Duutou, Newport; Belle,
Duulon, Bostou.

buttle

Ue

l

COCOA.

BREAKFAST
“By a thorough knowledge of the natural lawe
which govern the operation of digestion and nutrition, and by a careful application of the fine
properties of well-selected Cocoa, Mr. Epps has
provided our breakfast tables with a delicately
flavored beverage which mav save us many heavy
doctors’ bills. It is by the judicious use of such
art icles of diet that a constitution may lie gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tento disease. 11 undreds of subtle maladies
dency
are floating around us ready to attack wherever
there is a weak point. We may escape many a
fatal shaft by keeping ourselves well fortified with
pure blood and a properly nourished frame.”

Popular

1UU xuiuutc Ot>

mgl

dly

EPPS’S

Coyle.

SACO, Aug 15—Ar,

sitting when you have a leisure hour.

sep28

Steamship Eleauota, Bennett, New York—J B

—

1

dealert.

OPP. THE FALMOUTH HOTEL

Cleared.

Cauu.

For Sate by
all flrtl-clatt

the children or older persons.

Sch Titmouse, with 40 bltls mackerel, taken oil

hch J Manchester Haynes, Matthews, Kennebec, to load for Baltimore—Peter S Nickerson.
Sch Wave, Randall, Addison—J H Blake.
SAILED
Barques Sarmieuto, and Addie H

a

lng gives as much satislactlou as a finely finished
Photograph of yoursels, your children or your
friends. I'p only oor flight; making it easy for

ton.

sjiore.

H“*

Spoken.

70

...

folding

Medium

length Punier.

Inilamniatio nJ

40
30

MINIATURE ALMANAC.AUGUST 10.
Bun rises.4 46
L wa“r j. 5 66
Sunsets.
0 44IH1RU
6 18
j
13 6*'H
I... 8 ft 6 in
Length of day
RI1'
Moon sets.
morul
(
9ft 1 in

The original

Tuesda? and Fridai.

Long Wharf, Boston, S
From Tine Street Wnarf,

Insurance one-half the rate of

On and after July 1, 1888. steamers of the line
will leave Custom House Wharf, Portland, as follows:
The elegant new steamer 9IERBYCONKAU
for Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island,
Jenks’, East End tit. Chebeague, Harpswell, Bailey’s and Orr’s Island, at 9.00 a.m., and 2.00 p.m.
Steamer CSOKDON for Long Island, Little
Chebeague, Hope Island, Jenks, East End tit.
Chebeague and Harpswell, at 10.00 a. m. and
6.15 p. m.
Return for Portland, leave Orr’s Island 6.46.
11.16 a. m., 4.00 p. m. j Bailey’s Island 6.00,12.26
11.40 a. m.,
a. in., 4.10 p. m.; Harpswell 6.16,
1.30, 4.26 p. m.; East End tit. Chebeague 6 45
a.m., 12.05,2.00, 4.60 p. m.; Jenks’7.00 a. m.,
12.16, 2.15, 6.00 p. m; (lope Island 7.06 a. m.,
12.20,2.20,6.06 p.m.; Little Chebeague 7.20 a.
m., 12.26, 2.86, 6.10 p. m.; Long Island 7.35 a.
m., 12.36,2.60, 6.20 p. m.; arrive Portland 8.16
a. m., 1.16, 3.30, 6.10 p. m.
Sl'NDAY TINE TABLE.
Leave Portland tor Long Island, Little Chebeague, Hope Island. Jenks, East End tit. CheLeague and Harpswell. 9.45 a. m., 2.00 p. m.; return leave Harpswell lor Portland, calling at
above landings, 11.45 a. m., 3.45 p. in., arrive
In Portland 1.30, 6.00 p. m. Round trip tickets
Sundays to Harpswell 36 cents, other landings
26 cents,

rooms,
land,
cars, 2>A
28 fruit trees, good spring water brought Into
house. GARDINER & ROBERTS, Oxford Build-

inn

Philadelphia,

Delightful Sail 20 miles down Casco Bay.

acres

LIKE.

STEAMSHIP

p.

Harpswell Steamboat Co.

RALE-At Lunt’s Corner, East Deering,
FOB
IV* story house, ell and stable, with 10
few rods from horse

m.

Boston! Philadelphia
From

my*dtfA. MONTGOMERY, Pres,

and polstt North
I'l.’Jl y. at•
Rochester, Mpriagvale, Alfred, Waters
bare, and Mace River at 1.30 a. a., t-j.-ja
and (mixed) at <1.10 it. as.
Per flerbaas at >.:(« a. aa., f'J.43, :i.oo,
M.do, and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
Per Marrarappa.f amberlaad nilb,Wtts
breek Jaaciiaa and Weedferd’a at ).<H
and lo.oo a. as., i j.j.i, 3.00, 0.J» and
a (mixed) •«.;(« p. as.
per Perrst A >caae (Mrrriag) IO.OOs.es.

Bur Harbor, Portland and Washing, D. C. without change.

From PHILADELPHIA

the wharf.

non on

rooms,

busHouse;
iness ; capital opportunity for summer boarders;
fur the right parties a bargain. For particulars
14-2
apply D. J. CODING, Alfred, Me.

P’ahnouth 13th, ship Alex Gibson, Palmer,
Tacoma.
Sldfm Rosario Jane 19, barque Peterus, for
Boston.
Sld fm Trinidad 7th lust, barque Syra, Pettengill, Delaware Breakwater.
At Barbadoes July 21, sell Wm
Beazley, Kavauaugh, disg.
At Pert Oliva June 30th, barque Chas G
Rice,
Bailey, for Hauiptou Roads.
At Matanzas 7th inst, barque Nellie
Smith, Cof
fin. disg.
Ar at Nassau, NP, 2d inst, sch M V B
Chase,
Pinkiiam. Bangor.
Ar at Iligby.NS, 13th
brig Akbar, Holmes,
RddDin* Is' It Koum/vtnK inst,

York..Amsterdam Aug
Pavonta.Boston.Liverpool ..Atig25
Caracas.New York..Laguayra... Aug 25

Schiedam. New

fob

opposite

Cleans

Aug 13, off Hatteras, brig H 11 Hussey, from
Boston for Charleston.

14-1

Par
at
Per

WTKA.VIKKn.

From BOSTON inn WEDNESDAY ami SATURDAY.

In Portland about 2.30 p. m., connecting with Boston boats from Portland. Through tickets sold on
the boat to Boston.
Positively no freight received after 8.16 at Portl«nd on the day of sailing.
Freight received and delivered by W. H. Boha-

....

and the Maaih.
Pri.I.JIAH
THKOlTlil
PAI.ACI
MI.BEPIHU 4AKM
are run dally (except Sundays) via this route, be-

DIRECT

Boothbay and Pemaquld.
Returning will leave Damarlseotta every Monday and Wednesday at 7.00 a. m., for Portland
and Intermediate Landings.
Every Fridy at 7.00 a. m., will leave Pemaquld
for Portland and Intermediate Landings, arriving

SALE—In the shire town of
York County, county hotel, 35
sitHOTEI,
uated
the Court
established

Foreign Ports.
AtMebourne July 1], ships Charger, Goodell,
from New York; Waeliusett. Oakland,for New-

Ar at Hillsboro 13th, sell Fred Jackson, Soule
Boston.
Cld 13th, sell J P Ames, Crocker, Rockland.

ON

Two story two tenement house
In first class condition, containing 13 rooms,
bath room, cemented cellar, furnace: situated in
westerly end of city, now rented to two good tenants. Apply at once for particulars to GARDINER & ROBERTS, 186 Middle street, Oxford

a

Steamboat Co.

and alter Saturday, May 5th, Steamer will
leave Franklin Wharf every Tuesday and Saturdy for Squirrel Island, Boothbay, Heron Island,
South Bristol, Hast Boothbay, Clark’s Cove and
Damarlseotta.
Every Thursday at 8.30 a.m. for Squirrel Island,
Boothbay, Heron Island, South Bristol, East

—

building.

Boothbay

STEAMER ENTERPRISE—CAPT. ALFRED RACE.

BALB.

FOB

lit'iuii r.irii

I.t

Portland and

and alter 71 so,lay, j„_r ...
Passenger Trains will l.raye Partis ad.’
Per Warrrster, tJiaiea, Ayer Ja'acilss.

N. E. K. K-("Steamer Maryland Route") lor
Philadelphia, Baliiasere, Washlagtaa,

TuAFtlni

INLAND NTEATIEBN.

most economical life insurance obtainOnly four Assessments in a year. State
Official, Supervision and Reserve Fund In State
Treasury. Send for circulars. Special agents
wanted. Office 98 EXCHANGE ST., Portland,
Me.
28-4

The Queen of 2*aniers.
£0 inches long.

At... Hoaton. Meaa.

in

able.

Foil

Prtoe-Llate Free.

NOOKI)EN & CO.,
Harriaon

383

STATION, FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.

On

S.OOand 0.JO p.

E. VAN

)y23_

Portland & Rochester R. R;

The U. 4.1 p. as. train Irons Portland eonneetsat
Ayer Jaaci. with "Hessac Taaarl Beale"
(01 the West, and at l aiea Nialiea, Wercee»er, (or Prorideace and Hew
Vark via
"Praviilcncr l.iae” (or Her wick and Hew
Vark, via "Harwich l.iae”, with Beetea A
Albany K. K. (or the West and Hew Verb,
all rail Via "Mpriagdeld”, also with N. V. *

Shingles.

Send for Clrculere end

attention to the fact that
WANTED—Your
the Provident Aid 8ociety of Portland, Me.,
affords the

OF THE

Passed Highland Light 14th, sch J R Talbot.
Ar 13th, schs Emma Crosby, Campbell, Ambov:
Lucy, Cook, Philadelphia; LaVolta, Whitmore
New York; Hattie E King, Collins, Weehawken;
Appbia & Amelia, Willard. New York ; John
Bracewell, Muuroe. Hoboken; Modoc, Perry, Hoboken; Bertha E Glover, Spear, Itondout; E & G
W Hinds, Coleman, New York ; S P Thurlow,
Talbot, Philadelphia; Sea Queen, Scott, Deer Isle
David Faust, Alley, Hoboken; Helen, Jameson.
New York; R F Hart. Dodge, Port Johnson; Brunette, Waterhouse, Tiverton; Mary F Pike, Noble, New York; F'auuy Flint. Warren, do; Paul
Scavey. Kimball. Port Johnson.
Cld 13th, barque Levi S Andrews, Hayden, for

castle.
Ar at

Metal

vocal and instrumental
music; lessons given at their homes if desired. For terms, etc., call on or address MRS,
LILIAN LIBBY, SO Melbourne street, city.
15-,

SALE

_

In the World Im the If out roes Patent

WANTED—For

WANTED—Pupils

_

BEST ROOF

balance of season cottage of
four or more rooms, furnished preferred:
also two or three pleasant airy rooms with board
for four. Address stating location and lowest
terms. C. W. HANSON, 432 Fore St., City. 15-1

Hooper.

SALEM—Ar 13th, sch Eva D Rose, Florence,
NJ, for Dover.
In port 13tli, sells Lucy Jones, Newburyport for
New York; Arboreer, Boston for Ellsworth; H
Prescott. Baugor for Norwich; Eva D Rose, Florence. NJ, for Dover; George W Glover, Rockland
for New York: A Heaton, do for do; Thos Hix,
and Thos Borden, do for do; Cyrus Chamberlain,
Tuomastou for do; A L Mitchell, F'ranklln lor
New Haven.
LYNN-Ar I4th, sch A F' Crockett, Thorndike,
Philadelphia.
BATH—Ar 14tli, brig John Wesley, Philadelphia; schs Anna EJ Morse, Merritt, do; C H Haskell. Sllsbce, Portland; Frank Barker, Kingsbury
Chatham.
Sld 14th, schs Benj B Church. Kelley, and Maggie Andrews. Snow, Philadelphia; W T Donnell,
Davis, Washington; Mary Sanders, Lewis, New
York; Kate Lily, Lewis, Boston.

nugll__

WANTED

Jl^pee populap Bustles

Philadelphia.

Cld 14th, schs H T
Townsend, Smith, Hillsboro;
H W Middleton, Cuilen,
Kennebec.
Cld 14th, schs L B Willey, M A Power, Susie P
Oliver. M A Power, Two Brothers, Norman,Mabel

and

new

for the world-regreat book, The
Wild Beasts. Birds and Reptiles of the World. It.
B. HAS8ETT, N. E. Agent, 14 Bromfleld street,
Boston Mass,
4 2

Dr. J. C. Ayer A Co., Lowell, Mass.
Price $1; six bottle*, $5. Worth $5 * bottle.

NEW HAVEN—Ar 13th, sch Priucetou, Richurdson, Bangor.
Sla 14th, schs Geo L Drake,Goldthwaite, South
Amboy; Donglas Haynes, Ureeuleaf, Elizabethport.

for do.
Also ar 14th, schs Kbeu H Klug, Hilliard. New
York for
Eastport; Lucy, Cook, Philadelphia for
Hingham, (and sailed.)
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 18th, schs Andrew
Adams, Georgetown for Boston; Robt Byron, fra
for Portland; Brave, Sullivan for New

sell

agents
WANTED—Active
nowned P. T. Baruum's

lifston

LCgeXi’hKlpma.

they
this Company’s name or trade
mark, you will be assured of a good article.
u re made of the
linest Pure Para Rubber, and are sold by all They
First Class retailers.
Insist on having them and take no others.
sure

PREFARED BY

Snow, Rockland.
16th, brig Tarifa, Sawyer, Baltimore; sch
Lizzie Chadwick, Chadwick, Mobile.
Cld 14th, brig Elizabeth Winslow, Oakes, for
Galway; sch Win Douglass, Oakes, Truxillo.
Passed the Gate 13th, schs Freddie
Eaton, fm
Rondout for Calais; Margaret, do for Boston; La
\ olta, do for do; Wesley Abbott, do for
do; Telef°r ’rlloma3ton' DD Randall, Amboy for

60

18
18
18
18
18
18
18
18
21
22
22
22
22

WANTED—Agents

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Ai

Kllzabethport: Irene K Mesersey, Meservey,
Philadelphia; P o Dame, Rogers. Norfolkjjeunie
OU; ADUa W Barker’
Sld 14th, schs Carrie S Hart, Southaad. for Baltimore; AH Hodgman, Pendleton, New York.
DUTCH ISLAND HAKBOK—Ar 14tb, schs All's Oakes, Merriam, and Idaho, Smith, Rockland
for New York;
Josiah Whltehouse, Hart, and
Lewis Clark, Bartlett, Bangor for PhiladeldhlaCharlotte Buck, Pendleton, and Loduskla Hole
bins, do for New York; Erl, Gordon, Gardiner

wanted to

ULBOAUI.

“d^WTffSai
SSS-aZ!7iit.
Vfaarhrstcr, f'eacsrd,

..AMERICAN RUBBER COMPANY'S
thut
goods and be
bear

handsome mounted lithographs of Harrhon
and Morton, aud Cleveland and Thin man; liberal
erms.
Apply at once and take advantage of
Blaine rally. CHISHOLM BROS., Sole Agents
for Maine, 994 Congress street.14-1

Sarsaparilla, with few doses of Ayer’s
Pills. After their use, I feel fresher and
stronger to go through the summer."

Perkins. Kendall, Bangor;
Otranto,Lockport, east; D D Haskell, HaskeU,
Bath; Bat, Wilson, Salem; Light of the East, do.
Ar 13th, sch SearsvlUe, Avery, New York.
Sid 13th, schs Isabella Alberto,
Peterson, for
Saco; Nile, Manning, do; Clias Heath, do, having
repaired.
old 13th, schs F A Pike, Norwood, east; Ella
Pressey, Nash, Portsmouth.
NEW YORK—Ar 14tli, barque John F Rothman. Nash, Fernandina;
brig Tarifa, Sawyer
Baltimore; Warren Adams, Colcord, Baltimore;
Nellie Eaton. Clark,Calais; J 8 Beaebam, and L
A

Pochasset,

crayon, India ink and
Address

AGENTS WANTED

a

Ella Pressey. Nash, do;

Sch Eva Mav. nnw at. \Tmv r omim.
paving blocks at this port tor ttillauelpkia at 60
cts per tou, loaded ana discharged.
14th. schs
Her•

pictures

to

references for particulars EASTERN COPYING CO., 21 Main St., Bangor, Me.
14-tf

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. This medicin soon
restored her blood-making orgr.us to
healthy action, and in due time .•established her former health. I find Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla a most valuable remedy for
the lassitude and debility incident to
spring time.”
J. Castright, Brooklyn Power Co.,
Brooklyn, N. Y., says : “As a Spring
Medicine, I find a splendid substitute
for the old-time compounds in Ayer's

V^^'AUELPHIA—Ar
Ponce.
Gilkey,

do.

11-1

color; salary paid and outfit free.

with

headache, debility, dizziness,
and loss ol appetite. I concluded that all her complaints originated
in impure blood, and induced her to take

sch Dreadnaught.Nlck
erson. Boston.
Ar 14th, sch A B Sherman,
Higgins, Portland.
Cld 14th. schs G M Hraiuard, Mullen,
Belfast;
Blanche H King, Bennett, Portland.
14th. sell Reger Moore,
<■

Geo E Pierce, Kelley,
Sid 12th, schs Ellen

collect small

WANTED—Men
copy and enlarge in
water

There Is no line of
manufactured of which
the consumer knows so goods
little regarding quality.
You ask fora pair of OOOD RUBBERS and take
whatever the retailer offers
you. If you will Insist on
having the

furnish good refer-

can

H

Rubber Boots § Shoes. PORTLAND & WORCESTER UNE.

15-1

indigestion,

BALTIMORE—Ar 13th,

E Gray, Piukliam, do:

ability
Union St., City.

Address X,, No. f, Congress Place.
to

fatigue,

Eer**ia Warner, I.athwaite, from

SCh

Address F. C. A., do

business education;

ences.

stupid boy’s excuse

to the taste, and the most searching and
effective blood medicine ever discovered.
Nathan S. Cleveland, 27 E. Canton st.,
My daughter, now 21
Boston, writes :
years old, was In perfect health until a
she
when
began to complain ol
year ago

13Ul’ SCl' Falullc E Wolstou.
CHARLESTON—Ar 14th, achs John C Smith,
Eoss,^Kennebec; Lizzie Dewey, Bergli, Philadel-

NOllFOLK—Sid 13th,
riOStOH

a

as

steady reliable nan wants
WANTED—A
employment; is strictly temperate and lias
fair

a

; but
what can bo said for the parent who
sees his child languishing daily and fails
to recognize the want of a tonic and
blood-purifier? Formerly, a course of
bitters, or sulphur and molasses, was the
rule in well-regulated families ; but now
all intelligent households keep Ayer’s
Sarsaparilla, which is at once pleasant

ASTORIA, O—Ar 6th, ships Standard, Percy,
Portland, O, tor Queenstown; Columbia, Hagan,

do lor do.
SAN DIEGO—Ar

character.

Loaded”
May do for

nni'BLLANKVtl.__
or
bookkeeper
and
to

WANTED-A
assistant; good references as

“Did n’t Know’t was

Fishermen.
Arat Port Mulgrave 12th, sch Willie Irving,
from North Bey for Gloucester.
Passed by, sch F li Smith; from North Bay for
North Haven.

FOB

Philadelphia.New York .Laguayra...Aug
City Wasumgtou .New York..Hav & Mex Aug
Aller .New York..Bremen.Aug

HALB HELPsituation

Havana otli iust, barque Antonio Sala,
Pierce, from New York.

SAILING DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS,.
H'

ffllSl'EJLLANEOrs.

Ar at

Miurch.
Pressed.$12®$ 14
Straw—,—$ 8®$ 11 Laundry. 3V4®7V4

busli;

46®46%cTno

Sid Ini Falmouth, E, ] 4tlr inst, ship Alex Gibson
Palmer,'.from Tacoma, ior Havre.
Sid fm Curacoa 3d lust, brig Harry Smith,
Hutclilus, New York.

LI VeKPJOL,

Produce.

all;!

Aug.
24%

....

Aug.

13
133
160
111

160
* Quincy....111%
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co....118
Delaware,:Lacka. & Western. ...138%
D->uver * Rio Grande. 18 V*
...
27%

Bwvno

OATS.

Opening
Highest.

Opeuing.

34%

dopref
Chicago, Burlington

NKW YOKE. Aug. 16,1888.—Flour
receipt.-* 2333 packages; exports 3U80

WHEAT.
..

109

iBy Telegraph.)

llt.V.

IllsliC.SI.
Lowest....

...

comestlc Markets.

WHEAT.

opening

199%

New York stock and Money Market.

Quotations.

Monday's quotations.

closing.

Albany.

_

European Markets.

I

C1IICAU0 BOARD OF TRACK.

Opening.

102%

1894.......I.142%

middling 10c.
MEMPHIS,Aug. 16,1888.—Cotton vteadv; mldoling at ioc.
MOBILE, Aug. 16, lSSg.-Cotton is firm; middling 10c.

Mix-dividend.

1
1

Railroad Receipts.
lUIUIlAi’l'

Us

Railroad.
Maine State Os. 1889.

Bagged urchin (weeping)—Oh, oh—oh, dear!

can’t you let

43%
38%

....

C. H. Hayes.
W. F. Bennett.

“My poor man,” said

214%
67%

Eastern

Norway,

If. Hyde.

43%

Fe Railroad. *87%

Santa

ment securities:
United States 8s.
New4s, reg..-

8. L. Crockett, A. O. Noyes.
Old Orcliard, Geo. E. Fogg.
Orrs Island, 8. C. Prince* Bon.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.

receive*

and New England Railroad.

Atch.,Topeka.and

May be obtained at tlie Periodical Depots ol N.
O. Fessenden, Horse Railroad Station: Marquis,
7d Exchange 81.; Chisholm Bros.’, Union Depot; Hodgson, 96V« Portland Bt.; John Cox, 600
Congress St.; Costello, 7 Exchange Bt.; Holden,
47 Middle Bt.; Jewett, 604 Congress Bt.; Peterson,2 Exchange St.; Goold, corner Congress and
Chestnut Sts.; Chisholm, 109 Congress St.; Hopkins, Commercial, corner Park; Morrill, 243 ConSt.; Ross. 198 congress St.; Beardswurtli.
7 India St.; Abbott, 248 Spring St.; Barter, 190
Brackett St.; Elliott, 248 York St.; and of Chisholm BroB.’agentsod all trains running out of
the city.
Auburn, Haskell & Reynolds,
Augusta, J. P. Pierce.
Bath, J. O. Shaw.
Blddeford, K. M. Burnham.
A. L. Jellersom
Boston, Mass., American House.
Brunswick, B. I.. Dennison.
( uinberland Mills, K. 8. Ra>7uoud,
llamarlseotla. E. W. Dunbai.
Freeport, W. A. Mitchell.
Pryeburg, J. C. Gerry.
Fairfield, E. H. F.vans.
Fanning!on, White & Marwlek,
Gardiner. Palmer & Co.
Gorham, Jas. U. Irish Si Co.
Lewtstou, Chandler & Estes.
Long Island, T. M. Glendenntng.
Mechanic P'alls, A. W. Bridge, MertUl &||Den.

are

SAVANNAH, Aug. 16, 1888.—Cotton is firm;
middling lOVic.
CHARLESTON,Aug. 16, 1888.~C3tton steady;

Sold by Tarrant A Co., N.Y.,
and Druggists everywhere.

eod&wlmo

bus"

POLICIES protected by the Pop
ulur

Maine

issued

Non-Forfeiture

only by

the

OLD

Lav r

l NIO?

MUTUAL

LIFE

COMPANY,

of Portland, Maine.

INSURANC1 I

to Belfast and Dexter or beyond Bangor, except
to Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, Sunday mornings.
Trains are due In Portland as followes: The
morning train from Augusta and Bath 8.36
(fa. m., Lewiston 8.40 a. m.i day trains from
Bangor, Rockland, etc., at 12.25, 12.30,12.36,
and ML Desert limited, at 12.40 p. m. The
afternoon train trom Watervllle, Bain, Augusta
and Rockland, at 6.20 p. m., Flying Yankee, at
5.30 p. m„ Farmington, Maranocook and Lewiston 5.40 p. m. Night Pullman at 1.30 a m.
I.imitcu Tickets, Ini and second clam.
far

uoiau

all

in the

Proriuccr

on

rale

at

ST'BT CO.
PORTLAND,"ilT’ DESERTof& MACHIAS
Klrtainond,
Steamer

City

CAPT. WM. K.

DBNMNO.V,

(weather permlttuxjj and until further notice
will leave Portland Tuesdays and Fridays at II
o’clock p. m.
Returning, leave Machlasport
Mondays and Thursdays at 4 o’clock a. m., conat
Portland
with the night and early
necting
morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER. General Mauager.
F. H. BOOTHBY, Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Act.
Portland. June 25,1888.
)e23dtf

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. R.

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

Commencing June 23, 1889.
Passenger trains will leave Union Station, Port
land, as follows:

$-30 a, an. for all stations on through line, all
While Mountain Resorts, connecting with
all points Iu Northern New Hampshire and
Vermont. This train rims through to Mont-

real, Burlington, Ogdrasburg. Niagara
Patio and Wrot.
14.30 p. m. express lor Cilca Honor, Crawford’-, Pabyun’-, Profile Houwe, Moaat
Wu-hiugloa. Hrlhtrbrlm, Jefferson and
o S
Prancoaia.
0.13 p. m. for Na. Conway, Crawford’-,
Pabyaa’o, l.itllrloa. Wrll-’ Hirer, Ac.,
Runs daily,
arrives Montreal a.43 a. m.

Sunday included.

Parlor tar- (or Moalrral on 8.50 a. m., arrive Montreal 8.3s p. m.
Wagar. Palarr Caro (or Niagara Pallo on
8.50 a. m., arrive at Niagara Pallo 10,40
а. in.,

Wagarr
p.m.

connecting lor all points West.
Palace Caro (or Pabyaa’o on 12.50
Passengers by this train reach all

While Mountain Resorts brforr rvraing.
QT*Thls train will not stop at lllram.
Canadian Pacific nieepers lor Maalreal on
б. 16 p.m.. arrive Maalrrnl N.43 a. m.. all
trains connect at Bridgton Jnnct. with B. A 8.
R. K. (or Hridgtou Harrison and Water
(oral
Arrivals in Portland 8.S* a. m., 11.36, 7.60
p. m.
Parlor and Sleeping Car accommodations secured
by appllcntlou to M. L. Williams, Agent, Port-

J. HAMILTON, 8upU
land, Me.
OH AS. It. KOYB. O. T. A.
Portland. June 22.1888.
Je22dtf

(HUM TRIM RAILWAY Of CASADI
3nim.it

akbamoknibrt.

MONDAY, June 43, 1888,
trains will ran as (ollowst

On and a(tor

Par A

a

s. ni. ami

p«r

DEPART CHEN.
and l.rwioloa, 7.10 and U.lb

burn

1 16 and 6 20 p.

fiorhom, 9.1B

0>Por Maalreal

m.
ft. IQ. and

1.30 and 6.20 p

and Chicago, 1.16 a.

m.

and

1.30 p. m.
Par Ouebcc, 1.30 p. m
Par Hu, kit. Id and Ctsalaa, 7.10 A m*
1.30 p. m.
Par Danville Jaartioa, (Mixed) 6.26

and
m.

ARRIVUA
Prom l.rwioloa and Aabara, 6.36 A ah
13.16,3.16 and 5.38 p. m.
Proto t.orkom. 6.26 a.m., 13.16 and 5.48 B. (A
Prom Chicago and Montreal, 13.16 and
6.48 p. ni.
Prom tlnrbrr, 12.16 p. m.
Prom Island Pond, (Mixed) 7.15 p. ni.
Pram Dnovillr Jonrtioo, (Mixed) 7 45>.lrj.
■Pullman Palace Sleeping cars on night train and
Parlor cars on day train between Portland and

Montreal.

To (-Ira lloor and Hrtara good logo Satreturn Monday following, for $5.00.

urdays and

TICKET OFFICE

t

35 Eishangi St, and Oaoit Foil if ludu Straw.
Lowest (ares from Portland, Yarmouth Junetlon and Danville Junction as follows: To Chica-

go, $21.00 and (19.00: Detroit, $16.75 and
$16.00: Kansas City, $32.50 and $28.86; Bt.
Paul $32.50 and $28.00; 8t. Louis via. Detroit,
$36.00and $21.25; St. Louis via. Chicago, $28.50
and $24.90; California, $83.60 and $63.76.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Genera Manager.
WM. EDGAR, Geul. IMja. yenL
J.8TEP/ KNSON. 8i ptJe25dtf
Portland. June 25,1888.

THK PIIESS.
PORTLAND AND VICINITY.
NKV>

•

l»VI:i(1

INK.71KNTN

FINANCIAL.

________________

AN EXPLANATION.
What is this “nervous trouble" with which so
many seem now to be afflicted? Ii you will remember a few years ago the word Malaria was
comparatively unknown,—to day it Is as common
as any word In the English language, yet this word
covers only the meaning of another word used by
our forefathers In time past. So it is with nervous
diseases, as they and Malaria are intended to cover what our grandfathers called Biliousness, and
all are caused by troubles that arise from a diseased condition of the Li ver which In performing
Us functions finding it cannot dispose of the bile
through the ordinary channel is compelled to pass
It off through the system, causing nervous troub
les, Malaria, Bilious Fever, etc. You who are suffering can well appreciate a cure. We recommend
Green’s August Flower. Its cures are marvelous'

dlycTu

THE PRESS FORTHE CAMPAIGN.

122
180

Present membership.
Gain in membership.
Patriarchs relieved.
Weeks’ sickness for which benefits were

4597

paid...

3465

Portland Companies Escort Visiting
Companies Through Crowded

companies that airived on the morning
trains, began to assemble at the Republican
headquarters on Federal street to prepare to
march to the Union depot to meet the visiting companies. Lincoln Park aud the street

Grand Encampment degree.
These officers were then chosen:
Grand Patriarch—Joseph S. Gilliatt.

in front of Park Garden was crowded with
people who assembled to see the companies
form and march to the depot. At about 4.30

Streets.

Early in the afternoon the Portland campaign companies and those out of town,

p. m. the line was formed and inarch was
taken In the following order down Pear*
street to Middle, to Free, to Congress, to the

Union depot.
Platoon of Police, Capt. Chas. Stevens,
Cbiet Marslial Whitman Sawyer ami Aids.
Col. L. S. Sanborn aud Commissary W. W. Ruby,
Harrison Drum Corps, Robert Brown leader, 21
meu,

Harrison Pioneers, Capt. F. H. Webslcr, 1st
Lieut. A. H. Spear, 2d Lieut. F.. 11.
Brooks, 80 meu.
Chandler’s Band, F. L. Collins leader, 26 men,
Tippecanoe Guards, Capt. G. A. Dow, 1st Lieut.

Representatives Milton Higgins and A. F.
Richardson.
A law was passed allowing subordinate
Encampments to pay the expenses of two
representatives to attend the session of the

Fred

70 men,
Harrison Cadets, Capt. F'red H. Graves, 1st
Lieut. Lewis Huston, 2d Lieut. Clarence
Brooks, 36 men,
Harrison Artillery, Capt. J. H. B. Morrill, 1st
Lieut. S. L. Day, 2d Lieut. C. Melodv, 3d

Lieut. W. C. Googins. I til Lieut.'
David O’Conuer, 63 men,
North Berwick Drum Corps, Win. H. Austiu

leader,

12 men,
North Berwick Renublican Club
Hurd, 150 men,

H. K.

Colesworthy.

Cashier's Office, (Sunday excepted), 7.80 a. m.
to 7.00 p. m.; Money order department, 9 a. m.
to 6 p. m. Registry department, 9.00 a. in. to 6
p. m.
General Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a. m.
to 7.00 p. m. Sunday, 9 to 10 a. m.
Carrier’s Deliveries,
(Sunday excepted)—In
business section of the city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in., 12.30, 1.45 and

was

DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

DISTRICT DEPUTY GRAND

Western, via Boston and Maine
railroad (Eastern division)
Arrive, 12.26, 6.06
and 11.26 p. m.; Close 8.00 a. m., 12 m., 6.16 and
9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.16 and 10 p. m.
Boston, intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive at 12.30 and 8.30 p. m.; Close 8 a. m. and
2.46 p. m.
Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1p.m.; Close 12.00 m. and 9 p. m.;
Supplementary, 12.40 and 10 p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 and 9 a.
m., 1 and B.00 p. m.; Close at 6.16 a. m., 12 m.,
4.30 and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.40 and 10 p.

Sftat.es.

Fort F»irfii»W1
B.

down Congress street to the City Hall and
the Republican Headquarters:
Platoon of Police, Captain Charles Stevens.

PATRIARCHS.

1.

Rnhmurm

Chief Marshal Whitman Sawyer and aids.
Harrison Pioneers, Capt. Fred H. Webster—SO
men.

Harrison Drum Corps, Robert Brown, leader—21
men.

Young Men’s Republican Club, Captain York—76

at

men.

Stephen, N.

Adjourned

to

North Berwick Drum Corps, W. H. Austin, leader

meet at

—12 men.

Portland, August,

North Berwick Republican Club, Capt. Moses S.
Hurd—160 men.
Wells Harrison Guards, Capt. B, Maxwell—50

1889.

m.

Farmington, intermediate offices and connections, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 1 p.
m,; Close at 12 m.; Supplementary 12.40 p. m. M
Itoekland, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
p.m.; Close at 6.16 a. m. and 12 m.; Supplementary. 12.40 p. m.
Skowheoan. intermediate offices aud connections, via Maine Central rallroad-Arrive at 2 a.
m. and 1 p. m.; Close at 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.40 and 10.00 p. in.
Auburn and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 8.35 a. m.

men.

ately he heard an unusual thumping sound
from the bottom of the well, and called to
Hiles but received no answer.
He immediately stopped the engine and descended
the ladder where a dreadful sight met his
gaze. Hiles was caught in the machinery
and terribly mangled. Assistance was summoned and the unfortunate man was raised
out of the well. He was taken to the Maine
General Hospital, where he died in less than
an hour afterward.
Hiles was a married man about 35 years of
age. He leaves a widow and an infant child.
Crocers' Excursion.
The grocers of this
city today take an outIng, going on an excursion to
Sebago Lake
for which elaborate
preparations have been
made. A special train will
leave at 8.15 a
m., and returning will leave the Lake
at 6 d
m.
The tickets will l* good t„
g0 on ttDy
train during the day. All who
intend to go
on the excursion are requested to
meet in
Market Square at 7.15 sharp and march from
there beaded by Merriman’s band to
the
Union depot. All the grocery stores will be
closed during the day.
Mr. Blaine and the Senatorship.

[Lewiston Journal.]
I asked Mr. Blaine if he cared to make
any comment on the absurd story iu the
Democratic papers that he is plotting to get
the seat of Senator Frye. He said that he
did not care to say anything about It—not
that he had any reservations or felt any delicacy about it, but because it was one of
those things which it is best to pass over in
silence. ,5You can characterize it in your
just as you see lit,” said he.
paper
Mr. Blaine tossed the subject aside as one
unworthy of consideration.

70 men.

COUNTY.

after.

Mayor Chapman on his right. The street in
front of the Portland Club House was
thronged people and the cheers that greeted
Mr. Blaine were prolonged and loud.
The companies broke ranks when the
headquarters were reached and the great
crowd dispersed until the evening meeting.
The North Berwick Drum Corps and Berwick Harrison Club to the number of 150
men, and the Wells Harrison Club, 50 men,
had arrived on the morning train ever the
Boston and Maine road, and marched to the
headquarters on Federal street, where they
broke ranks. They went to Peaks Island
and to»k dinner, returning in time to take
part in the procession.
THE EVENINC MEETINC.
Speeches by Hon. T. B. Reed and
Hon. A. W. Tenney.
City Hall was packed to the doors last
night long before the hour of the meeting,
and the audience which
listened to Mr.
Reed and Mr. Tenney was an enthusiastic
one.
The reception given the representative
of the First District was a royal one, the
vast audience uniting in long continued and
vociferous expressions of their greeting.
Colonel J. W. Spaulding, who presided, was

sioner. George H. Coffin, Harrington; treasurer Austin F. Kingsley, East
Machias;

sheriff, I. P. Longfellow. Machias; attorney, Charles Peabody, Millbridge; clerk of
courts, P. H. Longfellow, Machias; judge of

probate, George R. Gardner, Calais; register
of probate, Mason H. Wildner, Machias. At
the close of balloting, Hon. I. A.
Gile, of
Worcester, and others addressed the convention.

The Washsington county Republican conheld in Ellsworth yesterday.
The following nominations were made: Senators, Charles C. BurriU, Ellsworth; Henry
W. Sargent, Sedgwick; commissioner, J. M.
Hutchins, Penobscot; treasurer. James F.
Davis, Ellsworth; sheriff, D. L. Fields, Ellsworth: attorney, Elmer P. Spofford, Deer
isle; clerk of courts, H. B. Saunders, Ellsworth ; register of probate, Charles P. Dorr.
Ellsworth.
The first Republican campaign club for
1888 in Auburn has been raised by operatives
in the Ara Cushman
Company’s shoe fac»ry. The club was organized last Monday
ivening, and at that time had one hundred
ind ten members. Following are the officers
organization: President, H. J.
f .?8,e2
Litchfield; Vice Presidents, George Jones,
Chandler Bearce; Secretary, C. F. Barrows;
Treasurer, F. J. Ward.
There was a good attendance at Whitmarsh » Hall. Norway, Saturday evening at
the organization of the Republican
campaign
vention was

warmly applauded,
as

mass

■

meeting in

BASE BALL.
New
,

England League.

The New England League game yesteray resulted as follows:
AT

I.OWKX.I..

Lowells, W; Manchester*, 6. Base hits—
J .owe Is, IS;
Manchesters, 10.
Errorsj .0wells, 4; Manchesters, 12. Batteries—

1 fuiuo

ouu

ouuipuj,
AT

rgiiis

ana

opportunities

Manony.

WORCESTER.

Worcesters, 2; Portsmouths, 1. Base hits—
Worcesters, 4; Portsmouths, 3. ‘Errorsi
7orcesters, 8; Portsmouths, 13. Batteries—
( > Connell and Terrien,McDermott and
Ryan.

•.

The National League.
The following games in the National
League

, rere

^e

played yesterday:
AT

WASHINGTON.

Inuiugs.1 23466789
Washingtons.l 32000010-7
ittsburgs.1 0010000 x- 2
Base hitg-Washingtons, 13; Pittsburgs. 6. Er„ >rs—Washingtons, 4;
Pittsburgs, 7. Batteries
^ Widner and Deaslcy; Morris and Carroll

J

AT NEW YORK.

Innings.1 23466789
n
llcagOS.0 0002000 x—

2

N ew Yorks.0 00000000— 0
Base hits—Chicagos, 6: New Yorks, 7. Errors
(,'hicagos, 8; New Yorks 2. Batteries—Bald* 11 and Daily; Welch and Ewing.
AT BOSTON.

6 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
B istons...1 0000010100 1—4
D etrolts...O 001 00020000—3
Base hits-Bostons, 11; Detroits, 8. Errors-

Innings.

1

2

3

4

l ostous.
6; Detroits, 7. Batteries-Kadbonru
a “d
Kelly, Beatln and Wells.
AT PHILADELPHIA.

hUadefthi;;..
idlauaaoilf*.?

28460789
0002000 3- 6
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n
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reated, out not
necessarily

entertain
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Clevelands,
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their opinions instead
their
of
leaders, and the result will be a great
triumpu by the true majority of the people of
the United States.
Al[Great applause.]
ready there are all over the country” signs
not only of separation, but signs of retreat.
How bold and brave they were when they
started out! From the South came the declaration that the constitution of the United
States would not permit the doctrine of protection, and today it has dwindled to a faint
echo from Mr. Putnam, who suspects that
may be the constitution of the United States
won’t permit It after all. [Laughter.] I do
not know that I onght to reproach the President’s party with being inconsistent.
I do
not know that we should recognize them if

they

[Laughter.]

were not.
we should realize
were not

I do not know
whom we were fighting
if they
looking one way and rowing
another. [Laughter.] Ido not believe we
should know our old foes if they did not
a picture of one animal and label It unerneath another.
[Renewed laughter.] It
is not|natuial to them. [Great laughter and
applause.] Theirgreai chieftain has set them
the example. [Laughter.] After declaring
a doctrine which every member of the Cobden Club and every doctrinaire in this coun-

that

Saint

try will recognize as tke broadest statement
of free trade, namely, that you not only
pay
the duties on every article that is imported,
but you pay a like amount in excess of price

every article that is manufactured in this
a declaration that every
man who
knows any thing of free trade knows to be the
essence
of
he
then
very
declares that
it,
really free trade Is out of the question. As I
have said elsewhere, it is as if Mr. Ingersoll,
after one of his violent assaults upon the
Bible, should proclaim to an astonished
world that on the whole he was very friendly to Christianity, [laughter and apif
plause.] or, as
Wendall
Phillips,
after
ain;i
uuc
one
of
ui
ms
his
magnificent
onluagmuceni
slaughts
UDon
slavprv
human
slaughts
upon
had
slavery,
declared that on the whole he was a hunker
Democrat, dyed In the wool. [Great laughter and applause.] But I have no right to
say a word more. [Crie3 of “go on,”go on”.]
I am going to stop with a bit of exhorbitation. You must remember that four years
ago we did very well, having very good
cause for it; having a man whom we were
pleased to honor, whom we did honor to the
full extent of our votes, and whom we have
honored today to thp full extent of our hurrahs. That has set the mark high,
and it
becomes your duty to reach it again, to put
forth your energies so we may show t# the
rest
of
the people
of
the
United
on

country,

States that when a question like this
arises the people of the State of Maine, active, vigorous and intelligent, are in the van
of the great march to victory.
[Loud cheering.
Chairman Spaulding then introduced Uon.
A. W. Tenney, of Brooklyn, in
fitting
language. Mr. Tenney spoke as follows:
MR. TENNEY’S SPEECH.
Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen:
New York clasps hands with Maine tonight and felicitates this audience upon the
magnificence and auspicious opening of your
own State campaign, as well as on the national campaign in which we are to decide
whether we are to be freemen or slaves.
Never have we had a presidential campaigu
in which there were less of
politics than this.
We are to decide in this contest whether or
not America shall own herself. Whether her
markets shall belong to American products
or
Whether the price of American
labor shall be measured by the
European standard or by the American,
it U in fact, simply a home
question, a question of the fi-eside and of the hearthstone.
JN o question more
can be
important
pre;
sen ted to the American
people or any people
than that of the industries relating to that
people. I he questions that summons us to
action this autumn are as tremendous as
w.hlc!l called patriotism to action in
1800. [Applause.]
The parallel running between these two
dates I860 and 1888 is peculiar and very suggestive. In the year 1800 an attack was
made by a solid South, aided and abetted
by
a large fraction of the Democratic
party in
North against the political system of our
country. Today an attack is made by the
same section of the country and by the same
fraction of the Democratic party upon the
industrial system of the country. [Applause.]
1 know
there were many Democrats
on the blue, stepped into the ranks
of the Union army, and with
high resolves
declared that come what might, and cost
what it would, this Republic
not die.
[Applause.] 1 know that in this early [autumn there are thousands and
tens,of thousands of Democrats coming from tne
farms,
tne workshops, factories and mills
and, with
equally high resolves, are declaring that
American industries bhall be
from
harm— from whatever source protected
it may come.

European.

^hoput

should

[Applause.]
I remember,

as you remember, that in the
year i860 the grandest Democrat of this age
declared that there could be but two parties,
patriots and traitors. So we declare in the
early autumn of 1880 that in this tremendous
struggle there are no Republicans.no Democrats, but we are either Free-tradersot Protectionists! [Applause.]

I remember tnat in

December,

I860.

Mr.

Buchanan, then President of the United
States, sent a message to Congress in which
he said:
X can find nothing in the constitution that will give me
authority to coerce
a sovereign State.” 1
remember, too, that
last December Grover Cleveland sent a message to Congress, in which he declared that
the tariff law which went upon

our

statute

opportunity

-V.

w

rich

If this is not

Birmingham* multiply

declaration of free trade
then the English
language cannot express it.
England knew that if the South succeeded
the
contest
she would have ready and free
m.
admittance to our markets. How is it toNo sooner had Grover Cleveland isday]
sued his message of last December than all
England is on tip-toe with delight and a
London spectator conveyed the sentiment of
his people wlieu he declared that Grover
Cleveland had done more for free trade than
prime minister of Great Britain ever
JDV
had. [Great applause.] But my friends 1
will drop that
subject by saying we beat
them now. [Cheers and applause.]
x et at the
very threshold of this canvass
the Democrats say they are not free traders;
that the issue is not protection on the one
side and free trade on the other; that they
simply revenue reformers. [Cries of
f™
Good
aud applause.] How long since?
Tlie last speaker told you since the Oregon
election [laughter and applause]; since Oregon s 3,000,000 of sheep voted the Republican
ticket they are revenue reformers.
[Renewed
laughter.] Lumber, wool and all the industries of Oregon have been to the ballot box
and she gave 30,000 majority, and they say
w• are not revenue reformers.
If the question, my fellow citizens, is not
between protection and free trade why is it
then that every free trader and every single
free trade journal in America, no matter
what may have been its political affiliations
hitherto, supports the Democratic ticket?
Why is it all the leading journals of Great
Britain and all the statesmen, manufacturers
and merchants of Great Britain, conservative and liberal, whig and tory, support the
Democratic ticket? Cleveland is running a
hundred times better in England than he is
with us. [Laughter and cheers].
He will
be elected over there, [more laughter]—but
not here.' [Applause.] I
say that because I
came from New York and know
exactly
what I am talking about.
Why is it they have made this assault upon our industries?
What excuse do they
give for it? Simply because there is a surin
the treasury of the United States. 1
plus
don t know how it is here in Maine, but I
Irnnw in tho

a

cnofinn

1

(«

noma

and lots of it—pure and simple;
is nothing in the city of New York

will disturb a Democrat so quickas
a
ly
surplus.
[Great laughter.]
We had one there for 25 years; Bill Tweed
took the last, and we shan't have another
for 25 years to come, unless something happens. Why I have written to Washington
twice since I knew I was to speak here, to
find out how much surplus there was. There
is no man in this audience, brilliant as it is,
who can tell. If there Is one he will do me a
favor if he will speak. Some say it is $55,000,000, others 875,000,000 and others $100,000,000. Two weeks ago it was $113,000,000
and the last count $150,000,000.
My Democratic friends, the sum is too elaborate and
they have not been able to add it up.
[Laughter] You know they are not first rate
at figures; they usually guess at it, especially in large quantities; [renewed laughter];
they never went to school a great deal;
that

school books and
agree.
[Laughter.]

Democracy

never

did

Wherever there
is
a
school books there is a
surplus of
deficiency in Democracy and vice versa;
hence they have not arrived at the exact
amount in the United States treasury.
I don’t care how much there is; the more
the better.
Suppose there is 3120,000,000,
how much is that a head? $2,00; that is all.
Not very much for a man who likes a surplus! and we are all after it; every
honest
and
true
man
wants
a
a surplus.
I never knew but two men who
did not; one was a free-trader, and the other
was in the penitentiary.
The moment you
have a surplus in the United States treasury
that moment the nations respect you.
[Applause.] I tell you, my Republican brethren
of
Maine, if
we
had
$120,000,000
in
1860
surplus
never
you
would have seen the rebellion.
Never!
[Great applause.] What is the history of all
the powers? The nations that have a surplus
have credit. And the nation that has financial credit other powers let alone.
[Applause.] But the moment you are out borrowing money and have no credit, that moment you become the football for the other
nations of the earth. Well, my Democratic
friends, there is some difference between
now and 1860, isn’t there?
When we, and
1
by we” I mean the Republicans, came into
power we didn’t have any surplus; the most
we had to contend with was the
Democratic
vacuum, flaugbter] not a dollar in the treasand
ury
not
a
cent.
You
came
to New York city
and
undertook to
the
place
market
upon
$1,200,000
_

12 per cent, interest and could not do it—
the bonds of this country at 85 cents
the dollar, not a gun in the arsenals, not
ship on the sea—all sent South. Nothing
but rebellion,
treason, bankruptcy ana
wrong was the legacy inherited from the
Democratic party and she had been in power 50 years.
The Republican party has had control in
this country for 24 years and when we transferred the government to your hands we
presented you with the grandest nation beneath the sun, [vociferous
applause]—at
peace with itself and all the world, a nation
whose greenback dollar had 100 cents in it.
You had shot 65 cents; it didn’t
really have
but 33. We brought it back and
gave you a
that
is
unmatched
in the world
cmrency
Do you know, men of Maine that the
greenback dollar born out of the necessities of the
republic, protected by the loyalty of the Republican party travels with the circuit of the
sun today, and finds discount nowherp
ra n.
piause.j
It is as good in Hong Kong as in Washington, as good in Fraukfort-on-the-Main, the
U know- ^r I iiave
tried it) as right here in Portland, as good in
London as in New York, in Benin as in
at

selling

on
a

£2SfLcellt3ir .0/.Eur°Pe

Chicago.
Your bonds bearing interest at the rate of
4 per cent are
selling today at 274 cents
above par. Add 27 cents and IS below
par and
it makes the dollar of the
bond worth today
in the money markets of
this country 424
th»n it was in 18C0.
?re“ts.fiore
The difference, my Democratic [Applause.]
brothers, is
between coming in and going out.
I would like to follow this
comparison, but
it is too hot [suppressed
laughter], and 1 am
going to Vermont tomorrow, and I am bound
to carry one State anyway.
[Applause.!
Now there are several ways to get rid of
the surplus 1 I will mention one or
two
^

wrong!
ThStu
is tthe New York way
That
Another is to
take off the internal revenue tax from tobae
co which is thirty million dollars
take off
from the spirits that enter into arts manufactures and medicines, ten more which
[isugliterj—right

or

makes forty million dollars, take off
from
sugar fifty-eight millions more, and you have
ninety-eight millions, having then touched
only three industries. And why from sugar*

Perhaps I

am a

little radical

on

that

b“‘

mark you, my friends, that we produce
onlv
nine per cent, of the sugar we
consume,
ninety-one per cent is imported, and we receive a greater revenue from
sugar than
from any other imported article.
Another
fact,-we are not raising the amount of sugar
today that we did thirty-four years ago, by
actual statistics (I have them in my Ducket)
not so much as we did twenty-five years ago;
not so much as we did four years ago
If
that industry can be
encouraged, then let a
portion of the duty remain, but reduce it
one-half at least and then you will have
eighty thousand dollars removed.
There is another way which 1 like better
than any, and that is, take the
surplus and
pay our honest debts.
It is a
good tiling to pay debts, provided you have
the money to do it with.
What would you
think here in Portland of a man, a
merchant
walking up and down your beautiful streets
owing ten thousand dollars, having five thousand in the bank, and
saying, “I have a surplus of five thousand dollars"? You would
say, ‘Pay your debts and you won’t have
quite so much surplus.” In a very few years,
if I reckon right, we shall have
nearly nineteen hundred million dollars
coming due.
Whjrnot anticipate it and pay the bill like
■

[Applause/

* will tell you
something else we might do.
We might give a pension to an old
soldier
nowand then. [Applause.)
It would not
hurt us any, but, oh, how it would make
the
birds sing to him in the
evening of life! [Renewed applause.] We
give bread, raimight
ment and shelter to the widows and
orphans
of the heroic dead who fell In
battle. It
would not impoverish us, but,
how it
oh,
would enrich them, and till the horizon
of
their lives with a new
song and new
We might build a fort now and then hopes.
along
our ten thousand miles of seacoast
so that
maritime towns and citities could not
pur
be captured by foreign invaders.
[ Applause. J We might open up our inland
water ways of river, canal and lake, so that
the products of the West could be
brought to
the markets of the East by rival transportation on water and landlalike. We
might rebuild our
navy, create a new merchant marine, so that tlie commerce of this mighty
people might be carried to the markets of the
world, not in English, French and German
bottoms, butin American bottoms, [applause!
built out of our own lumber and our
own
steel and by the genius and skill of our own
workmen. After we have done this, and
have a dollar left, then let us build
school
houses in the dark places of this land
where
ignorauee broods like the night and cruelty
ind vice reign supreme.
[Applause.] Don't
:alk to me of New England birth and orio£
the
surplus when half the
little children of Texas are out of school
at
,his very hour. Don’t let us hear of
the surone half of the men.
women and
i>i.VijW*len
children of the entire booth can neither
•ead nor write. Let us remember that
we

0nhI1?t
“polony,
lismembered
at will
or moved out at pieasUS
****
th“t become a
not

a

tribe to

]],!

of civil

Now, in

war,

the hour of
p,?aoe’ let us educate the
“"lln-tOreat» cheering.
What she wants is
J
i
Widgeons, tissue ballots,
rities
101
®4DS‘ ^ut free schools, a free press,
i ree speech, a free
ballot and an honest
< ount.
[Applause.] Let her

£?ioh eDr)jnt

hundred fold; let

££s

Atlantas and

DEATHS.

Take the salt industry—and I think we
will need lots of it to keep the statements of
rather Cleveland correct and pure—[laughter] paying a duty of either 12 or 24 per
cent. I don t remember which. In 1700
you
paid from forty to sixty cents a bushel. To-

day

you can buy all the salt you waut at
from six to eight cents a bushel. A similar
coudition of things can be related of the silk
industry, the watch industry and many
others.
There is something more than dollars and
cents in this question of protective tariff;
there is national independence In It, and I
tell you, brother Republicans of Maine, if
you should analyze this principle of protection down to its last drop, and to the
core,
you will find in it a good deal of the spirit of
July 4,1776—the same spirit that spilled the
tea In Boston Harbor, December 16,
1773, is
protecting American industry in this country today. It is a very singular thing and
worthy of mention that the first protec tlve
tariff law that ever went upon our statute
book was signed by George Washington in
the city of New York, July 4. 1789. The early fathers of the republic well understood
the meaning of
protecting American industries, and were in favor of it, and I distinct15 declare that into our political economy we

need, as American citizens, to place
spirit, more heart and more soul.

more

We
had better pay fifty per cent more dutv than
we now do rather than let the children of the
laborer go without an education. [Applause.]
The working men of America are worth
something; they are part and parcel of the
government; they help to make our laws and
administer them; they vote, and at the ballot
box we inaugurate reforms, settle all national disputes, and it is out of these
poor homes
that are to come the men of the future of this
country. They are the ones who will receive
the mantle when we are gone.
They will
stand in our places and do the work we are
now doing. The men of
today, first in art,
science, law, commerce, trade, literature, in
everything that elevates and surrounds mankind in this country today, 40 years
ago were
poor boys. Let us take care of the future of
these boys as we would take care of the future of our country. [Applause. 1 In
Europe,
you know, the working man is absolutely
nothing. He does not occupy the dignified
position of a cipher at the right hand of
He
has no more voice in
something.
the government under
which he lives
than
has
the
bullock
he
slays or
the mule be drives. It is a terrible assertion, nevertheless it is true.
Think of it.
Ihe accident of birth decides
everything
there; once born a king, always a king; once
born a
always a duke; once a

duke,
a

tailor,
tailor;
shoemaker, always
so, but here there is nothing of the kind.
In
America there is room for every
aim, room
for every
hope, for every aspiration. Here,
no royal road to
preferment, but the pathway lies open to all alike, and he that does
best, succeeds best.
Owing to the noise of passing bands the
speaker was unable to continue, and after
loud cheers for the candidates and for the
speakers of the evening, the meeting adalways
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In this city, Aug. is, George C. Elies, aged 28
years l month.
t^!un£C,a!.^1,l■', Thursday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at No. 28 High street. Burial at Waco.
In this city. Aug. 15, infant son of Wm. U. and
Georgia E. Mills, aged 6 days.
In Chicago, Aug. e. George W. Cblptnan, aged
43 years,-formerly of Portland.
Iu Blddeford, Aug. ti, Freddie, son of Frederick M. and Mary O’Nell, aged 1 year 11 days.
In Gardluer, Aug. 9, Miss Florence Kane, aged
18 years.
Iu Trenton, July 80, Henry Dennis, aged 73
years.
In Rockland, Aug. 11, Miss Celia C. Boyd, aged
53 years 9 mouths.
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offering Men’s All Wool Suits at
are from 95 to JO per cent,
be
less than can
found elsewhere for the <|naliiy.
In
Extra bargains
Men’s and Voung Men’s Trousers
at low prices to correspond with the season.

[ft A

nrr

Clients'and Voung Men’s Half Season and Vacation
Suits.
BOVS’ und CHI ED KEN’S CLOTHING. By far ttie
largest and finest stock in the city. Jacket Suits, $9.00
and upwards. Sailor Suits, 85 cents and upwards.
Blouses and flannel Shirt Waists In ull colors. Shirts,
Odd Knee Pauls, 95 cents and upwards. Shirt W alsts,
■ Scents aud upward*. 75, 87 cts. and $1.00 Boys’
Shirt Waists for only 50 cents each.

Standard Clothing Co.,
255
MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

W. C.
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A DELICIOUS NEW

routine business was dono and the nominations made by tbe Governor last week conAn Informal hearing was given to
o. h. Stearns of
Norway on a petition for the
pardon of C. G. Brown of Norway, sentenced
to ti)e state
prison for two years for forgery.
hile intoxicated Brown forged the name of
tveston Frost on the oack of a $1U oheck.
Stearns presented a petition signed by
many
nenttuen'
A decision was not rendeml
Last week, it was reported that Geo. M.
Booker of Cornville had committed suicide
i„y.ti?king
1,>aris *reen- He was found dead
!? the wo ads, not far from his home and
was buried a few
days later. Now there is a
,Won that his death was not caused by
Journal
^ f
say. the re»re I10t satisfied but
wh0f
wnat .i
thereth,e
hasde,cea3ed
been foul play somewhere.
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Aug. 8, Mortimer M. Vogler of

Mrs- Martha F. Reach of South

A,,g. 6, Arthur
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DRINK,
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DRINK,
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•CBLOTTERBECK
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*AI,B
Three handsome thoroughbred
SAI.E atOld Orchard. Me., at 3
F®«
black cocker SDanlel pups. 11 weeks old, twe ACt’Tlosr
thrse story front cotp. m August 20th
females,
male, #6.00
—

\

\

MiSEJSaBSBKE

each; handsomest female
English retriever in the State, one and one-hall
old, 16.00; handsome thoroughbred (email
gllsh setter, orrange and white, two years old
wined, $10.00: also extra fine angora kittens,
$3.00 each. M. fa. RANLETT, Rockland. Bue
one

S'SSSsSS

Bus

SSfc*Jgjp*
’,“"^d*°0^ue
^gs»

U»«
do

LATEST

a

;

tage, containing seven rooms, with stable connectthe proprietor, living in California, wishes to
closeout; parties desiring to see the place will
call on A. J. WHITTKMOBK, Photographer, Old
Orchard.
i«-it

ing;

A DELICIOUS NEW DRINK,
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DRINK,

Lemonade.
Egg
Lemonade.
Egg
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9CHLOTTEKBECK * FOSS’.

SCHLOTTEKBECK

,"“S^*«“icM£C0-,r
tal& Smite Vw»

A FOSS’.

afternoon, somewhere between
nines Brothers and Woodfords Corner, a la
dles’loDK black leather portmonnale.wlth oxidized
silver clasp, containing a sum of money; the Sod-
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^—

^ 'faVlnk'

"ALK
Bicycle for sale, Royal Mall,”
Ja 60 Inches, nearly new, ball bearings, cost
$130, price $«5. British Challenge, 64 Inches,
good condition, Drlce $00. G. 1.. BAILEY, MS
Middle street.

Guns, Ac,

tfl-1

TO UBT—No. 3 Hulls Court: Bebago
and good drainage: eight rooms. Enquire
of J. H. BLAKE. Widgery’s Wharf.
Alsoasmall
tenement at Woodford* Corner.
ltt-1

SdWEaTSTRE^cTty*^
T^ia’ HOIJS*
■“ 8*L® AT OIWCB—Maine drug and
T°hours
stationery store: situated on Une of railroad,
ride from Portland; good paying bustA
nees established;
The
FOITMIA
reasons for sSSSg, proprietor
71 MIDDLE

STE\N\NAy

iwo

ladles basque on Hampshire St.
can have the same by calling at
ltt-1
8T-, and paying charges.

owner

__

Afil)

communications to JOHN
w. 1‘EKKiNS ^^esf
Si CO., Portland. Me.18-2

-

A

HARDMAN

DELICIOUS NEW DRINK,

Egg Lemonade.

OUR LATEST

\

SCHLOTTEBBECk Sc t'O**’.
AUCTION

Manson G. Larrabee
cfc

JTIiddle

F. O. BAILEY &

Store.

Special sale of Silk Plashes in all colgoods baring been purchased
4*9 in large quantities, enables us to put
1 them on the market at mueh leas
price
than can be purchased elsewhere. They
are New Fall Goods in
twenty-lire new
colorings. Our Middle Street price,

50c Per Yard.
Our 75 cent quality of Silk Plushes, In
all colors, we shall make the price during this sale at

MUST

For CASH

-A. IN' D-

For Sale Saturday,

Jfool

or

INSTALL*

on

MENTS.

WOODWARD
123
teblt

SUM.
SUKER,

&

EXCHANCE

STREET.

Popular Novels
at the Low Price of

50c Per Yard.

MWSFtI

RECEIVED

5 00

balance of our large purchase of
*2 inch Henriettas, Serges and
India Twills will be
put on sale today.
Those who were nnaole to get some of
the choicest colors, will find It to their
advantage to make an early selection
from tkls lot.
Remember these goods
awall wool, 42 Inches wide, in twenty
different shades, and good value at 7o
cents. Our Midale Street price

Organs.

(I. W. AI.I.KX
it»

mar 14

69c Per Yard.
can

CO.,

iaetionwnj and Conation NerrhanU
>• O. HAII.KV

ors. Those

The Celebrated Smith Amerl*

«ALV»

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.

CO’S

Street

DRINK,

EGG LEMONADE.

SCHLOTTEKBECK A FOSS’.

One lot of Cream White Albatross Suit-

ing, 42 Inches wide. All Wool Hair Line
Check, in Black and Navy Bine. They
will be

exhibition In

10 GENTS EACH.

window.
customers
well know the value or All Wool Albatross, 42 Inches wide. Our price,
on

Comments

are

our

unnecessary,

as

The Best Place in

29c Per Yard.

Portland to buy

If you have not already purchased f i om
stock of All Wool Tricots, 3« inches
wide, at 29 cents per yard, you should
not lose the opportunity, as each day’s
sales close some of the most desirable
colors. These cannot be duplicated at
this price, 36 inches wide, all wool,
our

Bread Preparation,
THE HEALTHFUL AND NUTRITIOUS

29c Per Yard.

Baking Powder,

We hare no more room in our Middle
Street Store for Summer Hoods. They
must be sold, and we Intend to make
prices that will sell them. Is there any
thing in this line you need ?

other baking powder does this.

Writing Paper!

Frank B. Clark,

Ladies’ and Misses’ Silk Taffeta and
Lisle Hloves.

It costs

515 CONGRESS STREET.

Ladies’ and Children’s Summer Hosi-

stronger and more wholesome
than any ether powder.
marl3
lsto4thpnrmTu&TIiAwiow6m

ery.
Ladies’and
wear.

au«n_<ttf

Children’s Hauze Under-

SUMMER VISITORS

Ladles’ aud Misses’ Bathing Suits.
14
44
44
“

_

Hents’ and
3O068*

Grown Liquid Coffee.

The above goods

^cep

us*

c»n

,nore

One case of Bleached Cotton, one
vide.
One

Bleached Cotton,
vide, extra good value, at

eodlm

SIXTH
—

OF

WILL OPEN SEPTEMBER 1711),
A specialty will be made of
fitting pupils for the
Grammar Schools.
The Sew ing Classes will be continued on Saturday mornings.
aug8eod2m

i
I

J

—

FEMALE COLLECE.
September

[

JAMES P. WESTOK, PRESIDENT, P
cERIHG, ME.

!

—

augSeodiw

out all vessels In need of repairs.

CO.,

M1DIM.E STREEJ.

Junl

F.M&WCm

work

W. O. 8T1MFSON, J«.,
t'"rt Clyde. Ms.

dsnJdJtf

OCURSIONS TO CALIFORNIA
EVERY WEEK VIA ALL LLYES.
,

For tlcksU and Information, apply to the Ticket
Agent. Boston * Maine K. K.. Commercial stieet
utarlou. Lowest rates to all points West and
decXOdtf
Sooth.

POL1CIFS

Manson G. Larrabee

All

dlapatehM qulcklv and satisfaction guaranteed
Address.

yard

It is not too m.uch to say that Schumacher s Parch: ti> Farinose Is a very
ourisbing, gratif ylng to the palate, and a
aluable contrlbut ion to other niceties for
tie breakfast and
luncheon table. It euit odles the necessary desideratum for a
enerous sustainh ig diet, it Is cooked in two
linutes. Sold by ^11 grocers.

4.

ADUKKSS

now

take

6 I-4c Per Yard.

SS3

Portland, Maine.

Hallway has been thor
p2?,rt c,yde Marine
TH*oughly
In readiness to
rebuilt, and Is

One bale Brown Cotton, very tine, oue
ard wide, at

cto

SEMINARY

Fall Term llegins Tuesday,
—

one

of

To Vessel Owners.

yard

5c Per Yard.

for children.

AND

COMPANY,

8c Per Yard.

Mrs. Perry’s School1

—

Popular

Protected by the
Maine
Non-Forfeiture

Law issued only by the OLD UNION MUTUAL LIFE IN8UBANCE

One bale Brown Colton

YEAR

—

WESTBROOK

case

C.SXRM si., p.niud
ThdhTnU

POLICIES

6.l-4c Per Yard.

ASK YOUR GROCER FOB II.
W23_
THE

am

Campaign Flags in auy size or quantify. Special discount made to clubs.
ana

Nh.w llml..

ieU_

Hentlemen will remember the old rellible tailor fitting Senator, Bonanza and
Kevilo White Shirts.
Prices $1.00, 76
ind 50 cents.

A delicious Cup of Coffee for less than
one cent

Tr.ablo

WYER GREEN E'&ICO.,

12 l-2c Per Yard.

Just Think Of It
or

Nlep la.

Remember the Special Sale of Blankets, guilts and Comforters.

aUd S°,d ,Pr 26

“d^end“?u,,:r,iUt’0uecup

Fall

A full line of styles and coloiiugs in
French Finished Satines at

In any climate and any length of

cuft^cts^aid SLOOPS8

our

Gentlemen’s Patent and Knamel Leather Oxford
Ties and Balmorals, light and dressy, Ladles’ Oxford Ties In endless styles. Ladles’ Front Lace
Boots to suit the eye and purse.

6c Per Yard.

It Is absolutely pure Coffee.
It Is made from the best of Java aud Mocha.
the money’

dy8pCpUc8

for

regard-

A full line of Challie Delaines at

READ ITS MERITS.

whh0outyhar°m!'e

room

BOOTS and SHOES.

Suits and

are to be sold

less of cost to make

Eclipsing all previous efforts and solving the
mystery which for years has baffled the experiments of eminent chemists In
England. France
and Germany.

freely

Hosiery.

Boys’ Bathing

Hoods.

are Invited to our store for their Fashionable Foot
wear. We are prepared to meet the wants of all who
wish Fine Fitting, Fine Looking and Fine Wearing

Sll068.

Hents’ Summer Underwear.
“

at 11!) Winter Street.

MARRIAGES.

*

SCHLOTTEKBECK A FOSS’.

India, to Congress, to High, to
Cumberland, to Myrtle, to Congress, to
Pearl, to Cumberland, to Franklin, to Federal, to the headquarters:

meeting of the Governor and Council
Tuesday afternoon considerable

BOSTON.

STREET,

Lemonade.
Egg
■gS?&2gg5=SgSg§
SS3®S!51sr'

street to

at 4 o’clock

Nanager.

and Wholesale Roods, 395 to 403,

WASHINGTON

a,,*™
augiti

less and is

At a

WARE,

Headquarters

of the

where the train was taken for home.
The
Augusta Band played several excellent selections in front of Park Garden to a
large
audience assembled in Lincoln Park and in
the street.
The meeting was held under the
auspices
of the Republican State
Committee, and they
alone are responsible for the
arrangements

PRICE.

STRICTLY ONE

rOftl

Republicans were illuminated, flrgs were
displayed and the throng of people that

Harrison Drum Corps, Robert Browu, leader.*
Harrison Pioneers, Capt. F. H. Webster.
Westbrook Band, Mr. Babb, leader.
Westbrook Republican Club.
Tippecanoe Curds, Capt. U. A. Dew.
Brunswick Drum Corps.
Harrison Uuards, Capt. J. D. Prlndable.
Augusta Bnnd.
Augusta Harrison and Morton Club.
After arriving at the
headquarters the
'' estbrook Band and
Republican Club
marched up Federal street to the
depot

now we are

$8, $10, $19 and $15, that

Sarsaparilla

Restores to the flour the strength-giving
phosphates that are removed with the bran,
and which are required by the system. No

filled the streets was even greater than that
afternoon. It was a little past 8
o’clock when the procession left the headquarters on Federal street, and it marched
in the following order
through Federal

soon.

100 Doses One Dollar.
<tt!
_ap27_

journed.

(L

The values we offer tom this month are extraordiOur Mammoth fall Stock, the largest we have
ever put before the Portland
public, will be here
nary.

by all druggists. »1, six for *6. Prepared only
by C. I. HOOD & CO., Apothecartes, Lowell, Mass.

once a

In Front of City Hall,
While
tv«mw the
»uo
wua
in
mccuug
meeting was
uii
the
guiug
going on in
hall, a great crowd, that had been unable to
t<
(loin
--41_l_
gain admission, gathered in the streets anc
on the sidewalks In front of the
building. S<
dense was the crowd on the City Hall
step:
that it was impossible to get out of or int<
the building, except by the Myrtle street en
trances.
The crowd extended down Ex
change street and up and down Congres:
street for a considerable distance
beyond the
City Building. After Mr. Reed had finished
his speech in the hall he came out and addressed this multitude from the steps
His speech was entirely devoted to a discussion of the tariff question, and notwithstanding numerous interruptions by parading bands, it was very effective and was listened to with marked attention.
He spoke
over 20 minutes.
His reception was a very
cordial one and his telling points were received with hearty applause.
The Evening Procession.
In the evening there was a grand torchlight procession, consisting chlelly of Portland companies, under the command of Col.
L. S. Sanborn.
The houses of prominent

Ready-Made Clothing.

Weary

poor, I could not sleep, bad
headache a great deal, pains In my back, my bowels did not move regularly.
Hood's Sarsaparilla
iu a short time did me so much good that I feel
like a new man. My pains and aches are relieved,
my appetite Improved.” Geokuk F. Jackson,
Roxbury Station, Conn.
“I was all run down and unlit for business. I
was Induced to take a bottle of Hood's
Sarsaparilla. and it built me right up, so tnat I was soon
able to resume work. I recommend it to all.” D.
W. Bkate, 4 Martin street, Albany, N. Y.
N. B.—Be sure to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Hood’s

BARGAINS

-IN

was

Sold

1DTIBTMB3UHT*.

AUGUST

Describes the condition of many people debilitated
by the warm weather, by disease, or overwork.
Hood's Sarsapurllla Is just the medicine needed to
overcome tnat tired feeling, to purify and quicken
the sluggish blood, and restore the lost appetite.
If you need a good medicine be sure to try Hood’s

[Applause.]

be

latlon1^

***5 lurid flalnes
berated the South.

a

her hills and valleys echo and re-echo with
the hum of the spindle and the rattle ot the
loom; let the smoke over her recent battlefields rise from the smokestacks and chimneys of peaceful and thriving Industries.
Let her cease to be lazy and go to work; let
her have faith and believe In a protective
industry and in protected Individual rights,
and then shall the new South place her hand
In ours, and, side
by side, we will enter upon
the journey of the future, hearing as we go,
ringing from one end of this land to the
other, Peace on earth and good will to
men.”
There is another reason why this onslaught
has been made upon our industries.
Mr.
Cleveland says In his message that the duties imposed upon foreign articles imported
to our market increases the value of the foreign article as well as of the domestic, to the
amount of the duty itself. This is a very serious statement, and
coming from the source
it does, clothed with
authority, it demands
of us candid, thoughtful consideration.
It
would be discourteous in me to say that this
figment Is untrue. I shall not, therefore, say
so, but will let the facts of our industries
speak for themselves.
Now take the familiar and oft repeated subject (.1 steel rails,
which, in 1866 we were paving $160 a ton for.
A tax was put on them In 1871 of $'.’8 per ton.
We then began the manufacture of steel
rails and as the American product Increased,
the price decreased so that today you can
buy steel rails at $31.50 per ton, precisely
what you paid $166 a ton for in 1866.
If the
statement of the President is correct we
should add the duty to the price and pay for
our steel rails $59.50 instead of the $31.50 we
now pay
Take the file industry.
In 1866 we paid a
duty of fifty-eight per cent. In 1866 we
all
our
files
brought
from abroad, paying
from six to seven dollars per dozen.
We at
once began the manufacture of them, and
have In this country today 150 manufacturing establishments, and you can buy all the
files you want at from two to two dollars
and
thirty cents per dozen.
Take the industry of soda ash, which enters very largely Into the manufacture of
glass. Up to 1884 we imported all this, paying a duty of $5 per ton, and were paying
for every ton $40. Some English capitalists
came to New York and established an industry worth today at least one and a half
million dollars.
They are produced 175,000 tons per annum, and
you can today buy
your soda ash for $28 a ton, twenty dollars
less than you did four years ago.
Now take the case of woolen goods. My
brethren of the free trade party, will you
tell me how many mills there were in the
United States in 1860? There were just
three. Today we have thousands of looms
in operation, we have invested twenty million dollars of capital, employ seventy-five
thousand workmen, consume per annum
fifty billion pounds of wool, produce fifteen
million varrls of rlnt.h
nlthmuyh
large duty. I was told by the three largest
manufacturers and producers in the city of
New York not a week ago that woolen goods
were cheaper today than they had been
since the formation of our government.
«

Democracy
and there

tlmrn

ing

vitals

industry.

that the great timber belt terminates; it is
there that the shepherds tend their sheep; it
Is there that the great principle of protection gives its strongest assurances of success
to a new and a growing country, Before we
shall speak the State of Vermont, ever faithful and,true, ever sound, ever true to the
great doctrines which have thus far ruled
this country and will forever rule it. Vermont will speak in tones that none can ever
mistake [cheers], and then will come our opportunity to say what we think of this
four years of Democratic rule.
[Applause.] Four years of Democratic rule
do I say? Let me correct it. Four years of
the rule of a President from New York and
his friends. [Laughter and applause.1
The
Democratic party used to be divided into men
who believed in free trade and lived under
the swelter of a southern sun, and protectionists who lived in the North, but for the
second time in the historv of that party its
majority has taken control, and it rests with
the Democratic party in the North which
has witnessed sixteen Democratic representatives, all but four of them, driven in by the
power of the President’s administrations, to
say whether they will remain true to the
principles that nave alwavs professed, or
whether they will do as they did once before
in their history, yield to numbers against
right. We shall witness the spectacle. For
my part X believe now as 1 believed then
that many
of
them
will be
found
to
true
followstanding
principles,

Books in 1800-1, born out of the necessities of
the republic, a law that went upon the statutes by the patriotism of our people, a law
J
out of which this nation has grown to its
matchless prosperity—I say I remember that
Grovar Cleveland of New York declared in
his message that this law was vicious, inequitable and illogical. [Applause.]
But the comparison stops not here. No
_11
viio
intiqi, SHCred that
sooner had rebellion crystalized into shape
le government have to determine and
to ua«
than England began to show sympathy for
pon; it seems to me that the day is not
the South. Her privateers came out upon
istaut; that the day is fixed and the hour
our seas to harass American vessels; confedd oted when the American people are goina
erate bonds were sold in English markets;
rise in their might and in their majestv
British gold bought powder and balls by
id say to the executive of the country
wliicli traitors for four j ears stood knee deep
Stand one side, sir: the claim of the old
iu human gore in their
attempt to shoot this
iteran shall be paid.”
[Cheers.]
nation to death. What did England do this
It gives me great pleasure to be able to say
‘orV Simply as a matter of business; she
you this evening that you are to listen to
wanted to get control of our market; she
“ at matchless debator aud legislator, a leadknew that dismemberment here was for her
of leaders, one who needs no introduction
success; she knew that while plunging her

gSrrtsaaaarrss l
At St. Loujs-St. Louis,

surplus

so large if all of
he sacred obligations of the
government
let, and I am one of those who
cry strong feelings in legard to a
disposiion of a portion of that
surplus.
When
” I
iok around and see so
0f
many
,
t
omrades of the war so
many of w mm are
ow passing their old days in
actual want u
8 eems to me that that affords an
*\rA
f ar a disnosition of a nortlnn
■w

Other Games.

substantially

to me this privilege. The proceedings of the
day have awakened thought and aroused
enthusiasm to that degree that all our energies are now in tune for a proper consideration of the questions of the hour. We are
not assembled here as partizans
merely, but
as citizens of a great republic to
consider
what we had better do, and to discuss and
determine the issues of the hour that we
may be prepared when the occasion arrives
for us to cast our votes for those candidates
who represent the principles which we believe will best
promote the interests of all
the people of this great land.
[Applause,]
When we
look around
about us
we
note that we are a nation of laborers
that we all, from necessity, are
obliged
to work, and, therefore, we are accustomed
to honor the laborers of the country,
and, at
the very threshold of the discussion of the
Issues in the present campaign, we find that
the great and important question relates to
their interests. We note, as we look around
is, that all men have achieved eminence and
mccess or have amassed wealth have been
those who sprang from what is termed the
ranks of labor, who, by their great energy
skill and application, have amassed wealth
)r attained a name which has made them
lonored by the citizens of the nation.
It
seems, then, when we look around to deternine what we had better do that those maters and these steps in governmental affairs
vhich shall most promote and protect the
ndustries of the country, which employ la>or and offer
for individual
idvancement and development are those
vhich should receive our support aud our
ncourageuient. That brings us naturally to
he great questions of the campaign, the proection of our home industries, the
protecion of our home laborers, and the proteclon of our homes.
[Applause.] The queslon resolves itself into a
very simple one.
all agree, Democrats and Republicans
like, that it is necessary
to
raise
the
iy
revenues
of
the
country
ust so much
money as is required to disharge national obligations, and no one deires to ra se more than that, hut the
Kepubicans, as 1 understand it, believe that this
latter shall be so regulated that it will proect ail the struggling industries of the
and, [applause.J while those who are opiosedtuus entertain the belief—those who
[e n®t free-traders out and out,—that there
nould he a tariff for revenue
only, leaving
iut the great element of
protection. That is
he question simply
stated, and it seems
the '*nes are drawn
be™ said to
»..

Square.

a

follows:

Spaulding’s speech.
Fellow citizens—I esteem it a high honor
to be called upon to
preside over this great
and magnificent meeting, and lam
extremely
grateful to you for your kindness in assenting
to the proposal of the committee in
extending

school district was chosen.
GeD. II. B. Cleaves of
Portland, and other
ible speakers will address the citizens of
-.ewiston at City Hall, Friday evening, this
veek. There will be a flag
raising on Hay-

Third party men held
j Iangor last night.

and spoke

mb.

dub, and the following officers were chosen:
President, Asa D. True; Vice Presidents,
H. E. Mixer, C. S.
Cummings, Buit Cummings; Secretary Eugene Andrews; TreasW. H. Tracy. An executive committee
urer,
rom each

, oarket

E.

Blddeford Band.
Biddeford Harrison Guards.
Saco Drum Corps.
8aco Harrison Guards.
Richmond Harrison and Morton Club,
Augusta Band.
Augusta Harrison Guards.
Mr. Blaine stood on the roof of J. T.
Stubbs’s art gallery as the procession passed
by and was greeted with cheers by the different companies as they passed.
Col.
How stood just back of Mr. Blaine and

made•
Senators, Henry Nash, Addison;
Elisha E. Holbrook. Vanceboro; commis-

PERSONAL.

men.

Townshend, Captain.

Political Notes.
The Lincoln County Republican convention was held in Damanscotta
yesterday
morning. The following nominations were

Holders of U. S. four per cent bonds may
learn something to their advantage by applying to the Merchants National Bank.
In the Brookline, Mass., police court,Tuesday, Ernest M. Pelton, who married Mary
Riley in Portland ten years ago, was bound
over on a charge of bigamy.
He took a second wife three years ago.
The young men’s meeting will be held In
the hall of the Y. M. C. A. this evening from
7.30 to 8.30 o’clock.
Assistant Secretary
Chas. T. Johnson will lead. A cordial invitation is extended to all young men to attend.

Berry—125

Portland Harrison Guards. Capt. J. D. Prindable,

YORK COUNTY.

BRIEF JOTTINC8.

went down into the well room of the dock
uiaae some repairs aoout tne
The
pump.
engine was running and the pump at work
when they went down. Alter a little while
the man who was with Mr. Hiles returned
up the ladder to the engine floor.
Immedi-

W.

Bath Harrison and Morton Club.
Belfast Republican Club.
Brunswick Drum Corps,
Brunswick Harrison Guards, 100 men, C.

Detective Michael Power of Halifax has
begun togal proceedings against the Saco and
Biddeford Savings Bank to recover pay for
his services in arresting Frank C.
McNeally
the defaulter. It Is reported from Saco that
young McNeally is still in the Dominion of
Canada. He has not yet settled down to
It is believed that the bank paid
any work.
him all or part of the reward that was offered for the stolen bonds after they were returned to the institution.

Duck Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South Casco—Arrive at 11 a. m.; Close at 2
p. m.
Bowery Beach, Ocean House and KnightviUe—
Arrive at io a. m.; Close at 3 p. m.
South Portland, Ferry Village and Willard—
Arrive at 8 a. in. and 2.30 p. m.; Close at 8 a. m.
and 2.80 p. m.
EastDceri ng—Arrive at 7.30 p. m.; Close at
7.00 a. in.

Machinery.
At the Portland Dry Dock yesterday forenoon George Hiles, the assistant
engineer of
the works, accompanied by another
man,

Rockland Band.
Rockland Young Men’s Republican Club, Capt. E.

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Stage Malls, Ac.

Killed In the

men.

The Fairfield board of trade has decided in
favor of celebrating the town’s centennial
September 25, 26, and 27.

Arrive

Republican Club.

Westbrook Band.
Westbrook Harrison ana Morton Club, Capt. H.
G. Star, 1st Lieut. W. Webb—64 men.
Marsha! Wm. H. Green and aids.
Harrison Cadets, Capt. Fred II. Grover—35 men.
Portland Tippecanoe Club, Capt. G. A. Dow—90

Nettie Perry, the three-year-old daughter
pi William Perry, of Rockland, who was
terribly burned Tuesday evening, died

soon

Leavitt-

—100 men.

One of the most severe earthquake shocks
felt In the vicinity of Winthrop, occurred at 8.20 o’clock Tuesday evening.
A report like that of a heavy caDnon, continued
for thirty seconds, shaking the earth violently, swaying buildings and rattling disbes
and furniture.
A second shock occurred
about midnight, somewhat lighter but of
about the same duration.
Mr. John F. Chase of the Fifth Maine Battery will present to the Battery Association
at their reunion at Oakland, next Thursday,
a gavel about which many historic associations cling. The head is made from an old
rebel cannon wheel, found by Mr. Chase on
the battlefield at Gettysburg. The handle is
of a young peach growing on the same field.
At the coming reunion of the association a
basket of Gettysburg peaches will form a
part of the banquet.
ever

KNOX

Frank

16 men.

Waterboro

at 9.30 a. m.; Close et 4.30 p. m.
reak’s Island—Arrive 10 a. m. and 4.30 p. m.
Close 8 a. m. and 4.30 p. in.

Rev. Mr. Wright and wife start on a vacation trip to Eastern Maine today.
Chas. Sumner Carleton, of New York, the
singer, son of S. S. Carleton, is in the city.
Mr. J. M. S. Hunter, editor of the Farmington Chronicle, and Alonzo Sylvester, Esq.
Republican candidate for sheriff in Franklin
county this year, were in Portland yesterday.
Mr. Harry Sawyer, headwaiter at the Ottawa House, has been given a handsome
silver watch and Mr. J. L. Norman, the
steward, received a silk umbrella, rubber
coat and traveling bag, as testimonials of
their fellow employes’ esteem.
Sergeant N. D. Lane, of the signal service,
who for some time past has been stationed
in Washington at the office of the chief signal officer, has been ordered to the Portland
station and w ill assume charge today. Mr.
H. H. Roche who has been temporarily stationed here pending the arrival of Sergeant
Lane, has returned to Eastport.

Guards, Capt.

Freeport Harrison Guards, Capt. Eben Patterson

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

Canada, intermediate offices and connections,
via Grand Trunk rallroad-Arrive at 12.26 p. m.;
Close at 1.00 p. m.
Gorham, B. B., intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk rallroad-Arrive at 8.36 a.
m. and 12.26 p. m.; Close at 6.30 and 8.46 a. m.
and 1.00 p. m.
Swanton. Vt., intermediate offices and connections, via Portland and Ogdensburg railroad—
Arrive at 8.16 p. m.; Close at 8.00 a. in.
Bartlett. B. II,, Intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Ogdensburg rallroad-Arrive
at 900 a. m. and 8.16 p. m.; Close at 8.00 a, m.
and 12.00 m.
Rochester, B. B,, Intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.45 p.m.; Close at 7 a. m. and 12 m.;
Eastport, (tri weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. m., Tuesday,
Thursday and Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. m.
—

Hollis Harrison

THE STATE.

and 1 and 6 p. m.; Close, 6.30 a. m., 12 in., 4.30
and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.40 and 10 p. m.
Bangor.—Arrive at 2 a. m. and 1 and 6 p. m.;
Close at 6.15 a. m.. 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.40|and 10.00 p. m.

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Chebeaguc, Long and Cousen’s Islands

thousands of people.

The Portland companies received the visitors in the usual way and then the line of
march was taken in the following order

W. 8. Jackson, Kittery; W. H. Austin, Berwick ; Austin B. Bryant, Saco; J. S. Gilliatt, Portland; S. D. Wadsworth, Cornish; Isaac Webb,
Brldgton; A. L. F. Pike, Norway: B. M. Mason,
Auburn; J. 8. Mendall, Canton; E. Gerry, Farmington ; W. Frank Wall. Augusta; M. P. Heselton,
Skowhegan: Henry Thomas, Bangor; Wm. F.
Washburn. Dover, A. G. Spencer. Belfast; F. 8.
Alden, Union; W. C. Donnell, Boulton; E. E.

—

speech.

[Laughter and[applause.) .That
culminating point of the attack upon

was the
t.hp inrillst.ripR nf

square, State street square and
side streets were full of carriages that completely blocked the way. The special trains
arrived on time and they were all crowded.

Capeu.
State ot the Order-Milton Higgins, 8. P. Woodbury, Geo. F. Stetson.
By-Laws—J. Henry Crockett, E. A. Gray, Geo.
E. Kenworthy, Jr.

Southern and

with

crowded

heed's

subsided, Mr.

mentioned.

Congress

Legislation—Byron Kimball, H. P. Cox, R. B.

Sunday delivery at Post Office window, 9 to
10 a.m. Collections from street boxes at 7 and
11 a. m., 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday 6 p. m. only.

s.

Portland Young Men's Republican Club, Capt.
York, 75 men.
The sidewalk all along the line of inarch

rlck.

a. m.

Mesas

men,

Lougee.
Finance—George 8. Winn,C.l. GupttU, F. L.
Moseley.
Charters—Marlon Crosley, F. P. Putnam, E. H.
C. Tompson.
Unfinished Business—J. Davis, E. T. Lee, E.
Gerry.
Appeals—Wm. H. Smith, O. B. Whitten,
J. G. Elder, A. T. Richardson, George A. Gilpat-

OFFICE bocks.

Gant.

Mlt.

had

tlje

grow

nation
this
of
and
prosperous
inure
would
„.our disasters
to her benefit.
Had she any reason for this?
Let us see. No
sooner had the Southern Confederacy crystallized itself into governmental form than it
incorporated into its constitution a free-trade
plank, and in order that I
be
may
right, (for 1 see the reporters are
busj, laughter] and that you may know
what the spirit is which lies behind the action of today, let me read vou
something
from tlie
constitution of tlie Confederate
^
011 will had it in section eight:
ii'p?grr-S8'
*Jie Congress shall have power to lay aud
collect taxes,
duties, impost and excise for
revenue, but no bounties shall be granted
from the treasury;
nor shall any duties or
taxes on importations from foreign nations
be laid to promote or further any branch of

ofempire.

Wells Harrison Guards, Capt. B. Maxwell, 60
men,
Hollis Harrison Guards, Capt. Frank Leavitt, 15

Communications of G. P.—S. W. Cook, J. T.
Mason, John Blethen.
Returns—W. D. Plummer, George Turner, J. F.

Arrangement.

Fred S. Freeman

00 meu,

COMMITTEES.

Credentials—F. T. Merritt, C. F. Tobie,

Waldron, 2d;Lleut.

Harrison Quaids, Capt. J. D. Prindible, 1st Lieut.
G. W. Gilchrist, 2d Lieut. U. H. Thombs,

Grand Encampment.
The following subordinate Grand officers
and standing committees were appointed by
Grand Patriarch Gilliatt :
Grand Marshal—Fred E. Haskell, of Portland,
Grand Sentinel—V. E. Moore, of Bangor.
Deputy Grand Sentinel—B. F. Wing, of Bangor.

PORTLAND P08T OFFICE.

PARADE.

THE

145
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Paid for relief of Patriarchs.$11,069.19
Paid for burying the dead.
733.40
Total payments for relief. 41,792.69
Expenses, separate from benefits. 6,202.16
Annual receipts. 22,219.66
Invested funds
66.393.64
The report of Grand Treasurer A. EJ
Chase showed that the available assets of
the Grand Encampment amount to $3,898,21,
Thirty-one new members received the

STANDING

AND

226

of Port
laad.
Grand High Priest—Charles H. French, of Portland.
Grand Senior Warden—K. M. Mason, of Auburn.
Grand 8cribe-B. C. Stone, of Portland.
Grand Treasurer-A. E. Chase, of Portland.
Grand Junior Warden—W. H. Austin, of North
Berwick.
Grand Representative—L. P. Woodbury, of
Lewiston.
The secret work was exemplified by Grand

The Pobtland Daily Press will be furnished
from now until September 16th, postage prepaid,
for SO Osu. From now until the November
election, for 91 50.
The Maine State Press, which Is published
every Thursday, will be furnished from now until
September 15th, for 15 rents. From now until
the November election, for US cents.
The cash must accompany all orders.
Address Portland Publishing Co.,
97 Exchange street, Portland, Me.

ARRIVAL

4452

Deceased. 45
Withdrawn. 13

All cases of weak or lame back,
backache, rheumatism, will find relief by wearing
one of Carter's Smart Weed and Belladonna Backache Plasters. Price 25 cents. Try them.
d&wlw
augl4

Summer

At the conclusion of Mr. Miller’s speech
Mr. Cleaves called for three cheers for the
candidates and the speakers, which were
heartily given, and the great meeting dispersed.

45

[Great applause.]
When the applause
Heed spoke as follows:

nf2

would

Fellow Citizens and Ladies and Gentlemen:
If there ever was a spontaneous gathering
of the people of the State of Maine it is to
be found in this hall and in the region surrounding it.
[Applause.] So spontaneous
has it been, and so lacking seemed to have
been certain preparations usual on such occasions, that even those of us who are to ad
dress you were not aware that we were to
have that heuor until quite a late moment. 1
had intended, myself, not to let off the audience that usually gathers in this hail by so
short a speech as I shall make to yoc tonight. 1 do not intend, however, to discuss
the tariff question in half an evening, nor do
I intend to inflict upon the gentleman who is
to follow me tlie necessity of discussing the
1 insame question in a divided evening.
tend to give him and you the benefit of the
whole evening together, excepting a few preliminary remarks.
I do not remember to have seen such
enthusiasm throughout the country as exists
to-day since the year 185t> when, a boy of sixteen, 1 began to have aud to express my
views about politics. [Applause ] At least
half of this audience can remember that glorious time. It was a grent season, when the
conscience of the nation was awakened,
when every man felt, as every freeman ought
to feel at every election, that the destinies
of the nation were in his hands and he was
himself determined to do bis duty to his
country [Applause.] No such great audience as this could then greet the speaker, for
no such magnificent hall as this threw open
its doors, but such as we had was packed to
repletion, as this hall is packed tonight.
And I well remember the uprising of the
multitude as Hannibal Hamlin [loud applause,] that spotless statesman who so well
deserves your applause, stood up after iiis
march to
Kittery, thus far across the
State. I believe we shall find when we get
that
all over the Nortli there will be
through
the same uprising by men as determined as
those men were that the institutions of this
country should be preserved as they have
been made by the intelligence and good sense
of past times. The question after all tonight
is the consummation of the good which
we
the
of
the
know,
preservation
system which we have proved by actual
experience to be sound, sure and enriching.
Only one portion of the country has been
he..rd rrom, and teat portion is in the end of
that great belt which stretches from Maine
to the Pacific coast: that great belt which is
to this country the belt
for it contains the most thriving and vigorous population, of even this thriving and vigorous
The State of
country. [Great applause.]
Oregon [applause] has spoken, and no member of tne President’s party today but becomes restless when the name of Oregon is

cheers.

showed;
Number of Encampments.
Members July l.lWy.
Admitted and reinstated.

Suspended.

j

the audience with directness and force. His
speech was one to be remembered, and its
cogent reasoning will linger iu the minds of
its hearers and bear good fruit in November.
His allusions to the Republican Presidential
candidates evoked round after round of

dition, and that he had done good work
among them during the year.
The report of Grand Scribe 11. C. Stone

House lor sale.

with

His points
throughout.
were made
with great clearness, and the
problems of the tariff were brought home to

yesterday morning.
The report of Grand Patriarch Woodbury
showed the Encampment to be In good con-

Merchant’s national bank.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
To be sold—Drug and stationery store.
Dogs for sale—M. H. Kanlett.
Auction sale at Old Orchard.
Schlotterbeck A Fobs 6.
Found—Ladles' basque.
Standard Clothing Co.
Invest your money.
Lost—Fortroonale.
For sale—Bicycles.

_

Mr. Miller’s speech was listened to
earnest attention

The annual session ofj the Grand EncampHall
ment of Maine opened at Odd Fellows’

TO-UAV.

novl

En-

Annual Meeting of the Grand
'campment of Maine.

THURSDAY MORNING, AUG. ltt.

to an audience gathered here, or gathered in
1 now have the
any hall in the country.
pleasure of introducing to you the speaker of
the next House of the National Congress.

HOW WE DO IT IN PORTLAND.
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only by the OLD UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY, of Portland, Maine.
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